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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ABSTRACT

FACULTY OF NATURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Ocean and Earth Sciences

Doctor of Philosophy

PROPAGATING LARGE-SCALE OCEANIC FEATURES - AN ANALYSIS OVER

TIME

by Anna C. S. Sutcliffe

Oceanic large-scale westward propagating features are capable of transporting heat and

momentum and their importance in the set-up of major climate oscillations is undeniable.

The ability to monitor and understand climate change is one of the top priorities in

research. The possibility of using of these waves as indicators of such changes was

analysed by Fyfe and Saenko (2007) who found that the increasing temperatures of the

ocean’s upper layers caused wave speeds to increase 35% in the 2 centuries analysed.

Given the reported changes in ocean stratification and heat content (IPCC, 2013), this

work analyses 20 years of altimetry data for changes in the Rossby wave signatures

that might result from changes in the oceans. The ’Rossby wave-like’ (RW) variability

and speed distribution is characterised on a global scale. In the Indian and Pacific, the

ocean’s RW variability is shown to be significantly correlated with the Niño time-series,

proving the RW sensitivity to ocean changes. A second RW dataset, derived from NEMO

SSHA outputs - NEMO RW - is produced and validated against the altimeter RW data,

providing good results especially for latitudes up to 20◦. Speeds over time of the RW

signal are computed for both datasets for trend analysis. The altimeter data proved to

be too short however, 42 years of NEMO RW data provided trend maps showing speed

changes occurring in all ocean basins, albeit with a more complex distribution than

the findings of Fyfe and Saenko (2007) suggested. The NEMO RW speed time-series

shows signs of being modulated by ENSO and the South Atlantic Southern Dipole in

the Pacific and the Atlantic, respectively. Results confirm that changes are occurring in

the RW speeds over the time-series analysed and establish the RW sensitivity to changes

over time in the ocean’s properties.

This thesis was funded by POPH/FSE, F.C.T., the Portuguese Foundation for Science

and Technology, ref: SFRH / BD / 37256 / 2007
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Earth’s climate is changing faster than previously believed (Rahmstorf, 2007) and

climate prediction has become an issue of great socio-economical impact, as reiterated

by the latest Assessment Report by the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change

(IPCC, 2013). The ability to monitor and understand climate has become one of the

top priorities in research as it has become clear that detecting climate change will help

in understanding not only how the changes affect the Earth’s climate, but also the range

of phenomena that drive these changes. The ocean dynamics play a major role as both

a forcing and a feedback mechanism on the climate system, especially at the longer

temporal and spatial scales (Liu, 2012) and are a major focus of climate research. The

increase in the world mean temperature has been shown by IPCC (2013) to impact on

the oceans, increasing their temperature and heat content and decreasing the density of

the upper layers. These changes create a more stable stratification of the ocean’s upper

layers causing a decrease in the convective processes, which have been shown to impact

on ocean circulation patterns such as the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Ciruclation

(MOC). The MOC is responsible for transporting the heat from the tropics to the higher

latitudes and Bryden et al. (2005) and Smeed et al. (2014) suggest that the MOC might

be slowing in response to climate change, which in turn could result in changes to the

climate of the North Atlantic .

Energy transfers in the oceans can be processed at a range of scales. At the upper

end of the scale are the so-called large scale features, whose propagation is constrained

by the Earth’s rotation according to the Beta effect (β-effect), defined as the latitudinal

variation of the Coriolis parameter, f 1. The main focus of this study are oceanic features

that propagate like large scale planetary waves, also called oceanic Rossby waves, named

after Carl-Gustav Rossby who first developed their theoretical equations in 1938. The

importance of the impact of these phenomena on the climate of both hemispheres has

been well documented (Liu, 2012; Jacobson and Spiesberger, 1998; Fu and Qiu, 2002;

1f = 2Ω sin θ, where Ω = 7.29 × 10−5rad/s is the Earth’s rotation rate and θ is the latitude

1
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Hirschi et al., 2007). They have the ability to communicate perturbations in heat and

momentum on a basin-scale and their propagation speeds set the time-scale for climate

variability in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Liu, 2012). These waves have been linked

to major climate oscillations such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Jacobson

and Spiesberger, 1998; Fu and Qiu, 2002), the MOC (Hirschi et al., 2007) and the North

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Killworth and John, 2001). They also maintain and interact

with western boundary currents, such as the Kuroshio (Qiu, 2003) and can affect the

ocean’s biology (Cipollini et al., 2001; Uz et al., 2001; Killworth et al., 2004; Charria

et al., 2006).

The question of how the oceans will respond to projected climate change is still a

matter of intense research. Several authors have projected a rise of mean sea level and

world mean-temperature (IPCC, 2013; Rahmstorf, 2007; Church and White, 2006), with

ocean heat content of the upper 700 m showing a significant increasing trend (Levitus

et al., 2012) that impacts on the stratification of the ocean’s upper layers. The change

in oceanic stratification and heat content has the potential to impact on oceanic Rossby

wave propagation, as the standard, linear theory for oceanic Rossby waves predicts an

increase in their propagation speeds in the presence of increasing stratification; Rossby

wave theory states that the speed of the waves is proportional to the square of the

Rossby radius of deformation (RRD) 2, which is dependent on the ocean’s stratification.

In an effort to explore this issue, Fyfe and Saenko (2007) analysed model outputs

for the impacts of an increase in the temperatures of the ocean’s upper layers on the

propagation speeds of first mode baroclinic Rossby waves. The work focused on the low

latitudes of the North Pacific Ocean and the authors used a climate model3 to predict the

vertical temperature distribution in the ocean, required by linear Rossby wave theory to

estimate the wave speeds, and thus to look for impacts of the anthropogenic warming on

the wave’s speeds over time. Five model runs were performed using the observed time-

series of greenhouse gas and sulphate aerosols concentrations to provide the historical

20th century simulations and the standard emissions IPCC SRES A2 scenario was used

to simulate climate until the end of the 21st century. The findings are presented in

figure 1.1, and show a speed-up of the first baroclinic wave mode, starting at the lower

latitudes, which then extends to the higher latitudes by the end of the 21st century. The

authors also found similar results for the South Pacific and expected a repetition for the

Atlantic Ocean. The findings showed speed increases of 35% by the end of the 21st

century in the shown A2 scenario and of 20-40% increase across all the model scenarios,

all relative to pre-industrial era speeds. The findings suggest strongly that, no matter

what the climate scenario used, there will be significant changes in the speed of Rossby

waves by the end of the 21st century, especially at the low latitudes. A point of interest

2The RRD for n modes is: RRDn = 1
|f |nπ

0∫
−H

N(z)dz, in which H is the water depth, f is the Coriolis

parameter and N(z) is the buoyancy frequency
3Model CCCMA-CGCM3-1 from the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma).
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Figure 1.1: The change in speed over time modelled for the 1st baroclinic Rossby
wave mode, relative to pre-industrial times. Hind-casts are based on five independent
model runs, forced by observed time-series of greenhouse gas and sulphate aerosol
concentrations. The IPCC A2 emissions scenario provides future emissions scenario.
Plus signs show the statistical significance at the 95% confidence level (Fyfe and Saenko,
2007).

is that Fyfe and Saenko (2007) used simple linear theory in the modelling of Rossby

waves, a theory that has been found to underestimate Rossby wave speeds.

If a consequence of the projected climate change is indeed the speeding-up of Rossby

waves, then the impacts are potentially great. For example, given that these waves have

been linked to the set-up of the ENSO (Jacobson and Spiesberger, 1998; Fu and Qiu,

2002), it seems reasonable to hypothesise that changes in the Rossby wave speed would

also be reflected on changes in the ENSO cycle which have the potential to impact on a

world scale. Impacts on ocean-gyre circulation and western boundary currents are other

examples of how changes in the speeds of these large scale features might impact and

feedback onto the climate system.

The importance of satellite data in the study of these large scale phenomena is

unquestionable as Rossby waves propagate at spatial scales of the order of hundreds to

thousands of kilometres and at temporal scales of the order of a few cm/s. This makes

them very difficult to study using traditional in situ methods, thus rendering satellite

images as the only way to obtain a full ocean view of their propagation characteristics.

The tools available for the analysis of satellite images have evolved significantly and

altimetry in particular has proved to be a successful method for viewing these waves

ever since the first Rossby wave analysis was performed (Le Traon and Minster, 1993;

Tokmakian and Challenor, 1993; Chelton and Schlax, 1996). Greater computing abilities

also allow for higher resolution datasets that have been generated by merging the data

from several sensors. Oceanographic data is now also available in higher resolution, thus

improving the calibration and validation of satellite-derived data.
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At the present time there nearly two decades of the data fields constructed from the

altimeter tracks, which are interpolated and composited onto a geographical grid, thus

creating an altimeter ”image”. This in conjunction with the above-mentioned increase

in computing abilities, image resolution and development of analytical tools, makes it

both interesting and timely to explore the altimeter data directly for evidence of changes

in the propagation of Rossby waves over time as a result of climate change. The fact

remains that the time-series is not yet long enough to reflect any secular trends in

Rossby wave characteristics; however, it does provide a long and precise enough record

for an analysis of not only the speed of these waves, but also of changes in their other

characteristics: location, frequency and amplitude. This in turn opens-up the potential

to analyse any found changes in relation to climate indices and model runs. There is

even the possibility that direct measurements of ocean planetary wave properties may

provide a new means for monitoring large scale changes in the dynamic properties of

the ocean. In a time where the impacts of a changing climate are the object of great

scientific as well of socio-political importance, it seems appropriate to explore these data

for signs of any alterations in the characteristics of Rossby wave propagation over time.

It is the object of this work to develop a methodology that examines the full time-series

of satellite altimetry data to detect any changes in the characteristics of Rossby wave

propagation over time in an effort to explore the ocean’s response to changes in the

Earth’s climate.

1.1 Project Aims

As stated in the previous section, the main aim of this work is to analyse across the full

length of the altimeter dataset for changes in the propagation characteristics of features

that propagate like ocean Rossby waves with the view of determining the importance of

the impact of climate variability on these features, and vice-versa. The goal is to analyse

the properties of Rossby wave propagation over time as they may provide evidence of

the integrated dynamical effect of subtle changes in the density stratification in different

parts of the ocean. In this manner, they may help understand how the oceans are

responding to changes in stratification and heat content that have already been reported

(IPCC, 2013; Levitus et al., 2012; Rahmstorf, 2007; Church and White, 2006). As a way

to address this issue, Rossby waves are singled-out as features that not only impact on

climate, but are themselves potential indicators of climatic changes in the ocean. The

use of ocean Rossby waves as indicators of climate change is explored in this work.

Given that these features have been successfully detected in altimeter-derived Sea

Surface Height Anomaly (SSHA) images, these are the datasets that shall be used to

examine the Rossby wave signature over time. In order to do so, it is first necessary

to develop an analytical tool that is able to detect the signature of these features in

SSHA data. The aim is to develop a tool and method analysis that are capable of
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isolating the features consistent with the theoretically predicted characteristics of oceanic

Rossby waves. The analysis tool will rely on a suite of processing programmes that at

each stage test the outcomes produced. Given that any tool used will not perform a

perfect detection of Rossby waves and that the isolated signal will have some level of

contamination from other features, the isolated features will henceforth be referred to

as ”Rossby wave-like”. The term refers to features isolated in the data that propagate

as the Rossby wave theory predicts they should.

The analysis tool’s objective is to create a new SSHA altimetry dataset in which the

Rossby wave-like signal is mostly isolated from the remaining variability in SSHA data.

It is this new dataset that will allow for a global examination of the Rossby wave-like

characteristics in both space and time. The new data will be analysed for locations of

interest in which the Rossby wave-like features are more evident. Any detected changes

in the feature’s characteristics might then be related to local climatological features.

With this step of the analysis the aim is to explore the strength of the connection

between the Rossby wave-like features and that region’s climate.

Given the relatively short altimeter time-series, the outputs of NEMO (Nucleus for

European Modelling of the Ocean) derived SSHA maps, which span 42 years, will be

explored as a possible surrogate for the altimetry-derived Rossby wave-like dataset. The

analysis will be performed over the NEMO SSHA in the same way as the satellite SSHA

maps, in order to detect and characterise any Rossby wave-like features that develop

and propagate within the numerical model simulation of the ocean. A second, model-

derived, Rossby wave-like SSHA dataset will be created. These data will be compared

to the altimeter observations in order to ensure that the model outputs are producing

the similar results to the altimeter-derived results. In this manner this work provides

a validation of the model outputs. If it can be established that the model outputs are

an adequate representation of the Rossby wave-like features, the full time-series can be

used to approximate an extension of the SSHA findings. The 42 years of model output

will provide a longer term representation of changes over time in the characteristics of

Rossby wave-like features.

In order to build on the findings of Fyfe and Saenko (2007), the speeds of the

Rossby wave-like features will also be analysed for changes over time. However, this work

approaches the question from a different perspective. Whereas those authors modelled

ocean thermal structure and then used wave theory to infer mode 1 baroclinic Rossby

wave speeds, which were analysed over time, in this work the speeds of mode 1 baroclinic

Rossby wave-like features will be measured directly from the ocean using altimetry, or

by using the modelled ocean’s Rossby wave signatures. These will then be analysed over

time and changes in those speeds will be used to infer changes in the ocean’s structure.

The project’s tasks can be itemised as follows:
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(i) Technical / methodological goal 1: To design and test a suite of analytical tools

for the automatic extraction of Rossby wave signatures from global time series of

SSHA data. These tools must be able to identify and extract the Rossby wave-

like signal from the SSHA images by the use of filtering techniques and examine

the outputs so as to ensure that the mode 1 baroclinic Rossby wave-like signal

is being properly captured. The tool must also be capable of being run over any

image representing ocean surface parameters such as SSHA which are capable of

revealing the signatures of oceanic Rossby waves.

(ii) Technical / methodological goal 2: Based on the tools created in (i) the generation

from altimetry data of a new SSHA dataset containing mostly the Rossby wave-

like signals isolated from most other variability of SSHA. Its purpose is to serve as

the basis for exploring Rossby wave behaviour. A related sub-goal is to produce a

similar dataset from NEMO model output and to determine whether it bears any

similarity to the altimeter dataset, with a view to being able to extend the length

of time series to precede the altimeter record.

(iii) Scientific goal 1: Using (ii) characterise Rossby wave-like occurrence and proper-

ties in space and time. Locations revealing unexpected or anomalous Rossby wave-

like behaviour will be defined as of interest and an analysis will be performed to

test the strength of the connection to other dynamical processes or climatological

forcing factors in the ocean, and thus explore whether independently measured

Rossby wave-like behaviour is sensitive to changes in ocean properties. In these

locations, the possibility of using measured Rossby wave-like characteristics as a

diagnostic for other ocean properties will be explored.

(iv) Scientific goal 2: Using (ii) compute trends for each ocean and establish their sig-

nificance. Explore whether the trend of Rossby wave-like speeds over two decades

bears any similarity by that predicted by Fyfe and Saenko (2007). Explore the

possibility of using directly measured RW speeds as an indicator of climate change

in the ocean.

An in-depth review of the literature on Rossby waves as well as the body of work

that provides the background for the present research is provided in Chapter 2. The data

used and a description of the methodology developed are presented in Chapter 3. The

results of the application of these methods to the altimeter-derived and model output are

shown in Chapters 4 and 5, which address scientific goals 1 and 2, respectively. Finally,

some conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

State of the Art

2.1 Introduction

The existence of planetary waves was first discussed by Hough in 1897 who addressed the

problem of how a fluid behaves in a rotating system. Later, Rossby approximated this

problem using Cartesian coordinates, x (west-east) and y (south-north), on the β-plane,

which assumes that the Coriolis parameter, f , is function of latitude:

f = 2Ω sin θ, (2.1)

where Ω = 7.29 × 10−5rad/s is the Earth’s rotation rate and θ is the latitude. In this

manner f can be written as: f = f0 + βy, where the latitudinal (north-south) variation

of f is defined as:

β =
∂f

∂y
= 2Ω cos θ (2.2)

The fact that the Coriolis parameter changes from north to south coupled with the

Earth’s shape and rotation generates the dynamical conditions which support the prop-

agation of these large-scale planetary waves whose properties change with latitude.

In order to understand large-scale motions it is necessary to introduce the concept

of absolute vorticity. For a parcel of fluid it is the sum of the planetary vorticity, f ,

given by equation 2.1, i.e., the background vorticity due to the Earth’s rotation, and

the relative vorticity, i.e., the vertical component of the vorticity vector, relative to the

Earth’s rotating frame of reference, of the parcel’s vorticity, given by:

ζ =
∂v

∂x
− ∂u

∂y
(2.3)

where u, v are the west-east (zonal) and south-north (latitudinal or meridional) velocity

components, respectively.

7
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For a fluid with uniform depth H in a rotating system that is not at rest, a different

type of equilibrium — the geostrophic equilibrium — is achieved. Rossby showed that

the geostrophic equilibrium depended on the initial state and was achieved through

the conservation of a quantity he called potential vorticity, PV, which is the absolute

vorticity scaled by the ocean’s depth (Gill, 1982):

PV =
f + ζ

H
(2.4)

Rossby waves arise from the need to conserve potential vorticity. The following

two scenarios of large-scale disturbances describe how the conservation of this quantity

induces the Rossby wave flow. In the first scenario depth, H does not vary. In this case,

a parcel of water at rest with respect to the Earth’s rotating frame of reference will have

zero relative vorticity, ζ. However, if it is displaced northwards (southward) then its

planetary vorticity, f will increase (decrease) with increasing (decreasing) values of θ.

In order to conserve the absolute vorticity, and therefore the potential vorticity, equation

2.4 requires that the parcel must acquire a negative (positive) relative vorticity, ζ, which

results in an anticyclonic (cyclonic) motion1.

For the second case, depth can vary but relative vorticity is invariant. In this

case, when a layer of fluid moves to the north, f will increase and equation 2.4 requires

that to conserve the potential vorticity, there must be an accompanying increase in

depth (pressure). So as particles move to the north (south), increasing (decreasing)

values of f must be accompanied by increasing (decreasing) values of H, resulting in a

depth/pressure increase (decrease). Overall, this creates an alternatively increasing and

decreasing depth/pressure pattern, which in turn generates a geostrophic flow that is

perpendicular to the wave’s direction of propagation to the west.

If a line of particles is subjected to disturbances large enough to cause changes

in their planetary vorticity, such as atmospheric forcing or ocean currents, then the

accompanying changes in the relative vorticity or in the depth/pressure will induce a

flow that results in a net westward propagation of the disturbance in the form of an

Rossby wave (Killworth and John, 2001). That these features can propagate at all

within the ocean is due to the fact that it behaves as a waveguide: the ocean floor and

surface effectively confine energy within these boundaries thus allowing for energy to

propagate horizontally within them (Gill, 1982).

The following section provides an overview of the properties of these waves following

the deduction of a simple problem that outlines the linear or standard theory for Rossby

waves.

1In the northern hemisphere an anticyclonic vorticity rotates clockwise and a cyclonic vorticity rotates
anti-clockwise. In the southern hemisphere, the reverse occurs.
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2.2 Linear theory

The linear Rossby wave theory can be deduced from the following problem: a shallow,

flat-bottomed ocean, rotating with uniform angular velocity about a vertical axis, z, with

uniform depth H, with perturbations, h that are small compared to the ocean depth.

Motions are considered relative to the rotating frame of reference. For waves whose

horizontal scale is much larger than the vertical, also called the shallow water case, a

simplification called the separation of variables technique can be used — the solution

is divided into two separate problems thus rendering a three-dimensional problem, into

two-dimensions. By doing so, the vertical structures that are created within the ocean

by the wave’s propagation are found and the horizontal equations describe the wave

motion. Solutions are a sum of n normal modes that propagate with different vertical

structures and phase speeds (Gill, 1982). Mode n = 0 corresponds to the barotropic,

depth-invariant solution. Modes for larger n are the baroclinic modes, with mode n = 1

being the first baroclinic. The Rossby wave equations and properties shall be deduced,

following the works of Killworth and John (2001) and Pedlosky (2003).

The properties of Rossby waves are described by the momentum (2.5) and conti-

nuity equations (2.6) using the β-plane approximation 2.12:

ut − fv = −ghx and vt + fu = −ghy (2.5)

ht +H(ux + vy) = 0 (2.6)

Here the shallow water approximation has been used with the dynamic pressure as

p/ρ0 = gh where p is pressure, ρ0 is the sea water’s mean density and g is the Earth’s

gravitational acceleration, which for the problem at hand can be considered constant at

g = 9.8ms−2.

In order to find the waves’ dispersion relation, thus determining the wave frequency

at a given wavenumber, it is first necessary to find u and v. This is done by solving

equations 2.5 for v and u, then taking ∂/∂t for both equations, assuming that ∂/∂t

is small compared to f , and replacing vt and ut into equations 2.5, which finds both

velocity components as functions of h:

u ≈ −ghy
f
− ghxt

f2
and v ≈ ghx

f
− ghyt

f2
(2.7)

To find the equation of conservation of vorticity in terms of h it is necessary to

replace ux and vy (computed from 2.7) into the continuity equation 2.6 to find (after

2Notation simplification: partial derivatives such as ∂v/∂t, ∂v/∂x, ∂v/∂y shall be written as vt, vx, vy,
respectively, where t is the time dimension and x, y are the horizontal west-east and south-north dimen-
sions, respectively.
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neglecting small terms):
∂

∂t
(h− a2

n∇2h)− βa2
nhx ≈ 0 (2.8)

where an is the Rossby radius of deformation for each mode n depends on the wave

phase speeds for mode cn and is given by:

an = cn/|f | (2.9)

The Rossby radius of deformation is dependent on the density of stratification, increasing

with increasing stratification, and on latitude, as an ∝ 1
|f | . At length scales of the order

of the Rossby radius of deformation, the Coriolis term is of the same order as the pressure

terms in the equations of motion (see 2.5) and local vorticity effects are felt; the feature’s

energy becomes trapped and rotation effects come into play. Long waves have length

scales that are much greater than an (for the mid latitudes the values for the Rossby

radius of deformation is typically a few tens of kilometres (Chelton et al., 1998)) so local

vorticity effects are not felt and the waves propagate away from their generation point;

energy is not trapped (Gill, 1982).

For plane waves with solutions:

h ∝ ei(kx+ly−ωnt) (2.10)

where k and l are, respectively, the zonal and meridional components of the wavenumber

with modulus: K2 = k2 + l2, and ωn is the frequency for mode n, it is possible to find

the Rossby wave dispersion relation, by substituting equation 2.10 into equation 2.8, so

that:

ωn = −βan
ank

1 + (anK)2
= − βk

k2 + l2 + 1/a2
n

(2.11)

Equation 2.11 describes a number of the Rossby wave properties. Firstly, for every

positive wavenumber, there is only one solution and it is always negative. The single

solution is unlike what happens for most waves, which have a solution for more than

one direction, and this is a consequence of the direction of the Earth’s rotation. The

negative sign means that Rossby waves always travel in the negative x direction, that

is, Rossby waves will always travel to the west.

The second property comes from the fact that there is a maximum frequency at

which the waves can propagate, also called the cutoff frequency. As a function of k,

ωmax occurs when: k =
√
l2 + 1/a2

n and the maximum overall frequency occurs when

l2 = 0, which renders:

ωmax = −βan
2

= −βcn
2f

(2.12)

This means that there is a maximum latitude, set by the Coriolis parameter, at which

these waves can be found.
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Thirdly, a special case for these waves occurs as latitude decreases: values of f tend

towards zero as an increases towards infinity so that, at the equator, phase speeds become

infinite. This means that the equations presented here do not work near the equator.

There are a separate set of equations that describe equatorial Rossby waves, which are

confined to the equatorial region as they are reflected back towards the equator when

reaching a critical latitude (Gill, 1982). This review shall focus on the extra-equatorial

case.

The Rossby wave phase speed can also be derived from equation 2.11 as cn =

ωn/K. However, given that the waves’ direction of propagation is quasi-westward, the

meridional component is much smaller than the zonal component, so that in the zonal

direction the phase speed can be approximated to:

cxn = ωn/k = − β

1/a2
n +K2

= − β

k2 + l2 + 1/a2
n

(2.13)

Barotropic (mode n = 0) waves are depth-independent, with speeds of several m/s

allowing them to cross oceans in only a 1-2 weeks (Cipollini et al., 2000b, 2006b). This

work focuses on the baroclinic modes (n ≥ 1), with speeds of the order of 1-10 cm/s, that

decrease with increasing mode number and latitude. These waves take several months

to cross the oceans.

The energy propagation is described by the group velocity, which in the zonal

direction is given by: cgn = ∂ω
∂k , which gives: cgxn = −βa2

n
1+[(anl)2−(ank)2]
[(anl)2−(anK)2]2

.

The fact that the group velocity is different from the phase speed means that the

energy does not travel at the same speed and direction as the waves, which in this case

are dispersive. However, given the long wavelengths of the Rossby waves, the term anl,

the north-south component, is normally much smaller than the east-west component

as these waves are nearly purely westward. In the upper limit, for the longest waves,

ank << 1, the longwave approximation can be made that makes the group and phase

speed equal: cxn = cgxn = −βa2
n and these longwaves are non-dispersive.

2.3 Rossby wave detection

Rossby waves are generated as a result of the need to conserve potential vorticity, changes

to which can be brought about by forcing of the ocean’s surface that induce changes to

the ocean’s structure. This can be achieved by wind stress, buoyancy forcing, variations

to the wind-driven upwelling and even major topographical discontinuities with scales

of the order of 1000 km (Gill, 1982; Fu and Cazenave, 2000). The wind stress variations

that cause Ekman pumping can occur both near the ocean boundaries and over the
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open ocean and are capable of generating oceanic Rossby waves due to the the pressure

gradients created by displacing water mass and the thermocline (Gill, 1982).

As stated in the previous chapter, this work focuses on the baroclinic Rossby waves,

whose characteristics vary with depth and have an infinite number of modes. Any

variation of the ocean’s stratification that are linked to climate change, can thus be

reflected on these waves’ properties. The depth invariant barotropic waves are not

sensitive to changes in stratification and in addition to this they propagate through the

oceans at speeds of around 200 m/s which makes them too fast to be resolved by the

existing satellites (Killworth and John, 2001). Examples of these waves are tidal waves

and tsunamis, both with uniform distribution of energy with depth that are generated by

displacements of the ocean’s bottom associated with earthquakes and the tidal motions

brought about by the Earth and Moon’s gravitational forces (Pond and Pickard, 1983).

The large scale of Rossby waves coupled with a surface signature of a few cm

over length scales of hundreds of km makes them very difficult to observe. Despite the

existence of a theory explaining their characteristics, it took another 30 years for proof

of the existence of oceanic Rossby waves to be found with in situ measurements of the

variation of the levels of the thermocline (Emery and Magaard, 1976; White, 1977).

Indeed, it was only with the first altimetry images in the early 1990s that it was possible

to confirm their ubiquity in the world’s oceans (Le Traon and Minster, 1993; Tokmakian

and Challenor, 1993; Chelton and Schlax, 1996). Baroclinic waves travel at much slower

speeds (∼1-10 cm/s) and their spatial scales of the order of 100 km makes them easily

detectable by satellites. High-accuracy satellite altimetry has proven to be the perfect

tool from which to view these waves and the images of Rossby waves they produce has

spurred an extensive body of scientific research.

There are several types of satellite-borne sensors, which view the ocean’s surface

at different wavelengths defined according to the atmospheric absorption properties of

the electromagnetic spectrum. Ideally the atmosphere should not absorb the signal3

emitted at the sea surface, however, the reality is that at most wavelengths some amount

of absorption and scattering does occur. The wavelengths at which the atmosphere is

more transparent are called atmospheric windows and it is within these wavelengths

that sensors operate.

As can be seen in figure 2.1, the area in which the atmosphere is most transparent

is located in the microwave spectral region (∼1-10GHz). This is mainly because at these

frequencies clouds are transparent and therefore very little of the signal is absorbed as

it travels through the atmosphere, although some absorption does occur in the presence

of higher concentrations of water vapour and liquid water droplets. It is within this

atmospheric window that (radar) altimeters operate. Rossby wave signatures can also

3Signal is defined as the part of the radiation originating from the sea surface that reaches the sensor.
All else is considered to be noise.
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Figure 2.1: The use of the electromagnetic spectrum for remote sensing purposes at
different wavelengths; shows atmospheric windows in which the different sensors operate
(Robinson, 2006).

be found in Sea Surface Temperature (SST) images, derived from both infrared and

microwave radiometers and in ocean colour images (Hill et al., 2000; Cipollini et al.,

2000a, 2001; Uz et al., 2001; Killworth et al., 2004). However, due to both the greater

absorption of the ocean surface emitted radiation at these wavelengths and the fact that

the Rossby wave signature in altimeter-derived images are a direct measurement of the

waves’ passage 4, it is in these images that the Rossby wave signals are clearest. For

this reason the focus of this work shall be on altimeter-derived imagery.

Altimeters are nadir-viewing radars, so they gather information only from the

narrow strip of the ocean that lies directly beneath them, i.e., along their ground-track,

whose width depends on the satellite’s orbit and whose temporal coverage depends

on its revisit time (the longer the time the satellite takes to revisit the same spot on

the Earth’s surface, the finer the spatial sampling grid). In order to view the ocean’s

surface, altimeters emit a microwave pulse at regular intervals and measure the time

elapsed between the emission and return of that pulse as well as recording any changes

in the pulse’s magnitude and shape. The distance from the altimeter to the surface

of the ocean, also called the range, is then calculated from the time the pulse takes

to travel back to the sensor, times the speed of light and divided by two. In order to

provide a precise measurement of the distance to the ocean’s surface, it must be corrected

for factors such as attenuation as it passes through the atmosphere (due to the water

vapour content), changes in speed as it passes through the ionosphere, the size of the

footprint across which the average sea surface height will be estimated, the length of

the emitted pulse and delays due to sea surface roughness that are of the same length

4Whereas, the signatures found in ocean colour and SST are produced by effects that are a result of
the passage of the Rossby waves. For more on this see Hill et al. (2000); Cipollini et al. (2000a, 2001);
Uz et al. (2001); Killworth et al. (2004)
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scale as the microwaves. The attenuation corrections are made by comparing the return

signal at different frequencies to correct for changes in the speed of light (altimeters are

constructed so that they operate at dual frequencies) and a three-channel microwave

radiometer to sound for the water vapour content in the atmosphere (the signals of the

three channels are compared to determine the water vapour content for the atmospheric

column at each point). After corrections, the measured time provides information on

the distance of the satellite to the ocean surface, which is calculated at each point along

the satellite’s ground track with a resolution up to a few cm, with resolution increasing

with the precision of the calculation of the time the pulse takes to return to the sensor.

The distance thus provides information on the ocean’s surface topography that contains

information that is used to derive the Rossby wave signature.

Figure 2.2: The distance measured by satellite-borne altimeters: h = Hsat−Ralt ; h
- height of the sea above reference level; Hsat- height of the satellite above the reference
level; Ralt - distance measured by the altimeter, also known as the range (Robinson,
2004).

Information of the ocean’s surface is not directly gained from knowledge of the

satellite’s distance to it. Following figure 2.2 by Robinson (2004), the satellite’s distance

to the ocean surface, Ralt can be divided into the height of the satellite, Hsat, above a

certain reference level, and the height of the sea h, called the ocean surface topography,

above that same reference level, so that h = Hsat−Ralt 5. This reference level is defined

as an ellipsoid surface with the same shape as the Earth at sea-level height. The ocean

surface topography, h, depends on several factors, the first of which is a proper estimation

of the Earth’s geoid height. The geoid is an equipotential surface, at mean sea level, of

the Earth’s gravitational field that is normal to the local gravity force; in other words,

it would be the height of the ocean’s surface if it were stationary at every point and can

be located above or below the reference level (Robinson, 2010). Another factor that can

alter h is the local atmospheric pressure, which can be independently determined using

atmospheric circulation models. The tides also influence the ocean surface topography

and can also be determined with tidal models. The most important factor to influence

the height of h is the motion of the sea, called the ocean dynamic topography, and is

the variable that is of geophysical importance, as it contains information on the ocean

circulation. Today all factors except the geoid height can be known with accuracy.

5Hsat can now be predicted with a precision of 2 cm (Robinson, 2010).
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However, since the geoid height changes very slowly compared to the ocean dynamic

topography (or hardly at all in the 18 years of altimetry data), oceanographers use the

combined geoid+dynamic topography as a measure of the ocean dynamic topography,

attributing the changes over time to the latter. Ongoing gravity missions, such as

GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment), in orbit since March 2002, have

led to better estimations of the absolute sea surface height (SSH). However, the use of

SSHA images, produced by removing a mean of the SSH along a reference period of time,

eliminates the geoid height estimation problem and is still the best means for obtaining

Rossby wave signatures. These are the data that shall be used throughout this work.

Unlike ocean colour or SST sensors, altimeters are not imaging sensors. An altimeter-

derived image is a composite of interpolated data of the ocean surface topography.

Images produced by satellite altimeters are able to capture Rossby wave signatures, de-

spite the fact that Rossby waves travel along the interior of the oceans. This is possible

because Rossby waves displace the thermocline by several metres as they travel, also

displacing the ocean’s surface by a few centimetres. The images produced by altime-

ters are able to capture these displacements of the ocean’s surface. Properly treated,

altimeter-derived images can reveal Rossby wave signatures and therefore contain in-

formation on the waves’ propagation characteristics. Images are composited from the

ground tracks during one cycle (generally of several days) and presented with geograph-

ical co-ordinates on a rectangular grid, making them easily comparable to images from

other sensors. The spatial coverage of the ground tracks increases with the number of

days it takes the satellite to repeat itself, so in order to increase spatial resolution it is

necessary to decrease temporal resolution. These trade-offs must be accounted for when

the satellite missions are being planned, and several examples will be reviewed next.

The first mission to carry an altimeter aboard with enough coverage and resolution

to detect Rossby waves was Geosat. Launched in 1985, it was flown until January of

1990 on a 17.05 day repeat, sun-synchronous orbit6. The data it provided demonstrated

for the first time that these waves existed in all oceans: Tokmakian and Challenor (1993)

and several other authors were able to find evidence of Rossby wave propagation in the

Azores region, the Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans. These studies were also first to

introduce the techniques necessary to study these waves. However, the errors associated

with the orbit estimation, poor tidal analysis and lack of an accompanying radiometer

for a precise atmospheric correction, resulted in data with poor accuracy and even the

corrected data were subject to errors because the satellite’s orbit aliased the S2 tide

signal; the tidal signal could not be properly removed from the Rossby wave signal

thus introducing errors into its estimation (Robinson, 2004). It became clear that the

subsequent missions would have to be designed in a way that avoided tide aliasing and

improved atmospheric correction.

6A sun-synchronous orbit ensures that the satellite passes over any given point on the Earth’s surface
at the same local time.
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The next radar altimeters to be launched were the RA aboard the twin sun-

synchronous missions ERS-1 and 2, which operated from 1991 to March 2000 on a 3

and 35 day repeat orbit, and, from 1995 to July 2011 on a 35 day repeat orbit, respec-

tively. These satellites were complex and carried several instruments, covering latitudes

up to 82◦ and providing measurements with an accuracy of 5-6 cm. They provided very

interesting results when flown in tandem on the 35-day repeat orbit, which was too

long an interval for sampling the frequencies of the large-scale Rossby waves. Despite

providing more precise measurements, the satellite’s orbit aliased the solar tide as the

mission had been designed with other purposes in mind.

Satellite altimetry missions have since been projected and launched aboard dedi-

cated satellites designed with appropriate space and time resolution so that Rossby waves

might properly be sampled. The TOPEX / Poseidon (T/P), launched in 1992 and its

follow-on mission, Poseidon-2 aboard Jason-1, launched in 2001 (both still operational),

are such type of missions, no longer aliasing tides as they do not fly on sun-synchronous

orbits. They provide measurements for any part of the oceans for latitudes up to 66◦ at a

9.92 day repeat-cycle with errors of 2-3 cm (Robinson, 2010). It was with the first three

years of T/P data that the ubiquity of Rossby waves as well as the limitations of the

linear theory were first proved to the world. In their paper Chelton and Schlax (1996)

found that the baroclinic components of these waves could be found in almost every

ocean, up to the latitudes where they became evanescent, but when computing their

speeds they found that these did not agree with those predicted by the theory. These

findings prompted a flurry of research into the theory that explained the propagation of

Rossby waves in the ocean and shall be discussed in section 2.4.

ENVISAT was launched in 2002 and is still operational, and carries on board the

RA-2 altimeter which was developed from the ERS heritage. This is another multi-

mission satellite launched by ESA and also flies on a sun-synchronous orbit with a 35

day repeat-cycle so it is not designed for large-scale feature-viewing. However, improved

tidal and geoid models and the overlap with the Jason mission have helped overcome

the aliasing problem and the RA-2 measurements can now be corrected and used for

these purposes with some confidence.

The significant improvements in the measurement of the orbit, mean ocean topog-

raphy and tides, have also allowed an upgrading of the data retrieved from other missions

such as the ERS-1 and 2. For most mesoscale feature and Rossby wave research, altime-

try data composites are used. These are comprised of data from different missions using

the points where the satellites orbit tracks overlap to produce, over time, a dataset with

increased accuracy and more appropriate for the study of large-scale ocean phenomena

(Robinson, 2004). These multi-mission altimeter data products were developed by the

Collecte Localisation Satellites as part of the Developing Use of Altimetry for Climate
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Studies (Duacs) group, later integrated into the French Centre National d’Etudes Spa-

tiales (Cnes), which to this date continue to provide a variety of delayed and near-real

time multi-mission altimeter products, available for download from their website.

2.4 The evolution of Rossby wave Theory

Figure 2.3: Two frames of filtered global sea level maps, derived from 3 years of T/P
data: left - 13 April 1993 and right - 31 July 1993. The Rossby wave troughs and
crests are visible as is the typical signature of these waves, highlighted by the white
lines (Chelton and Schlax, 1996).

As mentioned in the previous section the advent of T/P derived-data, the first

satellite mission designed specifically to avoid tidal aliasing problems, provided data

that allowed for the first ever global analysis of oceanic Rossby waves and their speeds.

In their seminal paper, Chelton and Schlax (1996) filtered the data for propagating

longwave signals by smoothing the raw data to retain only large-scale features and then

removing signals with periods shorter than 100 days. The authors found signatures that

matched the period and wavelengths predicted by linear theory for the first mode baro-

clinic Rossby waves. These signatures were found in almost every ocean, as westward-

propagating alternating negative and positive sea level signals, which were found to

contribute to over 30% and 10% of the total sea level variance for latitudes less than

15◦ and greater than 30◦, respectively. For the first time, global maps depicting oceanic

Rossby waves were available and clearly showed the Rossby wave troughs and crests and

the now typical horse-shoe signature that is a result of the change in speed due to the

changing latitude, also known as β-refraction, clearly shown in the white lines of figure

2.3. Despite this historical confirmation of the existence of oceanic Rossby waves, when

computing their speeds the authors found that these did not agree with those predicted

by linear theory. In fact, away from the tropics the speeds were consistently higher,

reaching up to twice the estimated value at latitudes of 30◦, as can be seen in figure

2.4. In addition to this, the signatures did not show uniformly propagating features

across the oceans; instead, at some latitudes speeds were found to increase significantly

in western side of the oceans, a consequence of the increased depth of the thermocline

in these locations. In some cases the signals originated in the eastern side of the ocean
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and were found to have speed increases at locations where bottom topography peaked

significantly. Also found were cases where the waves seemed to originate away from the

eastern side of the oceans, again in locations where bottom topography was significant.

The linear theory for Rossby waves had been developed based on the assumption that

Figure 2.4: The ratio of the observed T/P Rossby wave speeds and the speeds pre-
dicted by linear theory, plotted against latitude. Black circles are for Pacific Ocean
speeds and white are for the Atlantic (Killworth et al., 1997).

the ocean’s background state was at rest and that the ocean was of uniform depth,

which the findings of Chelton and Schlax (1996) suggested were not valid hypotheses for

oceanic propagating Rossby waves. These findings from satellite derived-data were the

first of many to stimulate further research, and thus advances, in the topic of oceanic

Rossby waves.

2.4.1 Effects of a Background Mean Flow

Given the discrepancy between the observed Rossby wave speeds and those predicted by

linear theory, Killworth et al. (1997) put forward a number of hypotheses that attempted

to address the problem. The authors first considered the following three hypotheses: 1)

the possibility that the flow was not free, so that atmospheric forcing effects would have

to be considered, 2) the possibility that the linear theory was failing because it was

attempting to describe what was essentially a non-linear process, and 3) the possibility

that the ocean bottom topography could alter the waves’ propagation speeds.

The first two hypotheses were discarded as unlikely to cause such a uniformly

occurring speed increase on the basis that both were effects that could only occur under

certain local conditions: atmospheric forcing would imply coupling conditions that were

thought to be unlikely in the mid-latitudes while non-linearity would imply that the

wave’s amplitude would be sufficient to induce these effects, which once occurring, would

alter the ocean’s stratification. Such changes in the ocean’s stratification were not found

in the global salinity and temperature climatologies used by Chelton et al. (1998) and,

in addition to this, no clear non-linear signal was found in the data. As for the third
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hypothesis, and despite having been put forward by Chelton and Schlax (1996) as the

most probable explanation for the speed discrepancy, it was also discarded by the authors

who, despite admitting that topographic effects could locally modify the waves’ speeds,

considered it was unlikely that the ocean bottom was always aligned in a manner that

would systematically increase it. The hypothesis considered most likely to cause the

observed discrepancies was a fourth: the existence of a background mean flow that would

cause a speed-up given that the phase speeds of the waves were of the same magnitude

of the mean flows over most of the ocean, excluding those at western boundary currents

and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.

A set of equations that accounted for the effects of including an east-west baroclinic

background mean flow were deduced (any north-south flow was shown to not significantly

affect the solution even in the case of non purely east-west propagation). The new set of

equations were then applied to real ocean temperature-salinity data on a 1◦ x 1◦ grid for

latitudes greater than7 10◦ and less than 50◦. The mean east-west flows were deduced

from the local density profiles using the thermal wind equation: fuz = gρy/ρ0 as were

local buoyancy frequencies, N2 = −gρz/ρ0, (where ρ0 is the reference density) which

were used to calculate the wave speeds. These were then applied to a global model. The

mean east-west field was found to have the potential to increase the wave speeds with

increasing latitudes, depending on its structure.

The authors found that including the effects of a mean baroclinic current did indeed

result in faster wave speeds, as can be seen in figure 2.5. The calculated speeds were in

greater accordance to those observed as they induced changes in the potential vorticity

gradient which would increase the wave speed. Despite this there were areas between

30◦S and 40◦ S where theory still strongly underestimated the values and in the southern

hemisphere in particular, there was still an underestimation of phase speeds.

Figure 2.5: Same as for figure 2.4 but for theory that includes background baroclinic
mean flow (Killworth et al., 1997).

The authors further investigated the effects of including a barotropic mean flow

which, if orientated with the wave crest propagation direction, could Doppler-shift the

7The equatorial problem was not addressed
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waves, causing increased phase speeds. However, the inclusion of this barotropic mean

flow was found to not produce significant increases and did not provide an improvement

in the comparison with observed speeds.

The significant improvement in the calculated phase speeds confirmed that the

effects of a baroclinic background mean flow could not be disregarded. The fact that the

fit was still imperfect, especially in the southern hemisphere, showed the necessity for

further improvements in the theory. However, it was also pointed out by Killworth et al.

(1997) that it was possible that some of the Rossby wave signal observed by Chelton

and Schlax (1996) was due to eddies of the same scale, for which the Rossby wave theory

would not apply.

2.4.2 The Effects of a Varying Bottom Topography

The effects of a varying bottom topography on the phase speeds of Rossby waves had

previously been discounted as an explanation for the discrepancy found between the

theoretically predicted speeds and the observations given the low probability of the

bottom topography contributing toward a uniform increase in speed necessary to explain

the discrepancies. Nevertheless, the effects needed to be accounted for as, in addition to

the findings of Chelton and Schlax (1996), other authors had also observed an increase

in phase speeds over topography, such as Tokmakian and Challenor (1993) who found a

50% increase in speed across the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

In an attempt to provide a better fit with the observed wave speeds, Killworth and

Blundell (1999) modelled the inclusion of the effects of a bottom topography that varied

slowly in relation to waves of a planetary scale in an ocean with stratification only varying

in the vertical, which allows for a geostrophic approximation. The authors used ray

theory and the Wantzel-Kramers-Brillouin-Jeffreys (WKBJ) formulation, and considered

any small-scale variations in topography to be noise. Furthermore, the authors only

considered baroclinic waves generated at the eastern boundary and a zero background

mean-flow and analysed the effects on the phase speeds, as these were the speeds observed

in satellite data. The first finding was that phase speeds calculated with the inclusion

of a varying bottom topography, c, were 0.4 - 2 times greater than the phase speeds

of waves at the same location but with a flat bottomed ocean, cflat. This meant that

ocean bottom effects had more probability of increasing the phase speeds than that of

decreasing them, as the average ratio of c
cflat

was greater than 1. A subsequent analysis

that included actual data led the authors to conclude that any increases in the average

speeds would be more noticeable in shallower waters.

The application to a two-dimensional varying topography showed that there were

four terms that could invite changes in the phase speeds: 1) The orientation of the

eastern boundary at which the waves were generated; 2) Increases in the local speeds due
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to deeper waters; 3) The meridional orientation of the bottom topography; and 4) The

zonal orientation of the bottom topography. The latter two effects would cause a speed-

up in the cases of a deepening of waters to the south and to the west, respectively. The

greater the extent of the slope would also provoke a greater response in the acceleration

of the phase speeds.

Figure 2.6: Ratio of the calculated phase speeds, c and the phase speeds for a flat-
bottom ocean, cflat, for (a) sea mount at 2000 m depth; (b) sea mount at 1500 m depth
and (c) depression with maximum depth of 6000 m, all centred at 20◦ N, 140◦ W.
Values greater than 1 are solid lines, less than 1 are dashed, values =1 are dot-dashed.
Adapted from Killworth and Blundell (1999).

Three simple examples were analysed, two of the effects of a sea mount at two

different heights and the third, the effects of a depression in the topography, all located

with centre at 20◦ N, 140◦ W. As can be seen in figure 2.6, for the cases of a sea mount

(panels (a) and (b)) there was an observed increase in the phase speed after the waves

propagated westwards over the mount (areas of solid lines). This was accompanied by

a decrease to the east of the mount (dashed lined). Speed increases after passing over

elevated topography would explain a zonal average speed increase of 5 and 6% for the

first and second case, respectively, that were felt at latitudes between 5-30◦ and 5-25◦,

respectively. Polewards of these latitudes the effect would be of decreasing the phase

speed. The opposite occurred for the third case (panel (c)).

These promising results did not translate when real oceanic data were used on

a 1/4◦ grid resolution. The model showed that it was only locally that the effects of

bottom topography contributed towards higher phase speed. When zonally averaged

across the oceans they were no longer significant. Thus it seemed that this effect alone

would not account for the observed higher phase speeds. The findings of Killworth and

Blundell (1999) were in agreement with those of Jacobson and Spiesberger (1998). These

authors also tried to simulate a region in the North-East Pacific using a hydrodynamic

non-linear model that incorporated local topography and wind forcing effects with a

1/8◦ resolution. The model results showed Rossby waves propagating at speeds that

were closer to those predicted by the linear theory than to the observed. This suggested

that local topography, even when combined with the wind forcing effect did not fully

explain the speed discrepancy and that the theory needed further extensions.

Other authors such as Tailleux and McWilliams (2001) analysed the effects of

small-scale bottom topography on the Rossby wave speed, using a different approach.
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However, despite improving the match-up, the results still did not match the observa-

tions, prompting further research.

2.4.3 Combining Effects

An attempt to provide a theory that would account for the combined effects of the

existence of a mean flow and varying bottom topography was performed by Killworth

and Blundell (2003a,b). They retain the WKBJ formulation and address the problem

of combining the slow-varying topography with the background mean-flow by produc-

ing a set of local solutions that are then generalized using ray-theory. The background

mean-flow is assumed to be solely baroclinic, given the poor results of the inclusion of the

barotropic field by Killworth and Blundell (1999), and the topography only varies slowly

compared to the scales of Rossby waves. These assumptions are considered as valid ev-

erywhere except for regions such as the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and western

boundary currents where both break-down. Expanding on previous publications, both

the mean-flow and topographical variations were considered for every direction, and not

just for the purely zonal direction, in an attempt to recreate actual oceanic conditions

(the authors dubbed this as GS theory). The authors found that the combined effects

of varying topography and the existence of a mean-flow resulted in a consistent speed-

up of the waves, which was greater than when considering only the mean-flow. This

was despite: 1) the findings of Killworth and Blundell (1999) which showed that topo-

graphical effects were only felt locally and that zonally averaged they did not contribute

towards the speed-up of Rossby waves, and, 2) there being no obvious explanation of

why topographical effects, which only in the Indian Ocean were aligned in a direction

that would consistently induce a speed-up, when combined with the mean-flow resulted

in an increase of the wave speed. The only explanation put forward was that topogra-

phy might induce flows that in turn would increase the waves’ speed. Comparison of

these theoretically-derived speeds and actual data showed an increase in their similar-

ity. Comparisons were made for every degree latitude band across which the greatest

amount of data were retained and are presented in figure 2.7. The GS theory shows a

very good approximation to observations except in higher latitudes, especially for the

southern oceans. The inclusion of a barotropic mean current was also studied and again

found to increase the discrepancies between the observed and theoretical wave speeds.

Killworth and Blundell (2003a,b) had made two critical assumptions in their paper:

the WKBJ approximation, which was necessary for ray-theory to be able to solve the

local problems, and the long-wave assumption, so that only waves that were long when

compared to their local Rossby radius of deformation were considered. Even so they

found that as the waves travelled west away from their eastern boundary wave-generator

(another assumption, also used in Killworth and Blundell (1999) was that waves were

only generated at the eastern boundary as a result of upwelling events), there was a
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of Rossby wave speeds: observations versus those derived by
GS theory, for every 1◦ latitude bands (Killworth and Blundell, 2003b).

tendency for propagation at shorter wavelengths. In their next paper Killworth and

Blundell (2004) explored the theory for the shorter wavelengths. They retained the

WKBJ and the eastern boundary wave generator approximations, so that the mean-

flow (only the baroclinic mean-flow was considered) varies slowly, on length-scales of the

same order as the basin scale. Their analysis yielded a dispersion relation that bore little

similarity to that of the classical linear theory (for one it varied strongly with location)

but which allowed that linear relation to be recovered as well as the dispersion relations

for cases of no topography + varying flow (as in Killworth et al. (1997)) and the opposite

(as in Killworth and Blundell (1999)). They showed that it was possible to include the

effects of shorter wavelengths as long as the wave frequency, ω, was small compared to

the absolute value of the local Coriolis parameter, |f |. A second finding was that there

was a minimum frequency that the waves could propagate at, which meant that all

wave solutions (save the very long waves, the barotropic mode that cannot be resolved

by satellite-born sensors) would possess higher frequencies and phase speeds than the

linear theory had predicted, again improving theoretical predictions.

Killworth and Blundell (2005) went on to show that the shorter waves included in

the 2004 analysis would propagate at faster phase speeds than previously predicted by

the long-wave theory, providing a better approximation to observations. The application

of ray theory yielded another interesting result — that the shorter wavelengths would

not easily propagate across the entirety of the ocean as rays did not always propagate

that far, again in agreement with observations. The authors thus proved that shorter

waves were also susceptible to the effects of slow-varying background mean flow and

topography and ultimately achieved a theory that explained free-waves in the ocean,
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i.e., waves that were unforced, only those generated at the eastern boundaries were

considered.

This theory was tested against local measurements derived from SSHA data over

the South Pacific Ocean (Maharaj et al., 2007). The authors found that in general

the sum of the energy of the first four baroclinic modes derived from the Killworth

and Blundell (2005) theory, dubbed the extended theory, explained more of the energy

variability than the same for the linear theory. The energy ratio plotted in figure 2.8

represents the variance accounted for by the sum of the first four baroclinic modes of the

linear (top panel) and extended (bottom panel) theories. These authors also looked at

the relative contributions of background mean-flow and the topography. As predicted by

Killworth and Blundell (2003a,b) the mean flow contributes more significantly towards a

better approximation to observations, whereas topography only has local effects. In all,

over the region of study, the extended theory provided a more accurate rendition of the

energy distributions, breaking down only at the tropics and in regions of very intense

boundary currents.

Figure 2.8: Energy ratio (explained in text) of the first four modes calculated by (a)
the linear theory, and (b) the extended theory, in which 0 explains none of the variance
and 1 explains all (Maharaj et al., 2007).

Eastern boundaries as the sole wave generating mechanism did not fully explain

observations. Despite explaining waves that did not fully cross ocean they failed to

explain waves that became more intense after passing over mid-ocean ridges. A local

forcing mechanism is the most likely explanation for these discrepancies and two major

local forcing mechanisms were explored by Killworth and Blundell (2007): local wind

forcing which would generate anomalous Ekman pumping and local baroclinic instabil-

ities. The first, as had been predicted by Killworth et al. (1997), would only occur if

the forcing had the frequencies close to the natural system, thereby inducing resonance
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effects which could generate responses with surface displacements of a few centimetres.

However, and contrarily to what was predicted by Killworth et al. (1997), the authors

found that the combined effects of bottom topography variations, background mean

flow variations and stratification, generated a wider range of natural frequencies thus

making resonance effects more frequent than predicted and occurring over most of the

ocean. The second local generation mechanism, local baroclinic instabilities, was proven

by Killworth and Blundell (2007) to be quite ubiquitous in its occurrence, as most of

the ocean was highly unstable. However, the authors concluded that these instabilities

would generate wave modes whose speeds were not supported by observations.

Recently, Tailleux (2012) extended the theory to further include a nonlinear term,

which alters the results of the extended theory for the higher wavenumbers. For the long

waves the new term is small and for this reason the Killworth and Blundell extended

theory will be used in this work.

2.4.4 Recent Developments

By this point a theory that explained nearly all observations and that accounted for the

major sources of Rossby wave variability had been found. The evolution of theory had

not only managed to account for most of the observed speed in most locations, it had

also provided a greater knowledge of how the oceans influence and interact with Rossby

waves as they propagate. It has shown that the initial linear theory did not account for

interactions with a varying sloped bottom topography as well as not accounting for the

influence of a mean background flow. In this aspect, the evolution of technology and

analysis tools has provided a huge increase in knowledge.

The discrepancies that still existed were attributed to a number of reasons, such as

Rossby waves that become more barotropic, thus travelling at higher speeds, instabilities

(Poulin, 2009), or the wrongful interpretation of the satellite data. An example of this

last case, and currently the major issue in debate, is the problem of distinguishing

between the signatures of Rossby waves and large scale eddies. Eddies that are large

enough to be affected by the Earth’s rotation can propagate at similar spatial scales and

velocities as Rossby waves, which makes their distinction in satellite altimetry images

very hard. However, the dynamics that govern their propagation are very different:

Rossby waves propagate westwards as near linear waves (their amplitude is independent

of their speed), transporting energy and momentum, at scales which are predominantly

above 300 km. Eddies on the other hand, are dominated by non-linearity (amplitude

is dependent on speed) and arise through baroclinic instability, propagating as non-

linear rotating vortices, with scales of the order of 100 km (Chelton et al., 2007). The

different dynamics that govern Rossby waves and eddies has recently sparked research

by Chelton et al. (2007, 2011), with those authors arguing that the proper distinction of

eddies in satellite images is of great interest since their impacts are potentially different:
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eddies, due to their non-linearity are able to transport water mass, which means that

they carry with them not only heat and momentum, but also physical, biological and

chemical properties, thus also impacting on the ocean’s biology.

The work of Chelton et al. (2007) further fuelled this debate as in their findings

the authors, using the almost doubly increased resolution afforded by merging of the

ERS-1/2 and T/P datasets, were able to identify eddies that in previous analysis had

gone undetected. The increased resolution offered by the merged datasets allowed for

the mesoscale ocean variability, and thus eddies, to be seen, whereas previously the

single sensor-derived data did not resolve these features. Each feature was tracked

individually using closed contours of the Okubo-Weiss parameter, W , which gives a

measure of relative importance of deformation and rotation. A very interesting outcome

of this work was that the authors found that over 50% of the variability in the mid- to

high latitudes was due to long-lived eddies (i.e., those that were maintained for periods

greater than four weeks), rather than to Rossby waves, as previously thought. The

remaining percentage of the variability at these latitudes could be attributed to shorter-

lived eddies and Rossby waves; thus the authors assigned to the latter less importance at

these latitudes than previously thought. The second part of the analysis focused on the

speeds of the eddy-features themselves, which were derived from the propagation speeds

of the features tracked by W . These were found to be smaller than those expected by

linear theory for latitudes lower than 25◦, but in greater agreement for latitudes above

25◦. Overall these findings suggested that Rossby waves have a less important role and

attributed to eddies a greater importance. As mentioned before, this has the potential

to significantly change the type of impacts that can be expected.

The more recent study by Chelton et al. (2011) presented a better method of

tracking eddies, eliminating the noise that was problematic in the Okubo-Weiss method.

The new procedure was based on defining eddies in a more direct manner, in terms of

their SSH, and tracked more eddies and with longer lifetimes than their previous study.

In their paper, the authors tracked approximately 36,000 eddies8 with longer lifetimes,

and approximately 3/4 of these eddies propagated to the west. Despite finding that most

of SSH variability was due to eddies, at latitudes lower than 20◦ the authors found the

Rossby wave signature to be readily apparent in the Pacific Ocean and their signature

could be found up to latitudes of 50◦. The authors also state that to isolate the linear

Rossby wave contribution in SSH variability would be difficult due to the presence of

the much more energetic eddy field. Eddy speeds were found to be lower than the local

Rossby wave speeds predicted by the linear theory in all latitudes save for latitudes

located between 25 and 45◦ in the southern hemisphere, and eddy speeds were about

20% faster in the southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere.

As findings now stand, there exists an extended theory for oceanic Rossby waves

that provides a very good approximation to the speeds derived from satellite altimetry.

8The latest version of this dataset now includes over 200,000 tracked eddies.
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The increased resolution of the merged data has shown that SSH variability is dominated

by eddies, especially for latitudes greater than 20◦, making the distinction between ed-

dies and large scale Rossby waves very difficult. This divergence in the approaches to

interpreting the wavelike variability signals in the altimetric SSHA record has implica-

tions for the research presented in this thesis, but does not directly affect its objective

that is to study the evolution over time of the characteristics of features propagating as

longwave planetary waves, here dubbed Rossby wave-like. It is considered to be outside

the scope of this work to distinguish between the signatures of eddies and Rossby waves,

as the main point is that if the features propagate in a Rossby wave-like manner, it

is the changes in their characteristics over time and their possible impacts that are of

importance. However, the scientific insights here reviewed influence the methodology

used in this work, described in Chapter 3.

In the following chapter we will explore the methods for extracting the signature

of these features and the methods applied to analyse them. In Chapter 4 the variability

of the extracted signal over the globe and over time will be examined as well as its

sensitivity to climatic signals. The main purpose of examining the long term variability

is examined in Chapter 5. Throughout the thesis the signal will be treated as Rossby

wave-like. However, in light of the debates reviewed in this chapter, the components of

the signal are a part of the discussion of the results.





Chapter 3

Methods for Data Analysis

3.1 Data used

Table 3.1: Specifications of the data used in the thesis. Symbols are explained in the
text or in the referenced sources

Dataset Variables Units Version Time-series Source

a
Altimeter
derived
SSHA

SSHA, lon,
lat, time

m V 14.01
14 October 1992
31 of July 2013

www.aviso.oceanobs.com/duacs/

b Eddy dataset

track no,
points alongtrack
j1, cyc, lon, lat,
A, Ls, U

cm 3rd Release
4 October 1992
4 April 2012

www.cioss.coas.oregonstate.edu/
eddies/

c
Gaussian
approximated
Eddy field

L, lat, lon, time cm n/a
4 October 1992
4 April 2012

contact author

d
NEMO
derived
SSHA

SSH, lon,
lat, time

m n/a
1 January 1958
31 December 2007

contact author

e
Niño 3.4
index

SSTA, time ◦C OISST.v2
3 January 1990
11 June 2014

www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/
indices/

f
ONI
index

SSTA,time ◦C may 2012
January 1950
May2012

climatedataguide.ucar.edu/
climate-data/nino-sst-indices

g
NAO
index

normalised daily
NAO and
JFM-seasonal,
normalised mean
NAO, time

n/a n/a
1 January 1950
30 May 2014

www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
products/precip/CWlink/
pna/nao.shtml

h
AMO
index

monthly
un-smoothed
de-trended AMO,
time

◦C Kaplan SST V2
January 1948
May 2014

www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/
timeseries/AMO/

i
MJO
indices

10 normalised
indices, time

n/a n/a
3 January 1978
28 May 2014

www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/
precip/CWlink/daily mjo index/
pentad.html

j
TSA
index

monthly
averaged
SST anomaly,
time

◦C n/a
January 1948
June 2014

www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/
correlation/tsa.data

k
IOD
ndex

monthly
averaged SST,
time

◦C n/a
March 1958
August 2008

www.jamstec.go.jp/frsgc/
research/d1/iod/e/iod/
dipole mode index.html
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In this section all data used, its specifications and sources are reviewed. Table 3.1

summarises the various data, but a more complete descriptions will be presented in the

following sections.

3.1.1 Observations - satellite derived data

The altimeter data used in this work were produced and provided by the Ssalto/Duacs

(Developing Use of Altimetry for Climate Studies) group within the Collecte Localisation

Satellites (CLS) company, distributed by Aviso, see table 3.1a. The data used were the

delayed mode gridded reference series, that is, the homogeneous datasets resulting from

the data provided by two satellites possessing the same groundtrack - Topex/Poseidon,

and the follow-on mission Jason-1, and ERS and the follow-on mission Envisat. The

version used was V14.01 provided in December 2013, which extended the Ssalto/Duacs

delayed time products, providing a time-series that runs from the 14 October 1992 until

the 31 of July 2013 in weekly maps. The data were provided in the sea surface height

anomaly form (SSHA), calculated by removing the 1993-1999 mean (Ducet et al., 2000).

The data were provided on a 1/3◦ x 1/3◦ Mercator grid - and were re-sampled to 1/4◦.

A second dataset used was the third release of an analysis of ocean eddies detected

by satellite altimeters, produced by Chelton et al. (2011) that is referred-to throughout

this work as the eddy dataset (table 3.1b). The authors used the 19.5 year time-series of

the AVISO delayed mode gridded reference series of SSHA, released in September 2012,

and developed a procedure that identified individual mesoscale eddies within the data.

They then used the time-series to follow all eddies that possessed lifetimes longer than

4 weeks. Each eddy was assigned a set of characteristics, such as its rotation direction,

cyc, amplitude, A, eddy radius scale, Ls, and speed, U, while tracking their movements

throughout the data. This resulted in a set of variables that allow for the reconstruction

of the eddy trajectories: the eddy tracks, which identify each eddy, the n number of

points along the track, defined for the eddy centroid, as a function of the latitude and

longitude at each point, and the Julian date, j1, that defined the starting point for each

eddy, thus providing the location of the eddies in time and space. In total the authors

tracked 215,184 eddies. More on how these variables are defined can be found online

(see table 3.1b).

A third dataset was created by M. Thomas (personal communication), who used

the eddy dataset to create what was labelled the eddy Gaussian field. This was done by

reconstructing the eddy trajectories in time and space and then by approximating all

tracked eddies to Gaussian shapes. Each Gaussian-approximated eddy was re-created

from the measured eddy radii, Ls converted to a Gaussian radii, L, using L = Ls/1.64

and equation B5 from Chelton et al. (2011). The resulting data is stored as a 3D SSHA

field. This work by M. Thomas is referred to as the Gaussian-approximated eddy field

(table 3.1c)
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At the time the data were analysed, there existed only the third release of the eddy

dataset, with a time-series spanning 19.5 years that reached up to April 2012. In order

to obtain matching lengths in time, all datasets were cut to an integer total of 19 years1,

from the 14 of October 1992 to the 5 of October 2011.

At the time of processing these were the latest eddy dataset versions available.

An updated version of the Ssalto/Duacs products was made available in April 2014,

but by this time all the data had been processed. These new data were not used for

two reasons. The first was that the Chelton eddy dataset had not been reprocessed

using the updated 2014 Duacs data, and in the interest of uniformity, it was considered

more important to use data processed in the same manner in order to compare like with

like. The second reason was the time constraint for thesis submission which necessarily

imposed a time-limit on data processing.

3.1.2 Model output

As stated in 1.1, model-derived SSHA data will be tested for use as a means of extending

the analysis over the time dimension.

The model outputs used in this work are from NEMO v3.2 (Nucleus for European

Modelling of the Ocean) (Madec, 2008) in the Global ORCA025 configuration set up in

the DRAKKAR project (DRAKKAR-Group, 2007; Barnier et al., 2006; Madec, 2008).

The model run used was the ORCA025-N206 run by Beverly de Cuevas and the output

was processed and provided by Adam Blaker. The simulation starts from rest and

simulates the period 1958 - 2007, with surface forcing comprising of 6-hourly mean

momentum fields, daily mean radiation fields and monthly mean precipitation fields.

The full model description and used run can be found in Blaker et al. (2014). The

model’s horizontal resolution is 1/4◦ and the model output was stored as 5-day means.

In order to match the altimeter-derived data, model-derived SSH data were re-

interpolated to a 7-day mean and the model grid was interpolated onto a rectilinear

grid. In order to allow for the model to spin-up and become stable, the initial three

years of the model output were discarded. It was determined that three years was

sufficient for the surface data used in this work to have stabilised by analysing the

variability of the SSH data over time, shown in figure 3.1. The anomaly was calculated

by removing the mean for the time-series (1961-2007) from the data. A total of 47 years

of NEMO-derived SSHA data, from January 1961 to the end of 2007 were available for

processing.

1The necessity of spanning an integer number of years is required by the filtering techniques applied
in order to avoid spectral leakage of annual propagating signals.
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Figure 3.1: Variability of the NEMO-derived SSH data over time. In blue are the
data for the initial three years that were discarded. In green are the data considered
to have stabilised.

3.1.3 Climate Indices

All climate index data are time-series that define climate variability through individual or

a combination of climate parameters such as sea surface temperature, sea level pressure,

wind anomaly, and so on. In this work, the climate indices were chosen as those that

related more closely to the ocean analysed.

For the Pacific Ocean, the weekly Niño 3.4 index was retrieved from NOAA climate

prediction centre, monitoring and data, available for download (see table 3.1e). The Niño

3.4 index is the average SST anomaly calculated from the sea surface temperature within

the region limited between 5◦N - 5◦S and 170◦W - 120◦W and the climate index is used

as a diagnostic for of the evolution of the ENSO cycle with links to Rossby wave-like

activity (Chen et al., 2004; Fu and Qiu, 2002; Jacobson and Spiesberger, 1998). Also

used were the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) data, defined as the 3-month running average

of the Niño 3.4 index. Shown in figure 3.2, the ONI time-series uncovers all the Niño

events that occurred over the times analysed in this work, and events are classified as

strong, moderate and weak. Most events are referred-to in parts of the analysis in the

following chapters, and this figure provides a visual aid to most references throughout

the text. For more information on the ONI index, consult table 3.1f.

For the Atlantic Ocean, the energy of the Rossby wave-like variability is compared

to the daily normalised time-series of the North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO) as

well as the NAO January-February-March seasonal mean. The NAO was chosen as it

is one of the dominant modes of climate variability in the Northern Atlantic (Hurrell

and Van Loon, 1997). The index time-series was also retrieved from the NOAA climate

Prediction Centre, monitoring and data (see table 3.1g). The climate pattern is char-

acterised by the difference in pressure anomalies over the Icelandic region and the high

pressure anomalies over the Azores region. The variability of these patterns influences
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Figure 3.2: Time-series of the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) in ◦C, computed as the
3 month running-average of the Niño 3.4 index, adapted from the figure provided by
NOAA Climate Prediction Center. The times on the x-axis are labelled for every
January, from 1961 to 2014 and above each Niño the year of the event is labelled in
red for a strong El Niño, blue, for a strong La Niña and in black for a moderate event
(either).

the climate of the Northern Atlantic. More on how this index is calculated can be found

on the NOAA products webpage (see table 3.1g for web address). Correlations were also

sought with another dominant mode of Atlantic variability, the Atlantic Multidecadal

Oscillation (AMO) a leading mode of SST variability, defined by Enfield et al. (2001),

consisting of the monthly SST, which are weighted over the area of the North Atlantic,

from 0◦ to 70◦N. The AMO unsmoothed and detrended from the Kaplan SST version

2 short monthly indexes were available for download from the NOAA data time-series

(table 3.1h), where more information on the calculation of these indexes can also be

found. A third climate index was used for this ocean, called the Tropical Southern

Atlantic (TSA) index, defined as the anomaly of the average of the sea surface tem-

peratures within the regions defined by 0◦ to 20◦S and 10◦E to 30◦W. This index was

defined by Enfield et al. (1999) and explores the existence of a dipole over the South

Atlantic Ocean, first described by Venegas et al. (1997) and was also downloaded from

the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory climate index website (see table 3.1j).

For the Indian Ocean correlations were performed with the weekly Niño 3.4 index,

already described above, and the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) indices. The MJO is

one of the most dominant tropical instability oscillation modes, influencing the monsoons

in Asia, Australia and America as it affects the rainfall and extreme events around the

globe. Webber et al. (2010) found a clear link between the Indian Ocean’s dynamics

and the onset of an MJO event. The ten MJO indices used, labelled with the minimum

longitudinal position of the pattern they represent, were downloaded from NOAA climate

Prediction Centre, monitoring and data, where more on how the indices are calculated
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can also be found (see table 3.1i). The speeds of this ocean were correlated with the

Indian Ocean Dipole index, the Dipole Mode Index (DMI), first discovered by Saji et al.

(1999). This index represents the SST gradient between the two regions that make-

up the IOD: the western region, located between 50◦E-70◦E and 10◦S-10◦N, and the

eastern region, defined by 90◦E-110◦E and 10◦S-0◦N. Positive values of the DMI occur

for positive phases of the Indian Ocean Dipole, and vice-versa. The index values used

are monthly SST values derived from the HadISST model. More on this index can be

found on the Japanese Agency for Marine Earth Science’s website, see table 3.1k, where

the index values were downloaded from.

The climate indices are used in this work to assess how the RW signal is being

influenced or is influencing the local climate. As was stated in section 2.3, the waves

are influenced and generated by changes in the ocean’s structure. These can be forced

by climate events that are characterised by the indices described above. For example,

the ENSO cycle causes changes to the ocean stratification, while the NAO forces the

ocean surface causing changes in the upwelling along the western coast of Africa. In

a similar manner the MJO will also force the ocean surface, causing changes to the

ocean currents and therefore possibly forcing RW generation. It is reasonable to expect

that the propagating wave’s characteristics will be influenced or even be generated by

these changes, which is why these climate indices are used to explore the strength of the

connection between Rossby wave-like features and the local climate.

3.2 Extracting the Rossby wave-like signature from SSHA

data

There are several ways in which it is possible to quantify and analyse the contribution

from Rossby waves in both satellite and model-derived SSHA data, and the methods

used throughout this work shall be explained in this section.

The signature of Rossby waves is not readily apparent in simple maps of gridded

SSHA data as it is masked by other faster-moving and more energetic features. In

order to detect the signature of these slow moving features it is necessary to construct

Hovmöller plots. These diagrams are two-dimensional plots, with time on one axis and

longitude or latitude on the other and provide evidence of these propagating waves

(Matthews et al., 1992; Tokmakian and Challenor, 1993; Le Traon and Minster, 1993;

Cipollini et al., 2000b). The plots are constructed for a set latitude by retrieving a

row of SSHA data values across a defined longitude span for every time sample from

the 3D SSHA data map (longitude, latitude, time). Each row is laid down into a new

image with the row from the next time sample laid above it to produce a longitude-time

plot (LTP) for a given latitude. This is equivalent to cutting a two-dimensional slice

through the full three-dimensional data cube at a given latitude. Figure 3.3 shows a
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schematic of how this process is achieved. Alternatively a slice could be cut along a given

longitude to produce a latitude-time plot, or along any trajectory defined in (longitude,

latitude) however, since Rossby waves propagate quasi-zonally, longitude-time plots are

used in this work. Slowly propagating features will appear in these diagrams as their

signal changes its location over time (in SSHA it might be a trough or crest; in SST

increased/decreased temperature, etc.) providing a visual image of how these features

change in intensity and speed as they propagate across the longitudes. Rossby wave-like

features appear as diagonal lines that slant westward as time increases. Their speed

is indicated by the slope of the lines, with faster waves taking less time to travel the

longitude-span of the diagram and therefore will be less sloped and have a smaller angle

relative to the longitude axis.

Figure 3.3: Example of the production of a LTP for selected longitudes at 34◦N
(Cipollini et al., 2000b).

In order to extract the slow-moving signature from the data, filtering is commonly

used (Tokmakian and Challenor, 1993; Cipollini et al., 2001, 2006a; Maharaj et al., 2007;

Subrahmanyam et al., 2009). The technique followed in this work improves on previously

documented filters as it uses the information from an extra dataset, the eddy dataset

(described in section 3.1.1) to reduce the eddy contribution to the filtered signal. It is

a completely automated technique and it is applied to both the altimeter and model-

derived SSHA data, arranged in LTP form, used in this work.

The extraction of the Rossby wave-like signal is a process divided into three steps,

and follows the work of Matthew Thomas (personal communication). The first step

consists of removing the annual signal from the LTP, which is done by eliminating the

stationary annual signal by passing to the spectral domain. In order to move to the

spectral domain it is necessary to apply the algorithm for the Fourier transform, which

applied to 2D images, such as longitude-time plots, is the 2D Fast Fourier Transform

(2D FFT). The space/time domain is mathematically transformed to the spectral or
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wavenumber/frequency domain, where the contributions of the various frequencies to

the overall signal can be seen.

The algorithm for the discrete 2D FFT applied to a 2D image, s(m∆x, n∆t), with

m = 1, ...,M pixels in the x direction, n = 1, ..., N pixels in the t direction, is given by:

S (fx, ft) = ∆x∆t
M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

s (m∆x, n∆t) e−i2π(fx∆xft∆t) (3.1)

where (∆x,∆t) are the resolution, or pixel dimension in x and t, respectively. The

wavenumber (or frequency in space) resolution is given by ∆fx = 1/(M∆x) and the

frequency (here, the frequency in time) resolution is given by ∆ft = 1/(N∆t) (Cipollini

et al., 2006b). In this manner, the 2D FFT is applied to all LTP at all latitudes, over all

times. For each time-step, stationary signals possessing a yearly periodicity will appear

in the spectrum with a frequency of 1/365.25 at zero wavelength. In order to remove

this annual signal, the bin at zero wavelength and the annual frequency is set to zero,

thus producing SSHAASR, where ASR stands for Annual Signal Removed. The inverse

FFT (iFFT), allows the user to return to the space/time domain and the difference

between the plots with the annual signal removed is apparent, as this signal dominates

the oceans’ energy.

Figure 3.4: The second step of the filtering process for an example time-step for a
region of the South Pacific: a) the SSHA, annual signal removed data, from which the
Gaussian-approximated eddy field, b), is subtracted, resulting in c). Method developed
by Matthew Thomas (personal communication).
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The second step uses the Gaussian-approximated eddy field, labelled EDDY, to re-

duce the eddy contribution in the data. This is done by simply subtracting the Gaussian-

approximated eddy field from the altimeter-derived SSHAASR data, for every time-step.

Figure 3.4 exemplifies this step for a single time frame for a section of the Pacific Ocean

and the resulting SSHAnoEddy, seen in the lower panel, shows a significant reduction in

the eddy signature. Despite diminishing the eddy contribution to the total data, this

step does not completely eliminate it. In fact, it is expected that a large amount of

eddy energy might remain due to miss-matching in the location of the eddies. How-

ever, the horizontal scale of the remaining eddies is expected to be reduced, an effect

that will further contribute to the proper filtering for features that propagate with the

characteristics of Rossby waves.

The third step of the extraction of the Rossby wave-like signal from the data is

the filtering step. Simply put, filtering consists of applying the Fourier transform to

obtain the spectral domain which makes it possible to single-out the range of wavenum-

ber and frequencies known to include those which are characteristic of Rossby waves,

and then reverse Fourier transform back into the space/time domain using the iFFT.

For an example input 2D image of space and time, the Fourier transform detects all

periodic signals that are homogeneous, i.e., signals with propagation characteristics that

do not vary within the space and time domains considered, and assigns them bins in

the wavenumber, k ∝ 1/x , and frequency domain, ω ∝ 1/t. One of the consequences is

that this method is not suitable for any features that are not periodic, such as isolated

features. Another is that the input 2D data is subject to a series of trade-offs in order for

the signals to be appropriately visible in the wavenumber-frequency domain: the width

domain must be narrow enough so the signal can be considered homogeneous within it,

and must be wide enough for each signal to be properly distinguished from the next in

order to ensure that each wavenumber and frequency bin correspond to different signals

(Challenor et al., 2001; Cipollini et al., 2006b). If the signal is improperly sampled then

the information of its wavenumber and frequency may be ”leaked” into an adjoining

bin. This is called spectral leakage, which happens when the window does not contain

an integer number of waves.

This work uses longitude-time Hovmöller plots, constructed for every point in lat-

itude, from the SSHAnoEddy data that span all available time-steps, and span 360◦ in

longitude. The width of the input plots are necessarily a result of a trade-off: the use of

all longitudes and time-steps allows for a greater resolution in the wavenumber-frequency

domain. However, each spectral bin will contain the time-averaged (in the frequency) or

the global estimate for each latitude band (in the wavenumber) value. In other words,

while on the one hand a greater resolution in the spectral domain was achieved, on the

other hand the localisation in both time and space were lost. A second positive point

of using the 360◦-wide plots is that they ensure that the Rossby wavelength is fully

captured at all latitudes. This is a concern as Polito and Liu (2003) showed that the
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wavelength of Rossby waves varies significantly with both latitude and period, as well as

with the basins. It is necessary that the width of the plots be sufficient in order to prop-

erly capture full wavelength, thus avoiding leakage of the signal to adjoining spectral

bins. Another positive use of a 360◦ width plot is that it exploits the natural periodicity

of all features propagating on a globe and considering the aim of performing a global

analysis these were deemed the best choice.

To consider the effect of land in the LTP plots, one can imagine that the real-ocean

360◦-wide longitude-time plots containing land pixels that appear as vertical bands, are

actually the result of multiplying an ideal 360◦-wide LTP containing only ocean pixels,

with a landmask with zero-value for land (appearing as vertical lines) and the value of

one for ocean pixels. The Fourier transform of this will be the spectrum of the ideal LTP,

with its distribution of peaks at different wavelengths, the transform of a multiplication,

and the transform of the landmask. Multiplication in the original space-time domain is

convolution in the wavenumber-frequency domain, so the ”real” ocean is the result of

convolving the ideal ocean spectrum with the transform of the landmask - a sinc function

that is constant along the frequency axis. The result of this convolution is a spreading-

out of the peaks of the ideal function, meaning that the existence of land does affect

the spectrum to a point, but this is simply the reality of using real data. Schematically

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the steps involved in obtaining the Rossby wave-like signal.

the extraction of the Rossby wave-like signal can be expressed as represented in figure

3.5, while figure 3.6 shows how the filtering technique works for an example latitude, set

at 17◦S. The 360◦ Hovmöller plot (in the figure only shown for a 100◦ longitude span),

constructed from SSHAnoEddy is used as input to the filter, with all land and missing

data pixels set to zero. The 2D FFT is applied to the plots and the resulting spectrum,

shown in the lower left panel, is retrieved.

The spectrum is then partitioned so as to isolate the portion that is ascribed to

Rossby waves, as shown in the lower right panel of Figure 3.6. When this cropped

spectrum is inverse Fourier transformed, the resulting Hovmöller plot is that labelled

RW (shown in the top centre panel). The difference between SSHAnoEddy and RW is

shown (top right panel) as the residuals. The partitioning of the spectrum is performed

according to the following restraints:

1. The wavenumbers, k, that correspond to stationary ( k=0 ) and eastward propa-

gating signals (k > 0) are removed. Note that frequency of the annual signal has

previously been set to zero in order to obtain SSHAASR;
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2. In the frequency domain, the partition is made using the zonal-mean of the dis-

persion curve calculated from the extended theory (Killworth and Blundell, 2004,

2005) using the updated temperature and salinity climatologies of the 2005 World

Ocean Atlas (Locarnini et al., 2006; Antonov et al., 2006) for the latitude in ques-

tion. All frequencies that lie beneath that curve plus one standard deviation (see

solid line in lower panels of figure 3.6) are isolated and considered as those char-

acteristic of Rossby waves;

3. In the wavenumber domain, the constraint is defined by an upper limit of the

eddy radii, Ls, provided in the eddy dataset, taken as the 90th percentile of the

probability density function defined for each 1◦ grid. The eddy radii are then

approximated to the effective radius scale, Leff , defined as the radius of a circle

with the same area as the region within the eddy perimeter, using Leff = Ls
0.7 − 22

(appendix B, Chelton et al. (2011)). The upper limit radii are converted to eddy

wavelengths by multiplying by 4 and taking the inverse. The zonal-mean upper

limit eddy wavelength, kcut, calculated for each point in latitude, serves as the

cutoff value in the wavenumber domain (shown as the vertical dashed line in the

lower panels of figure 3.6).

In this manner, only frequencies and (negative) wavenumbers that are westward-

propagating and small enough to share those characteristic of Rossby waves are allowed

through the filter, and are assigned the label RW.

Despite all these constraints the filter has its limitations. Firstly, given that the

eddy spectrum is centred about zero, it is still possible that some eddy energy remains

in the isolated portion of the spectrum. This is due to the fact that eddies are non-

periodic, isolated features, with no phase coherence between adjoining eddies, with a

zonal mean that is non-zero (Chelton et al., 2011). The filter serves only as a technique

that establishes an upper-band for the energy that the Rossby waves contribute. A

perfect isolation of Rossby waves in the spectrum is considered beyond the scope of

this work, and this method merely highlights the portion of the spectra that is more

likely to be dominated by Rossby waves and features travelling at the Rossby wave

speed and scale. Secondly, the constraint imposed by setting an upper limit of the

wavenumber, defined by kcut effectively limits the Rossby waves that pass through the

filter to only the longer wavelengths. Shorter wavelengths of Rossby waves, that in some

regions might have greater impacts, are not allowed through the filter. However, and

in spite of these limitations, the Hovmöller plots of the filtered Rossby wave-like signal

and residuals, plotted in the top panel of figure 3.6 show that this step is efficient in

uncovering the long-wavelength, slow-propagating signal from the input data, whereas

the higher frequencies and wavenumbers are left in the residuals.
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Figure 3.6: The filtering technique - Top Panels: Hovmöller plot at 17◦S for longitudes
180-80◦W over the South Pacific, plotted using: SSHAnoEddy (left panel), the filtered
Rossby wave-like signal (middle panel), and the residuals (right panel). Units are in
metres. Bottom panels: the spectra of the 360◦ wide Hovmöller plot at 17◦S, which has
been flipped so that westward-propagating signals appear on the left. The left panel
shows the full spectrum and the right panel shows the portion isolated by the zonal
mean dispersion curve plus one standard deviation for the extended theory and the
vertical dashed line that represents the zonal mean eddy wavelength, kcut. Units are
in log10([cm deg day]2).
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3.2.1 Testing the filter

In order to test the efficacy of the second step of the filtering process, i.e., the subtraction

of the Gaussian-approximated eddy field, the results of two runs are compared: the first

run is the full filter, with the subtraction step included, so that the filter is performed

over SSHANoEddy. The second run shows the results of using the filter without that first

step, so that the filter is run over SSHAASR, without first subtracting the eddy Gaussian

field. Figure 3.7, shows the standard deviation (std) of the Rossby wave-like output for

both cases: panels a) are the plots for the first run and panels b) are the plots for second

run. On the left are of maps of the std of RW taken over the time dimension, and the

right are plots of the weighted zonal-average of the std maps on the left. The weighting

is computed in order to account for the change in grid size with changing latitude, so

that the weighting is in proportion to the true grid area, with weight =1 at the equator,

decreasing to zero at the poles. This step is performed for all zonally-averaged maps

that are presented throughout this work. For brevity the plots will be titled simply as

”zonal mean”.

Figure 3.7 shows an increase of energy for the second run in locations of increased

turbulence where ocean surface currents are more intense, and therefore, where eddies

are more likely to exist. For example, in all areas of the western boundary currents, and

along the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the lower panels show higher energy levels

that can most likely be attributed to eddy energy. The right-hand panels highlight

the latitudes at which the increase of the energy occurs in the case where the eddy

Gaussian field was not subtracted. The subtraction of the Gaussian-approximated eddy

field results in a decrease of the energy in locations where eddies are more likely to be

found.

The efficacy of the filter was tested in a second way, by filtering the Gaussian-

approximated eddy field, EDDY, which necessarily implies that the first step of the

filtering technique, i.e., the subtraction of the Gaussian-approximated eddy field, can

not be performed. A perfect filter would output zero as the input is comprised solely

of isolated Gaussian eddies, with no waves of any kind. In reality, the isolation in the

spectral domain of the portion of the spectrum ascribed to Rossby waves also includes

the eddy spectral signature as these are centred about zero. The results of this test are

shown in the bottom panel c) of figure 3.7 and illustrate how the eddy signal can not

be perfectly removed by using the filtering step alone. There are locations where the

filtered eddy energy nearly matches that of the RW energy, meaning that there has been

an aliasing of the eddy energy into the spectral region ascribed to the Rossby wave-like

features. Examples of this are found at 40◦S and again at 34◦N, and in these regions

some amount of eddy energy is to be expected. However for latitudes less than 20◦,

with an exception for the Equatorial Atlantic, the energy of the filtered RW signal is

dominated by the wave-like propagating features. A comparison with panels a) of figure
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the filter-outputted RW signal resulting from three different
inputs: a) SSHANoEddy, the SSHA field from which the annual signal and eddy Gaussian
field have been subtracted, b) SSHAASR the SSHA field from which only the annual
signal has been subtracted, and c) the Gaussian-approximated eddy field. On the left:
maps of the standard deviation of the outputs taken over the time dimension, with
latitude on the y-axis and longitude on the x-axis. On the right: plots of the zonal
mean of the maps on the left, with latitude on the y-axis. All units are in metres.

3.7 shows that the subtraction of the eddy field from the input data results in a decrease

in the energy in the locations where the filtered eddy Gaussian field had increased energy,

again validating the subtraction of the Gaussian-approximated eddy field.

Both tests show that the subtraction of the Gaussian-approximated eddy field does

cause a decrease of the energy in areas where eddies are prevalent, and therefore it was
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considered to be an essential step in the extraction of the Rossby wave-like signal. The

methodology is run for every latitude point of the input SSHANoEddy domain, producing

a new SSHA 3D dataset containing the Rossby wave-like signal. This dataset is labelled

RW.

3.3 Global Rossby wave-like variability analysis

In order to characterise the RW data, an variability analysis tool was developed and

performed both globally, presented in section 4.1.1, and ocean-by-ocean, presented in

section 4.2.

The variability of the RW signal was analysed by performing the std. The energy

of the RW signal is proportional to the variance, so it is proportional to the square of

the std presented. The std is calculated over two different directions in the 3D cuboid

(lat, lon, time) of the RW data. The first was to take the std over all computed times,

thus producing a latitude-longitude map that represents the amount of variability of the

RW signal for the entire time-series. For clarity’s sake all maps of this type of std will

be labelled and referred-to as the absolute std(RW). An example of this is shown for the

global map in 4.2 that displays the distribution of the absolute RW variability over the

ocean. As an additional analysis tool, the weighted2 mean is taken along the longitudes

of the absolute std(RW), and is plotted to the right, labelled simply as zonal mean.

These zonal-mean plots show how the variability of the RW signal changes on average

with latitude, highlighting the latitudes that the RW absolute variability increases, i.e.,

the latitudes at which the Rossby wave-like features are more energetic.

A second way of analysing the geographical RW variability distribution is to com-

pare the absolute std(RW) with the variability of the original data. The computation

of the standard deviation, also taken over the time dimension, of the original SSHAASR

data, labelled std(SSHAASR) allows for this comparison. Maps of the ratio of the ab-

solute std(RW) to the std(SSHAASR) are produced in order to identify regions where

Rossby wave-like variability is more or less dominant relative to the total variability

(example figure 4.3). These are referred-to as the relative std(RW) maps. The plots of

the zonal average of these maps appear to the right, labelled zonal mean, highlighting

the latitudes at which the Rossby wave-like activity is more or less dominant in relation

to the total variability.

Yet another way of analysing the RW variability is to take the std over the longitude

dimension. This results in a latitude-time plot, or, a plot of the time-series of the

variability of the RW signal over time, and is labelled std(RW): time variability. An

2The weighting is computed in order to account for the change in grid size with changing latitude,
so that the weighting is in proportion to the true grid area, with weight =1 at the equator, decreasing
to zero at the poles.
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example of this is shown in figure 4.4 for the global case where all longitudes were used

in the computation of std(RW): time variability. For individual ocean’s only longitudes

defined as of that ocean are used. The plots show how the RW variability changes over

time for each of the plotted latitudes, once again highlighting the latitudes of greater

RW variability, as well as the times in which the RW variability changed. In keeping

with the analysis presented, a second plot to the right is shown as an extra analysis tool.

The std was performed over the latitude dimension of the std(RW): time variability plot,

thus producing a time-series of the RW variability. This time-series of the variability

helps highlight the times at which the variability was greater.

All the above-described analysis tools provide a measure of the distribution in both

space and time of the RW variability thus providing insight into the energy distribution,

which is more clearly visible when taking the std. It is possible to locate areas of interest,

where the RW variability is greater or simply more intriguing.

3.4 Global speed analysis

The method developed for calculating speeds of the Rossby wave-like signal is discussed

here. The computed speeds are compared to the Rossby wave speeds predicted by the

extended theory developed by Killworth and Blundell (2004, 2005), which for simplicity’s

sake will be referred-to as the extended theory.

The speed of the Rossby wave-like signal was calculated using the Radon transform,

first defined by Radon in 1917. Its extension to 2D images is the 2D Radon Transform,

which for brevity’s sake will be referred to as the RT. It is a tool that focuses on

the dominant direction of propagation of the features visible in the Hovmöller plots,

regardless of the signal being periodical or not. In other words, if eddies are represented

in the input domain, along with periodical Rossby waves, the RT will not distinguish

between the two phenomena. The 2D RT is a tool commonly used to calculate the

speeds of Rossby waves from satellite-derived data (Chelton and Schlax, 1996; Cipollini

et al., 1997, 2001) and it has been shown to respond preferentially to larger scale features

(Chelton et al., 2011), making it ideal for the purposes of this work.

As can be seen in figure 3.8, the RT operates over Hovmöller plots3, f(x, y), and

projects the image intensity along a line that is normal to a varying angle φ (x′1 and x′2
are shown as examples in figure 3.8, and correspond to the lines orthogonal to angles

φ1 and φ2, respectively). The Radon transform, p(x′, φ), for every angle φ is given by

(Cipollini et al., 2006b):

p
(
x
′
, φ
)

=

∫
y′
f (x, y) |

x=x
′
cosφ−y′sinφ

y=x′sinφ−y′cosφ
dy
′

(3.2)

3In the case of a longitude-time Hovmöller plot, the x-axis will represent longitudes and the y-axis
will depict the time.
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The Radon energy for each line is the sum of the squares of the values of p(x′, φ) for

each angle, φ, and the angle at which the energy is greatest corresponds to the angle of

predominant speed (angle φ1 in figure 3.8). The lines in the plots correspond to lines of

constant speed, and the speed at which they propagate is proportional to the tangent

of the angle φ.

While the RT is a more appropriate tool for computing the speeds, it merely

provides a different perspective of looking at the domain. In both the space-time domain

and the spectral domain a line at an angle φ, is a line of constant speed (in the spectral

domain this line must cross the origin). This makes the RT related to the Fourier

transform via the Projection-Slice theorem: the RT at angle φ is equal to the iFFT of

a slice of the Fourier space taken at the same angle φ. So, while the FFT highlights

the different spectral components, the RT provides an objective way of calculating the

speed of the predominant propagating signals.

Figure 3.8: Diagram describing the 2D Radon Transform operating on a Hovmöller
plot, f(x, y), for two different angles, φ1 and φ2 (Cipollini et al., 2006b).

In keeping with the assumption that Rossby wave-like features propagate in a

purely zonal manner, the 2D RT was used. In fact this issue was investigated by Chal-

lenor et al. (2001) who used the 3D RT over the North Atlantic Ocean and found that

the waves up to latitudes of 40◦ do indeed propagate in a quasi-westward direction, devi-

ating from it only by up to 10%. Above these latitudes there was found to be increased

scattering that the authors attributed to the waves becoming evanescent. It is also for

this reason that the analysis will be restricted to latitudes up to 40◦.
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As was the case for the FFT, the use of the RT also implies a trade-off when

choosing the width of the input domains. These must be wide enough to properly

capture the signal but not so wide that the speed of the signal changes over the domain-

width. So provided that the signal is properly represented within the chosen domain,

the RT can compute its speed. In previous works, the input 2D plots have used windows

in the longitude dimension of 20◦ (Chelton and Schlax, 1996; Cipollini et al., 1997, 2001;

Hill et al., 2000; Maharaj et al., 2005, 2007, 2009). In this work the windows were defined

with a width of 30◦ longitude in order to ensure that even the longer wavelengths were

captured within the plots. There are two reasons for this concern; the first is that the

longer time-series used in this work is likely to better resolve the longer wavelengths, and

the second is that Chelton et al. (2011) have shown Rossby waves to be more prevalent

in the lower latitudes, where longer wavelengths are expected. The wider 30◦ wondows

should sample more accurately than the shorter width-windows at lower latitudes.

The wider windows create a difficulty when land pixels appear within the selected

longitude-window. In order to ensure that speeds are only computed from ocean pixels,

land pixels were attributed zero value. This allows for the speeds to be computed

for windows containing land pixels (now set to zero), thus allowing for the calculation

of speeds much closer to land. These values are calculated using less actual ocean

information and are therefore the equivalent of operating the RT over Hovmöller plots

with smaller longitude-width. Despite this limitation, it was considered important to

compute these values as they add information to the global picture of the speeds of

Rossby wave-like phenomena, one of the main objectives of this body of work.

Given these caveats, the first step of the speed calculation tool was written so

that for every latitude, the 30◦ window was moved through the longitudes in steps of

1◦. For each LTP plot the mean-value is removed, in accordance with de la Rosa et al.

(2007). The RT was then calculated by finding the angle , φ, varied between 1◦ and 90◦

in 1 ◦ steps, for which the energy was greatest. The speed is then proportional to the

tangent of the angle of maximum energy. The RT-calculated speed for each LTP plot is

attributed to the longitude located at the middle of the plot and in this manner a global

map of Rossby wave-like speeds is produced.

The use of the coarser 1◦ grid for the speed calculation on the one hand decreased

the processing time but on the other hand resulted in a more pronounced quantisation

of the computed values. Quantisation is an inevitable outcome of using discrete samples,

however the fact that the angle, φ, was increased linearly resulted in speeds that varied in

a non-linear fashion, as these were calculated from the tangent of φ. The quantisation

effect becomes more pronounced in the lower latitudes, where step increments in the

larger angles of φ (that are a consequence of the higher speeds of RW near the equator)

will result in larger step increments in the speed values. When plotted with a linear

scale, the speeds computed for the lower latitudes appear to change quite significantly,

a result of the linear variation of the angles along which the RT is computed.
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Figure 3.9: Example of the application of a smoothing 1× 21 normalised pixel kernel
to mode 1 extended theory speed data. All speed values are in cm/s.

In a second step of the speed-calculation process, the calculated speeds were com-

pared to the theoretically-predicted ones and validated against the latter. In order to

do so all speed maps, both computed and theoretical, were first smoothed using a 1×21

normalised pixel kernel in order to smooth-out any jumps in the data and to fill-in

missing data, an example of which can be seen in figure 3.9. This smoothing process

was applied to both the theoretical and the calculated speeds and provides a clearer

comparison of the results.

As was stated above, the RT calculates the speeds of the peaks that correspond to

the dominant peaks of energy. In cases where the filtering process has not worked as well

as intended, the largest peak found by the RT might not necessarily correspond to the

signature of a first-mode Rossby wave. One manner of ensuring that the RT-calculated

speeds are as close as possible to those predicted by the extended theory for the first

mode, is to validate those speeds against the latter, using the speed-validation tool. This

tool runs over the RT-derived speeds, and for each latitude/longitude point, the speeds

of all the computed peaks are compared to the theoretically-predicted 1st-mode speed,

and the value closest to the theoretical is kept. In order to provide a more accurate

comparison, the speeds are all converted back to the angles found by the RT, thus

providing a greater separation between values. The theoretical speed for each latitude

and longitude is also recomputed as an angle and it is these values that are compared.

In the case of no existing theoretical speed to compare against, either the median of
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the theoretical value of six surrounding latitudes is used, or, if there are no theoretical

values in the defined vicinity, the computed value is kept. This tool is also completely

automated. An example of this step is shown in figure 3.10, with the bottom panel

showing a map of the locations where the values closer to the theoretical speeds are

either those of the 1st (dark blue), 2nd (yellow-green), 3rd (pink) or 4th peak (purple)

peak computed by the RT. As can be seen, in the vast majority of cases, the 1st peak is

indeed closest to the speed of the theoretically-predicted first mode. The middle map in

figure 3.10 show the result of replacing the speeds in locations where other peaks were

closer to the theory, and the result is a smoother, more uniform distribution of speeds.

Figure 3.10: Example of the application of the speed-validation step. The top panel
show a map of the RT-derived speeds for the highest peak. The bottom panel shows
the result of the comparison of the RT-calculated speeds against the extended theory
1st-mode speed. The colours show the peak number which was actually closest to
the theoretically-predicted speed and the middle panel show the map of the validated
speeds. All speed values are in cm/s.

As a note regarding all speed comparison maps shown in this work, all maps and

plots of speed comparisons compare like-with-like, that is, data are compared only in

locations where values for all data sets exist. The only exception to this rule are the data

for the speeds of mode 2 extended theory. Due to the nature of mode 2 equations, mode

2 speeds are not resolvable for all points, producing patchy maps with lots of missing

data. For this case all available points were plotted in the speed comparison maps. A

second note regarding the speed maps is that the speeds are plotted on a log10 scale,

which allows for the variation of speed with latitude to be viewed more easily.
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The result of applying the validation tool to the speed calculation tool is a global

map of speeds that are closer to those expected for mode 1 extended theory speeds. The

validated speed maps of the Rossby wave-like signal are much smoother and will be used

to characterise the Rossby wave-like signal on a global and ocean scale.

3.4.1 The theoretical speeds

Theoretical speeds are used to validate and compare the computed speeds throughout

this work. However, even within the portion of the spectrum ascribed to Rossby wave-

like features, speeds vary within the range of wavenumbers they are defined for.

The portion of the spectrum selected as that containing the characteristics of

Rossby wave-like features, is in the longwave portion of the spectrum. In this part of the

spectrum the longwave approximation can be made, so for every frequency/wavenumber

pair, the phase speed is equal to the group speed and can be defined as the ratio of the

frequency to the wavenumber (see equation 2.13). The ratio shows that the longer the

wave, the faster it travels. When the longwave speeds of mode 1 of the extended theory

are referred to in the text (KB05-lw), the wavenumber chosen for the speed computation

was the smallest non-zero value. It is against this speed, the upper limit of the speeds

expected for the Rossby wave-like features, that the computed speeds are validated.

There is a second speed value computed from the extended theory dispersion curves,

referred to as the average-RW extended theory speed (KB05av.k). This is computed as

the median of the speeds for all the wavenumbers up to kcut, seen in figure 3.11. The

average-RW extended theory speed is used as a comparison with the computed validated

speed values as it is more representative of the speeds for the range of wavelengths that

are defined within the Rossby wave-like portion of the spectrum.

3.5 Cross-correlation analysis

In order to explore the strength of the connection of the RW signal and the local climate,

a cross-correlation analysis is performed for regions of interest. For these locations, a

time-series of the RW-derived data (be it std(RW): time variability, i.e., the variability

time-series or the time-series of speeds) were compared to local climatological time-

series. In a first step a visual image is provided showing the possible influence of a local

climate index on the time-series of the Rossby wave-like variability, and vice-versa. See

figure 4.10 for an example. The figure serves to provide the reader with an idea of the

similarity between the compared time-series.

A cross-correlation analysis tool was developed to provide a measure of similarity

between two functions by shifting a function h(t) over a function g(t) by amounts −t,
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Figure 3.11: The spectrum assigned to Rossby wave-like features, defined by the
frequencies of the dispersion curve plus one standard deviation, and the wavenumbers
up to the kcut value. It is over this range of wavenumbers that the average-RW extended
theory speed is computed. The figure is the same as lower right plot in figure 3.5

the time lags. By definition the cross-correlation of two functions g(t) and h(t) is given

as:

Cgh(t) =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(τ)h(t+ τ)dτ (3.3)

where h(t) was shifted over g(t) over an infinite number of lags, t.

The cross-correlation between climates indices and RW-derived time-series gives the

level of similarity between the two variables at different times. For example, an event

occurring for the climate index might not have an immediate effect on the variability of

the RW signal, but a change in the variability may be seen preceding or succeeding the

climate event. The lagged correlation provides a measure of the response of the oceans

to changes in the climate indices at different time lags, both positive and negative.

Negative correlation values denote an out of phase relationship between the correlated

time-series, and positive values denote in-phase relationships.

In order to perform the cross correlations between RW-derived time-series and the

climates indices, all time-series were put in anomaly form by removing the mean, and

set on the same temporal and spatial grid. The cross-correlations were normalised, and

plots show lags of up to three years, with units of lag in years. The computed values are

then measured against the 95% significance level, and plots of cross-correlations show

significant values in a saturated colour scale, whereas values that are not significant

are plotted in an unsaturated colour scale. The calculation of the significance level is

described in section 3.7 and is part of this tool. All cross-correlations are performed

in the same order: the time-series of the value computed for RW (be it variability or

speed) is shifted over the time-series of the climate index, so that the climate index
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would be function g(t) and the computed RW value would be function h(t) in equation

3.3. The outcome is that positive lags mean that changes in the index time-series occur

after changes in the computed variable, and negative lags mean the opposite. As stated

above, positive correlations mean that the two correlated functions are in phase, e.g.,

when one increases (decreases) so does the other, and negative correlations mean that

they are out of phase, e.g., while one shows an increase the other decreases.

3.6 Extending the analysis in time

The tool developed to calculate the trends in the RW data is described here and the

results of the analysis are presented in Chapter 5. The analysis was performed ocean-

by-ocean, on both altimeter- and NEMO-derived data, for reasons that are made clear

in Chapter 4.

In order to search for any changes in the speed of the Rossby wave-like signal over

time, it was first necessary to compute a time-series of the speed values of the filtered

Rossby wave-like signal. This was achieved by computing the Radon transform with a

moving window over the time dimension. As before, the Radon transform is calculated

over longitude-time plots of the filter output, RW. However, the window dimensions

were set so that in time the LTP spanned only a period of five years, while keeping the

30◦ longitude span. Again, the width in longitude of the input LTP plots were subject

to the trade-offs described in section 3.4. As for trade-offs in the time dimension, the

five-year time span was considered to be both sufficient in length for the features to have

completed at least one wavelength and short enough so that the speed of the features

during that time could be considered uniform. A three year window was also tested

but produced noisier results. The 5 year Hamming window was moved through the

time-series with a jump of one year between successive computations in order to obtain

a series of speeds over time. In this manner, the five-year time-steps serve as blocks

of time over which the mean speed of the Rossby waves are computed, with the mean

speed of each five-year time-step corresponding to the speed of the centre point in time

for each of the five year time-blocks.

In order to ensure robustness, the validation tool was run over the computed time-

series of speeds. As an added precautionary step, the computed, validated speeds were

compared to the theoretically-predicted speeds. Figure 3.12 shows a comparision of the

computed zonal-mean speeds with the theoretically-predicted speeds, for the altimeter-

derived data. The plots are for the validated 1st peak of the computed RT and the

zonal-mean speeds and show a good agreement with the theoretically predicted speeds,

despite not showing any apparent trend in the data over time. The same figures were

computed for the NEMO-derived speeds with very similar results and served to ensure

the accuracy of the tool.
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Figure 3.12: Zonal-mean of the altimeter-derived computed time-series of speeds
(coloured lines) and comparison with extended theory speeds for modes 1 longwave and
2 (black solid and blue dotted lines, respectively) and the linear theory mode 1 (black
dash-dotted line), for the Pacific (top), Atlantic (middle), and the Indian (bottom)
Oceans. All speed values are in cm/s.

A linear trend analysis was then performed for all latitude/longitude points on the

maps of the time-series of the validated speed values, in an attempt to fit linear trends

to the computed time-series of speeds. This was achieved by using the matlab function

robustfit, which fits a linear equation, described by: y = A+Bt, in which A and B are

the regression coefficients calculated for each 1◦ of latitude and longitude. The best fit

y describes the speeds found for all times, t, and B will describe the calculated trend.

This function was chosen because it is less influenced by outliers as the algorithm uses

iteratively re-weighted least squares with a bi-square weighting function. Trends maps

using the standard linear least squares method were also computed and an example for

the Pacific Ocean of these maps computed using the NEMO-derived RW speeds are

shown in figure 3.13. Very little difference is found between the two maps in the regions

where the trends are significant. The analysis of the linear fits using both methods

reveals that the standard method is indeed more influenced by outliers, which will be

shown in the time-series of speeds presented throughout Chapter 5.

In addition to maps of the absolute trends, the trends were also plotted relative to

the speeds of a reference year, arbitrarily defined as the year 2000, a year chosen because

of the absence of an El Niño event. The relative trends, i.e., the ratio of B to the speed
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Figure 3.13: The geographical distribution of the absolute trends (in cm/s per decade)
computed from the 47 years of NEMO-derived data over the Pacific Ocean. The satu-
rated colour scale (on the right) is used for values that are statistically significant (values
that reach the 95% confidence level) and non-significant values are plotted in the unsat-
urated colour scale. A) Absolute trends calculated using robustfit. B) Absolute trends
calculated using the standard linear least squares method.

of the reference year, are shown in addition to the absolute trends, which are more

susceptible to faster moving wave-like features. The normalised trend results provide a

more easily comparable result between oceans and different data-sources, whereas the

absolute trends allow for a more direct measurement of the speed changes calculated for

each ocean. Units of relative trend are plotted as the percentage of change in speed per

decade and the absolute trend are in cm/s per decade. All trend plots have two colour

scales that relate to the significance of the values plotted, where significant results are

plotted in a saturated colour and non-significant values are plotted in the un-saturated

scale. The computation of the significance levels is described in section 3.7.

The time-series of speeds produced in this step of the analysis also served to test
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the sensitivity of the RW speed to local climate changes. Cases that showed interesting

modulations that suggested the influence of a local climatological feature were cross-

correlated as described in section 3.5. The time-series of RW speeds produced in this

step of the analysis served to address both scientific goals laid-out as objectives in section

1.1.

3.7 Error analysis

In order to provide significance to the computed results, an error analysis was performed.

This analysis was performed on the cross-correlation and trend analyses, as these are

both results that are derived from our sample population and performing a statistical

analysis will provide a measure of the uncertainty of the results. The analysis is not

performed on the results of the application of the FFT or the RT as these transforms

are equivalent to their original functions, i.e., the transform of a 2D Hovmöller plot is

equivalent to the original Hovmöller plot.

The statistical analysis consists of comparing the results against a significance level,

which was set at 95%. In the case of the trend analysis, a matrix of p-values, computed

by the complementary error functions, gives the probability of getting the observed trend

by random chance, when the true value is zero. For p-values that are smaller than or

equal to 0.05 it is possible to reject the null hypothesis - that a population with zero

trend was randomly attributed the calculated value - at the 95% confidence level. This

means that a null hypothesis is only rejected when the p-value is less or equal to 0.05

(Mosteller and Rourke, 1973).

For the case of the cross-correlation analysis an extra consideration must be taken

into account because of the nature of the climate indices. If the time-series were random

the correlation coefficients would be independent, with an approximately normal distri-

bution, with mean zero and variance 1/N , where N is the sample size, or the length of

the time-series, and the 95% level of confidence would be given by:

r95 = 0± 2√
N

(3.4)

However, the climate time-series used in the cross-correlations can not be considered a

population with independent samples as each sample is dependent on, and influences

the value of its neighbouring sample, simply due to their geophysical nature. This

means that an effective sample size must be calculated, i.e., the sample size that takes

into account the data’s autocorrelation or dependence, which would be the sample size

of the data if they were completely uncorrelated. This is achieved by calculating the

decorrelation time-scale, T which is the number of lags it takes for the autocorrelation
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function to reach zero (Hsieh, 2009; Leith, 1973), which for a discrete samples is:

T = (1 + 2
l=L∑
l=1

p(l))∆t (3.5)

where, ∆t is the time between each consecutive lag, p(l) if the autocorrelation function

for each lag, l and L is the maximum lag, which must be: L ≤ N/3, for the autocorre-

lation values to be considered reliable. L was set at three years. The effective sample

size, Neff is then given by .

Neff =
N∆t

T
(3.6)

In the case of cross correlations, the sample size also changes with lag, as the amount of

overlap between the functions depends on the lag, with the largest sample size occurring

at lag=0, where both functions overlap completely, and then decreases with increasing

lag. In order to account for this, sample size was computed as a function of the lag, l,

so that the scaled sample size for each lag, Neff (l), is obtained by replacing N(l) and

equation 3.5 into equation 3.6 to get the effective sample size as a function of lag:

Neff (l) =
N(l)

(1 + 2
∑l=L

l=1 p(l))
(3.7)

It is this effective sample size that is used instead of N in equation 3.4 to compute the

95% confidence level for each time-lag.

An example is the case of the Niño 3.4 index whose autocorrelation function, figure

3.14, proved it to be highly correlated at short time lags, decorrelating to zero after 37

lags. This resulted in the sample size being reduced, at lag 0, from its initial size of

991 (for the altimeter RW data) to an effective sample size of 71, both decreasing with

increasing lags.

3.8 Developed software and data

In this section a brief description of the analysis developed for this work is provided.

The filtering technique used in this work was the result of a process during which

several approaches were attempted. Filters that operated over a single ocean were tested

and a varying-width filter was also developed. This last varied the width of the LTP with

latitude, according to the data provided by Polito and Liu (2003) of the Rossby wave

wavelengths for each ocean, increasing the width as latitude decreased with the objective

of providing a better sampling of the longer waves found at the lower latitudes. Both

were single-ocean filters and the comparison of the results revealed minimal differences,

as can be seen in figure 3.15 for the North Atlantic, which was why the more time-

consuming varying-width filter was eventually discarded.
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Figure 3.14: The autocorrelation function of the Niño 3.4 index as a function of lag.
Time-lags are plotted between ±3 years and units are in weeks. The X plotted value
shows the time lag where the function reaches zero (also occurring for X=+37), i.e.,
the decorrelation time.

Figure 3.15: Comparing filters: the absolute std(RW) for the varying-width filter was
subtracted from the std(RW) of the filter performing at a fixed 30◦ width. Differences
at latitudes greater than 30◦ are null as the varying-width filter adopted this width for
these latitudes, increasing the width for latitudes below this point. Units are in metres.

The single-ocean fixed-width filter was later discarded when M. Thomas commu-

nicated his development of a filter that used the extra input of the eddy dataset. An

example of a comparison of the two filter outputs can be seen in figure 3.16, where

the standard deviation is computed over the time dimension for the RW outputs of the

North Atlantic for both filters. The new filter greatly reduces the variability in the eddy
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dominated region of the Gulf Stream current and in general produced lower variability

outputs. Land presence was an issue when using the 30◦ single-ocean filter as the ringing

effects produced at the edges of the filter where quite substantial. The results of apply-

ing the new filtering methods greatly reduced the eddy variability in the filtered data,

as well as reducing computational time, a big issue when dealing with global datasets.

As was discussed in section 3.2 there are some drawbacks when using this filter, with

the localisation of the variability in space being lost as a result of using the 360◦ longi-

tude spans. However, the positive aspects far outweighed the drawbacks, and the aim

of performing a global analysis further compelled the use of this filter. It was for these

reasons that a third filter was written, following the guidelines provided by M. Thomas

(personal communication). The only alteration made was for the theoretical dispersion

curve inputs, which this work used those provided by Jeff Blundell, computed for his

paper Killworth and Blundell (2004, 2005), updated to contain the new temperature and

salinity climatologies of the 2005 World Ocean Atlas (Antonov et al., 2006; Locarnini

et al., 2006).

Figure 3.16: Comparing filters: the absolute std(RW) for the old 30◦ filter (top) and
the absolute std(RW) for the filter used in this work (bottom). Results for the North
Atlantic in metres.

The variability analysis tool, the speed analysis tool and the speed validation tool

were developed to operate over either global or a single-ocean data, set as user inputs

and are capable of extracting the relevant data from both RW datasets.

The speed analysis tool was the most time consuming when running over time-

intervals. It is for this reason that the data for speed analysis were reduced to a 1◦ grid

whereas the filtering and variability analysis are computed over the finer 0.25◦ grid. All

outputs are available upon request.
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The cross-correlation tool contains both the cross correlation computation, set

within the limits defined in section 3.5 and the developed error analysis. The trend

computation tool is also set-up to compute for any user-defined ocean and output the

relative trends and associated errors. Both these scripts are fast to run.

All scripts developed were subject to extensive testing in order to reduce errors to

a minimum.



Chapter 4

Global Propagation

characteristics of Rossby

wave-like features

The aim of this chapter is to provide a systematic characterisation of the properties of the

Rossby wave-like features. In a first approach, section 4.1 analyses their characteristics

on a global scale, observing the filter outputs, their variability and speeds, with the aim of

providing a global view of the Rossby wave-like features. In section 4.2 the characteristics

of the Rossby wave-like features are analysed for each ocean, and locations of interest

are defined where the strength of the connections of the Rossby wave-like features to

the local climate are tested. Section 4.3 introduces the NEMO-derived outputs and

compares them with the observations with the goal of determining the model’s efficacy

at reproducing the observed Rossby wave-like signal. A brief summary of the main

findings of this Chapter are presented in section 4.4.

4.1 A Global look at the Rossby wave-like features

The simplest way of analysing the filtered outputs is by viewing the maps of each time-

frame and comparing the input with the filtered RW signal and the residuals. By

collating the 991 time-frames in order, the sequence generates a movie that illustrates the

changes in the input and outputs of the filter over time. These are presented in the CD

attached. The file named ”Filter-outputs-altimeter” contains the movie, which should be

viewed now. The first frame is shown in figure 4.1, which shows the plot of the SSHAASR

on the top panel, also containing the time-stamp for each of the frames. The bottom

left panel contains the RW outputs from the filter, i.e., the result of first subtracting the

Gaussian-approximated eddy field and subsequent filtering, as was described in section

3.2. The residuals, labelled RESID, are shown on the bottom right panel.

59
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Figure 4.1: The first frame of the movie labelled ”Filter-outputs-altimeter” showing
the results of applying the filter to the altimeter-derived data. The top panel contains
global maps of the SSHAASR and displays the time stamp for each frame. The lower
panels are global maps of the filter outputs: the filtered RW signal (right) and the
Residuals (left). All SSHA values are in metres.

The movie shows that the filter is efficient in separating-out the slow moving,

westward propagating features that can be seen in RW. In fact, when comparing the

input SSHAASR with the output RESID, for the most part, very little difference can

be seen as the low frequency signals are masked by the high frequency, higher energetic

features that appear propagating in all directions in the outputted residuals. In the

residuals it is possible to discern eastward-propagating signals as well as eddies that

propagate in both zonal directions, located not only in the baroclinically unstable areas

of the major ocean currents, but also spread-out over most of the oceans. As has been

mentioned before, it is possible that some of the larger westward propagating eddies still

remain in the filtered signal, however these shall be classified as a feature propagating

in a Rossby wave-like manner. A closer look at the RW outputs shows features that

propagate westwards across the oceans at speeds that increase towards the equator.

This change in speeds with latitude generates the chevron-like, or horse-shoe signature

that is characteristic of Rossby waves. The fact that it can be seen in the filtered signal

increases the confidence in the filtering technique. It is also interesting to see the increase

in the signature of the RW during the El Niño events, especially visible during the strong

1997-1998 event. For reference, figure 3.2, contains a time-series of all Niño events.

This output fulfils goal (ii) set in section 1.1 and provides a valuable new SSHA

RW data cube which can be used for a variety of applications.
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4.1.1 Global variability analysis

Now that the Rossby wave-like signal has been filtered, it is interesting to analyse the

distribution of the signal’s variability in the world’s oceans. This was done following

the methods described in section 3.2.1 and applied to the RW data output of the filter.

A global view of the absolute value of the std(RW) is provided in figure 4.2. Areas

of increased variability at latitudes of 34◦N and 40◦S have already been discussed in

section 3.2.1 as regions of eddy aliasing, and therefore are regions where the increase

in variability is more likely due to the presence of eddies rather than to wave-like ac-

tivity. Focusing on latitudes below these regions, the distribution of variability varies

significantly with latitude and ocean. The Indian Ocean is highlighted as highly ener-

getic, both north and south of the equator. The Pacific Ocean shows several locations

of increased variability at latitudes below 20◦. It is interesting to note that there is

a band of energy (which is propostional to the square of the plotted std) that nearly

crosses the Pacific but is only visible to the north of the equator. Both to the north and

south of the equator there are hotspots of increased variability at the western side of the

Pacific and a hotspot at the eastern side of the North Pacific, denoting these locations as

regions of high Rossby wave-like activity. In comparison, the Atlantic shows very little

variability with the exception of the increase at the equator and around 34◦N, already

discussed in section 3.2.1 as the result of eddy aliasing, so an area that is more likely to

have more energy due to eddies than to wave-like propagation. It is possible that the

Atlantic has wave-like features propagating at shorter wavelengths than the filter will

allow through, although a more in-depth analysis into each of these oceans is required

for greater detail. The zonal-mean panels highlight the latitudes at which the variability

peaks, mainly at latitudes lower than 10◦, with the highest peaks occurring at 7.5◦N,

5◦N. These are followed by a decrease in variability at the equator, which is followed

by a band of increased variability between 5◦S and 11◦S. These latitudes of increased

Rossby wave-like activity are consistent with the findings of Chelton et al. (2011).

In order to highlight the regions of the relative importance of the Rossby wave-like

features, a map of the relative std(RW) was produced and is shown in figure 4.3. The map

highlights areas where the Rossby wave-like features are more dominant relative to other

features and it is instantly clear that this occurs at latitudes up to 20◦. Again the map

shows that there is a strong variation of the Rossby wave-like variability with latitude,

longitude and ocean. This map shows regions of increased relative RW variability, which,

when not matching the previous figure’s hotspot location, correspond to regions where

there is less variability from other sources. In other words, in these regions Rossby

wave-like features are relatively more energetic than other features. The zonal-mean

averages reach values greater than 60% around 5◦N and again between 5◦S and 11◦S

and decrease as latitude increases. The decrease at the equator is due to the presence

of other features, such as Tropical Instability Waves (TIW) and others, that have more

variability and are therefore relatively more energetic.
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Figure 4.2: Global map of the absolute std(RW), with latitude on the y-axis and
longitude on the x-axis. On the right: plots of the zonal mean of absolute std(RW)
map, with latitude on the y-axis. All units are in metres.

Figure 4.3: Global map of the relative std(RW), with latitude on the y-axis and
longitude on the x-axis. On the right: plot of the zonal mean of the relative std(RW)
map, with latitude on the y-axis.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the time-series of std(RW): std computed over all longitudes.
Latitude on the x-axis and time in years, increasing upwards on the y-axis. On the
right: plot of the std taken over the latitude dimension of the plot to the right, with
matching time on the y-axis. All units are in metres.

Figure 4.4 shows the variation of the RW variability over time for each latitude

(calculation explained in section 3.3). Highlighted are the latitudes of greater variability

as well as the temporal variability of the signal at the different latitudes. Latitudes up

to 20◦ are again evident as regions of increased Rossby wave-like variability, with events

of increased variability occurring in bursts spaced by 1-2 years. The increased variability

due to El Niño events are again evident, especially for the 97-98 event, on both sides of

the equator and in the plot of the time-series on the right. The fact that this plot is the

result of a global analysis, highlights the importance of the ENSO cycle at the global

scale. At 34◦N, a region of high eddy variability,shows events that are not continuous

in time, suggesting influence by some local climatology. The right-hand panel shows no

apparent global trend in the Rossby wave-like variability over time, but does highlight

its temporal variability.

All the figures presented in this section provide a global view of the distribution

of the Rossby wave-like variability and its relative importance. The figures suggest that

the Rossby wave-like variability is not only significant, but has a variability, both in

time and in space that is greatly influenced each ocean and its local climatology.
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4.1.2 Global speed analysis

The speed of the Rossby wave-like signal of the altimeter-derived data was calculated

using the RT, as described in section 3.4. A comparison with the theoretically expected

average-RW extended speeds, defined in section 3.4.1, is insightful as it provides an idea

of how close the speeds of the filtered signal are to the theoretically expected speeds.

Figure 4.5 shows that the calculated speeds are generally in good agreement with

those expected by average-RW extended theory speeds, and this can be more easily

assessed in the plot of the ratio, shown in panel c). Regions between 10◦ and 30◦ show a

better agreement with the theory, supporting the hypothesis that the Rossby wave-like

signal is being properly captured. For latitudes less than 5◦, within the equatorial band,

the calculated speeds are well under the theoretically-predicted speeds for the Rossby

waves. This result is in agreement with the findings of section 4.1.1, where it was shown

that the filtered signal contains very little Rossby wave variability. Interestingly, this

band of low speeds spreads to slightly higher latitudes, reaching up to 10◦, at the edges

of the Pacific Ocean. In general the calculated speeds are slightly below those expected

for the average-RW extended theory, except in the eastern mid-latitudes of the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans. In the North Atlantic this region of higher speeds spreads out to

60◦W, nearly crossing the ocean. Speeds for the Indian Ocean are lower than expected

for the northern side, but reach expected speeds at latitudes between 10◦S-30◦S.

The zonal median of the calculated speeds gives a different perspective of how the

calculated speeds compare with the theoretically predicted speeds. Figure 4.6 shows

the zonal median of the calculated speeds against the zonal median of four theoretical

speeds: the linear theory, plotted in dashed grey, mode 2 of the extended theory (in

dashed green), and two options for mode 1 of the extended theory, defined in section

3.4.1. In dashed black are the speeds for the waves with the highest wavenumber, labelled

KB05 lw, the theoretical upper-limit for the speeds of the Rossy wave-like features. In

dashed red is the zonal median of the average-RW extended theory speeds, labelled KB05

av.k. The latter are necessarily lower than the longwave speeds as they are averaged

with shorter, slower-moving, wavelengths. Figure 4.6 shows that the calculated speeds

lie within the regions defined by the linear and extended theory. The better match-

up occurs with the average-RW extended theory speeds for the northern hemisphere

for latitudes between 16◦N-32◦N. At 20◦N the match-up is better with the longwave

speeds therefore, longer, faster-moving waves should be found here, which is probably

due to contributions from this region in the Atlantic. The calculated speeds for the

southern hemisphere are mostly lower than either of the extended theory, mode 1 speeds,

although they do match-up for latitudes between 30◦S-42◦S. For the equatorial band,

for latitudes less than 10◦, speeds are much lower than those theoretically predicted for

mode 1. The reasons for this discrepancy are most likely due to sampling issues, where

the 30◦ longitude window used for the RT does not properly sample the fast moving
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Figure 4.5: Global speed maps of the Rossby wave-like signal, in cm/s for a) the
altimeter-derived validated speed data, and b) the average-RW extended theory speeds.
c) plots the ratio of a with b. The horizontal lines on the colourbar show the values of
the contours.

waves that propagate close to the equator. Nevertheless, there is some agreement with

the speeds predicted for mode 2 of the extended theory speeds, plotted in dashed green,

which would have smaller wavelengths than the mode 1 and therefore could possibly be
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the global zonal median of the speeds of the altimeter-
derived (solid blue) and with modes 1 of the longwave extended theory, (black dashed),
the average-RW extended theory (red dashed), the linear theory (grey dashed), and
mode 2 of the extended theory (green dashed).

sampled at these latitudes. This suggests that at these latitudes the waves being sampled

by the RT are the mode 2 waves. Given that these are global maps these regions will

be investigated more fully for each individual ocean.

The global analysis presented here provides a validation of the RW data, with

the computed speeds bearing close resemblance to the theoretically predicted speeds,

outside the areas where theoretical speed calculations break-down: the equatorial region

and western boundary currents and for the higher latitudes. Despite these limitations,

the global analysis provides an interesting view on the characteristics of the filtered

Rossby wave-like signal, confirming both the RW importance in latitudes up to 20◦ and

the ability of the filter to properly capture the wave-like features. It also makes it clear

that a global analysis on its own is not sufficient for a full comprehension of the RW

signal’s zonal and meridional variability. This is most likely influenced by each ocean’s

characteristics, which suggests that a more in-depth single-ocean analysis will make for

a more complete characterisation of the Rossby wave-like features.

4.2 Rossby wave-like characteristics for each ocean

The objective of this section is to provide a more in-depth characterisation of the RW

features and possibly locate regions of interest. As before both the variability and the

RT-derived speeds of the RW data for each ocean will be analysed. The overall aim of
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this chapter is to provide a more in-depth description of the Rossby wave-like signal,

whilst exploring locations where that signal appears to be related to the local climate

variability. The single-ocean analysis will be limited to latitudes between 40◦N-40◦S and

the longitudes of each ocean.

4.2.1 Pacific Ocean

The Pacific Ocean is an extremely interesting place to start this analysis as it is subject

to one of the better-known climate variabilities, the ENSO cycle. Figure 4.7 of the

RW variability distribution computed for Pacific values only shows that the Pacific is a

major contributor to the global variability, as there is a great deal of similarity with the

zonal-mean plots computed for global maps shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3. Note the same

scales were used.

The zonal-mean in figure 4.7 confirm that the peak at 34◦ seen in the global plots,

is mainly due to contributions from the Kuroshio current region, after which variability

values decrease. From 30◦N the absolute variability of the Rossby wave-like features

(top panel in figure 4.7) increases monotonically towards the equator, with a first peak

at 22.25◦N, followed by a pronounced peak at 5◦N, both of which are replicated in

the relative variability (bottom panel in figure 4.7) . At latitudes lower than 20◦, the

North Pacific has more absolute variability but the relative variability show a more

symmetrical distribution with latitude about the equator, with interesting peaks at

22.25◦N, 5◦N, 5◦S and 12◦S. All the peaks in the relative variability correspond to

hotspots of Rossby wave-like variability, the first three located towards the western side

of the Pacific near 180◦, and the fourth located in the Mid Southern Pacific around

140◦W. The relative variability also shows a significant decrease in the region of the

Kuroshio current, indicating that phenomena other than the Rossby wave-like are more

energetic in that location.

Figure 4.8 again shows great resemblance to the global values (figure 4.4), albeit

with lower variability values especially for latitudes greater than 15◦. Figure 4.8 high-

lights the frequency of the events over time at different latitudes, which are different for

each hemisphere. The 40◦N-30◦N Kuroshio current region is revealed as highly variable

and energetic, with high variability events occurring very closely together making them

difficult to resolve, especially from 2001 to 2006. Southwards, a region between latitudes

20◦N-30◦N shows events occurring at lower variability with frequencies of three to four

years. The increase in this region could be due to contributions from the variability

peak seen at the western side of the Pacific in the top panel of figure4.7 centred around

the peak at 22.25◦N.

In figure 4.8 at latitudes surrounding the equator, the variability increases as does

the frequency of the events, with the large El Niño events of 1997-1998 and 2002-2003
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Figure 4.7: Same as figure 4.2 for the absolute value (top), and figure 4.3 for the
relative value of the variability of the Rossby wave-like signal (bottom) for the Pacific
Ocean, only plotted for latitudes up to 40◦. Note the use of the same scale as the global
figures.

clearly visible as high variability events, where increased bands of variability can be seen

across the equator. However, other high variability events do not correspond to El Niño

years (figure 3.2 for Niño events reference) and the yearly frequency of the events also

does not match the ENSO cycle. It is interesting to note that the 5◦N to 10◦N band

has more variability than its equivalent to the south of the equator. Between 10◦S-

15◦S a second region of high and low frequency variability exists, after which variability

decreases as latitudes increase poleward. The South Pacific contains less variability than

the northern counterpart, a result that is in agreement with the findings of Polito and

Liu (2003), who found that the North Pacific had the strongest Rossby wave signal of

all the oceans.

The analysis of the variability distribution has pointed towards some interesting

locations, and these were looked into more closely, using the local longitude-time plots
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Figure 4.8: Following the same as figure 4.4, plots on the left the time-series of
std(RW): std computed over the longitudes of the Pacific Ocean. On the right: plot
of the std taken over the latitude dimension of the plot on the right. All units are in
metres and values are only plotted for latitudes up to 40◦. Note the use of the same
scale as the global figure.

and by viewing the movie in order to ensure that the signal propagation was coherent.

Two sections in the North Pacific were chosen as the more interesting examples.

These latitude sections are taken from std(RW): time-series and compared with the Niño

3.4 index in order to explore the data for possible influences of the ENSO cycle on the

Rossby wave-like activity (and vice-versa). The Niño 3.4 index was chosen to match the

weekly resolution of the SSHA data and was cropped to match in length.

Figure 4.9: Longitude-time plots for 30◦N, 25◦N, 20◦N and 15◦N, drawn form the
RW filtered output. The longitudes plotted in the x-axis span the Pacific Ocean. Units
are in metres.
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The first example shown here, called section 1, is defined for the region just south

of the Kuroshio current, spanning latitudes from 15◦N to 30◦N. This section was chosen

because of the interesting peak in the variability centred at 22.25◦ that can be seen in

all the variability figures presented. The frequency of the variability at these latitudes

further points towards its interest, which suggests a similarity with the Niño cycle.

Polito and Liu (2003) also found a strong Rossby wave signal at this latitude. Figure 4.9

show signals that travel coherently across the ocean, with speeds decreasing as latitude

increases, confirming the wave-like properties of the features in this section. The plots

also show evidence of two modes present through much of this region, distinguishable

by the two distinct slopes of RW signatures.

Figure 4.10 shows the anomaly of the time-series the std of the RW for the 15◦N

- 30◦N latitude band (middle) and to the left the result of averaging the middle panel

across the latitudes. Both panels can be compared with the anomaly of the Niño 3.4

index (figure 4.10 right). The vertical yellow, orange and red lines indicate the thresholds

for weak, average and strong El Niño events, respectively. This figure allows for a

comparison of the ocean’s RW variability with the Niño index variability.

An analysis of figure 4.10 shows that at the beginning of the time-series there is

an increase in the RW variability, the ocean’s response to the two small Niño events of

1993 and 1995. This is especially visible at the lower latitudes and in the mid-latitudes,

visible in the middle panel, and is reflected in the meridional-mean on the left. The two

events seem to occur almost simultaneously. Moving on in time, a band of increased

variability can be seen to spread across the latitudes, peaking just before the strong El

Niño of 1998. The peak in variability is followed by a low, which accompanies the index

time-series between the late 1998 to 2000. The 2003-2004 El Niño also seems to be

accompanied by an increase in the ocean’s RW variability, both slightly before the event

and after it, which suggests that the ocean’s response is clearer with the more intense

El Niño. The 2010 event was also classified as strong, however the ocean responded

differently yet again, with a sharp increase in RW variability only at the lower latitudes

just before the event and no visible increase during the event.

Following the methodology described in sections 3.3 and 3.7, the cross-correlations

between the anomalies of the std(RW) and the Niño 3.4 index were computed. The

results are shown in figure 4.11, with the significant values plotted in the saturated

colour scale. Figure 4.11 shows relatively strong correlations around zero lag at nearly

all latitudes represented. Most latitudes also show positive correlations at a positive lag,

meaning that the std(RW) increased a few months before the Niño 3.4 index. Correlation

values are especially high at 25◦N around the 6 month positive lag, meaning that for

this latitude the ocean’s RW variability increases 6 months before the Niño 3.4 index

showed a similar increase. The second peak in the positive correlation occurs at 29◦N,

with std(RW) peaking 3-4 months before the Niño event. There are also significant

positive correlation values at negative lags that continue to be positively correlated
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Figure 4.10: The anomaly (mean-removed) std(RW): time variability for Pacific
Ocean latitudes 15-30◦N plot is flanked to the left by the time-series of its meridional-
average, and to the right by the time-series of the anomaly of the Niño 3.4 index (◦C).
In the latter, the yellow, orange and red vertical lines mark the thresholds for the
weak, average and strong El Niño events, respectively. All plotted variables have been
demeaned.

during and after the zero lag for latitudes between 19◦N and 23◦ and between 27◦N and

30◦N. The ocean at these latitudes seems to show an increase in its variability that is

continued during and following the Niño events. For latitudes between 19◦N and 23◦N

the variability increase is still apparent after several months.

The second region, section 2, is also located in the North Pacific between latitudes

of 5◦N-10◦N, and was chosen mainly due to the interesting increase of variability at

these latitudes, apparent in all variability figures, with figure 4.8 evidencing the region

as highly responsive to the large 1998 El Niño event. In addition to this, this region

is located very near to the region over which the Niño 3.4 index is computed, further

suggesting interesting correlations.

Following the same process as for the previous region, the LTP (not shown) also

prove the existence of wave-like features propagating coherently across the Pacific. The

comparison of the time-series of the anomaly of the std(RW) and its mean with the Niño

3.4 index is shown in figure 4.12. The higher variability of this region is immediately

apparent in the middle panel, as is the high level of similarity of the variability and the

large 1998 Niño event, which appear to occur simultaneously. There also seems to be

an agreement with the earlier, average-strength 1995 event and the later, stronger 2003

event. After these periods, the level of agreement decreases. There is a hint of an increase

in the std(RW) after the average-strength 2007 event. During 2008 when the La Niña

period was in effect the signals seem to be in opposition, with the decrease in the index

preceding an increase in the ocean’s variability across all latitudes. Lastly there seems
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Figure 4.11: Plots of the cross-correlation of the Niño 3.4 index against the anomaly
of the std of the RW between 15◦N - 30◦N, for the Pacific Ocean. Time lags are in
years and are shown up to lag of 3 years, with positive lags indicating that the climate
index responds at a later date to changes in the ocean’s RW variability, and vice-versa.
Values above the 95% level of confidence are plotted in the saturated colour scale and
values that are not significant are plotted in the unsaturated scale.

to be no clear response to the strong 2010 event. These results suggest the existence of

other phenomena that also influences the ocean’s variability, and that might not have

occurred in the 2010 event (the reverse could also be true). It is possible that the type

o El Niño event could also be a factor of influence in the level of correlation. Recently

Ashok et al. (2007) found a different distribution in the pattern of SSTA and wind

temperatures in some El Niño events and defined these events as the El Niño Modoki.

Whereas the canonical El Niño is characterised by opposite sign distribution of SSTA at

either end of the Pacific equatorial region, the Modoki events are charaterised by equal

sign SSTA at the the eastern and western sides of the Equatorial Pacific and an opposite

sign in the middle of the Equatorial Pacific Ocean. The different SSTA distributions

are associated with different wind patterns, with potentially different impacts in the

generation and modulation of the Rossby wave-like features. In fact, Wang and Wang

(2013) classified the 1994-1995, 2002-2003 and 2009-2010 events as El Niño Modoki

events, wheras the 1997- 1998 was found to be a canonical El Niño. The different

distributions and intensities of the canonical and Modoki events could in part explain

the decrease in level of similarity between the RW energy plots and the Niño 3.4 index.

The cross-correlations with the Niño 3.4 index, shown in figure 4.13 show a positive

correlation centred around the zero lag, with a peak at 8◦N located slightly before

zero lag, meaning that the RW variability of the ocean at this latitude increased to

its maximum after the index increased. Overall the correlation values at surrounding

zero lag suggest that at these latitudes the ocean responds very quickly to changes in

the Niño index. There are two significant negative correlations periods, occurring at a
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negative lag of two years and a positive lag of one year. During these negative correlation

periods, the signals are out of phase. The negative correlation at the +1 year lag, more

intense at 7◦N means that out of phase changes in the Niño index occurred 1 year after

change was seen in the std(RW) time variability. It is possible that it is caused by the

combination of the negative variability seen occurring across all latitudes in figure 4.12,

proceeding the 1997-1998 event by a year, with the positive variability of 1998 occurring

1 year before the decrease in the Niño anomaly. Due to the shortness of the time-series,

it is difficult to determine the cause of correlations that occur at larger lags.

Figure 4.12: The anomaly (mean-removed) std(RW): time variability for Pacific
Ocean latitudes 5-10◦N plot is flanked to the left by the time-series of its meridional-
average, and to the right by the time-series of the anomaly of the Niño 3.4 index (◦C).
In the latter, the yellow, orange and red vertical lines mark the thresholds for the
weak, average and strong El Niño events, respectively. All plotted variables have been
demeaned.

The interpretation of both correlation figures makes it apparent that the computed

correlation values are the result of operating over the entire time-series, so the relatively

low values are the result of averaging over the whole time record. In other words, the

results are not localised in time, which is why the correlations are not as high as figures

4.10 and 4.12 would suggest and sometimes do not match individual events.

The RW speeds calculated for the Pacific Ocean, following the methodology de-

scribed in section 3.4, provide additional insight into the ocean’s characteristics as well

as a comparison to the theoretically expected speeds. It is helpful to recall that all

RT-derived speeds are calculated from LTP plots of the RW output of the filter and all

shall be referred-to as the calculated speeds.

The calculated speeds are shown in figure 4.14, with the bottom panel providing

a view of the match-up between the calculated speeds and the RW-average extended

theory speeds, whilst the top panel compares the zonal-median of the computed with
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Figure 4.13: The cross-correlation of the Niño 3.4 index against the anomaly of the
std of the RW for the 5◦N - 10◦N, for the Pacific Ocean. Time lags are in years and are
shown up to lag of 3 years, with positive lags indicating that the climate index responds
at a later date to changes in the ocean’s RW variability, and vice-versa. Values above
the 95% level of confidence are plotted in the saturated colour scale and values that are
not significant are plotted in the unsaturated scale.

the zonal median of the theoretical speeds. For latitudes between 40◦ and 15◦, both

north and south, the calculated speeds values fall between the linear and the extended

theory speeds, with the best match-ups with the extended theory occurring between

25◦N and 15◦N for the mid longitudes. The bottom panel emphasizes the regions where

the speeds values were lower than expected, namely above 30◦N both in the western and

eastern sides of the Pacific, where the Kuroshio and the California current (respectively)

are likely to generate baroclinic instability.

For latitudes in the equatorial band in figure 4.14, values fall well below the ex-

pected for mode 1 Rossby waves, but show a degree of match-up with mode 2 speeds

between 10◦S and 5◦S. These findings confirm that the long Rossby wave-like features

are not being properly sampled at the equatorial region, most likely due to the short-

ness of the 30◦ window used for the RT calculations. This discrepancy between the

RT-derived speeds and theoretically expected speeds was explored by Maharaj et al.

(2007), who discussed the apparent failure of the extended theory in this region, but

ultimately concluded that an improper sampling due to the length of the RT window

was the more likely cause. Given that annual period waves at latitudes of 10◦ would

have wavelengths of the order of 8000 km (Polito and Liu, 2003), Maharaj et al. (2007)

found that only a window size of 80◦ would be sufficient to sample the wave, a zonal

scale that corresponds to over half the size of the Pacific Ocean, bringing up issues of

the validity of considering the signal’s homogeneity within the window and accuracy of

the calculations. In essence, for the lower latitudes, the RT is not capable of resolving
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the longwave signals and the speed results at these latitudes must be considered with

caution.

Figure 4.14: A comparison of the calculated speeds for the altimeter-derived data
with the theoretically-predicted speeds for the Pacific Ocean. The top panel shows
the zonal averaged speeds of the computed (blue), longwave extended theory (dashed
black), average-RW extended theory (dashed red), linear theory (dashed grey), and
mode 2 for the extended theory (dashed light green). The bottom panel shows the
ratio of the calculated speeds to the average-RW extended theory speeds. All speed
values are in cm/s.

Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.14 show the Pacific as highly energetic, with a strong Rossby

wave-like component that is highly influenced by the ENSO cycle. The chosen example

sections emphasize that dependence, and confirm the importance of these wave-like

features as both feedback mechanisms of the local climate and possible indicators of

those changes. Both sections evidence the sensitivity of the Rossby wave-like features
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to the climate variability as the changes in the ocean’s structure are correlated with

changes in the RW variability.

4.2.2 Atlantic Ocean

The global variability figures 4.2 and 4.3, have already pointed towards the Atlantic

Ocean being a region with low Rossby wave-like activity. Indeed, the absolute variability

was so low that the possibility that the filter was leaving out the shorter wavelengths was

considered. It is an interesting ocean and the question of whether any longwave Rossby

wave-like activity is present and if its variability can be correlated to the North Atlantic

Oscillation (NAO) or the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) will be investigated

in this section.

Figure 4.15 shows the absolute variability (A), relative variability (B) and the time

variability of the RW (C) of the RW signal in the Atlantic Ocean (see definitions for these

values in section 3.3). All figures confirm the low RW variability in the Atlantic, with

large areas in both the northern and southern latitudes showing values of the absolute

RW variability that decrease to 0.01 m.

Starting at the equator, and replicating the global and Pacific Ocean maps, there

is a decrease in the variability where the RW signal is not sampled. To the north,

figure 4.15 A shows that the area of highest absolute variability RW spans latitudes

up to 20◦N, with two peaks at 2◦N and 11.5◦N. These peaks are also found in figure

4.15 B that shows a first band of increased variability located between 5◦N and 2◦N,

followed by a second band centred around 11.5◦N suggesting two possible waveguides

at these latitudes. Nevertheless, it has already been determined figure 3.7 C (showing

the locations where eddies are not properly filtered), that the first band, located in the

region to the north of the equator up to 5◦N, is likely to be contaminated by eddy

variability. Other phenomena such as TIW (Caltabiano et al., 2005) could possibly be

detected in this area, thus results in this region should be interpreted with caution.

North of 30◦N, peaking at 33.75◦N is an area of increased variability, visible in

figure 4.15 A, located in the Gulf Stream region, where eddies are likely to be dominant.

Figure 4.15 B shows this as an area of very low RW variability relative to the total

variability, confirming this as a region where the variability of Rossby wave-like features

is relatively insignificant. This would suggest that the majority of the eddy variability,

dominant in the region (which can clearly be seen in the residuals of the movie presented

at the beginning of this chapter), have been mostly filtered out, leaving space for the

possibility of wave-like propagation that is masked by the higher variability features in

this area.

The South Atlantic has especially low absolute RW variability, with values decreas-

ing almost to zero at 20◦S. Yet, figure 4.15 B, suggests that the variability of the Rossby
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wave-like features is important up to 20◦S, providing over 40% of the variability at these

latitudes, with a peak at 4◦S where 68% of the variability is from Rossby wave-like

features. For latitudes greater than 30◦S the signal is once again dominated by eddy

variability, as can be seen in figure 3.7. This region where the filter outputs are likely to

contain eddies is located in the middle of the Atlantic, away from the regions of higher

baroclinic instability of the boundary currents. This suggests that the eddy variability

in the filtered signal in the mid-ocean area will derive from the very large-scale eddies

that propagate coherently across the Atlantic at these latitudes. The subtraction of the

Gaussian-approximated eddy field will decrease their variability in the filtered data, and

a closer look at the movie, presented in figure 4.1, shows what appear to be coherent

features propagating across the ocean, especially at 30◦S, again suggesting a large-scale

wave-like propagating feature, the object of study of this body of work.

Figure 4.15 C also reveals some interesting patterns. It is apparent that the At-

lantic is dominated by events occurring at higher frequency at latitudes surrounding the

equator up to 10◦. It is also interesting to see the clear decrease in variability to the

south of the equator, even at the low latitudes. A second band of increased variability,

located between 10◦N and 17◦N, shows events with frequencies of 1-2 years that vary in

intensity, with the highest variability event occurring from mid 2008 to 2010. This band

of variability can be seen in figure 4.15 A and B, with figure 4.15 B showing the vari-

ability increase across the entire ocean. North of 30◦N variability increases again, with

latitude 34◦N showing an interesting variability in the intensity of the Rossby wave-like

std, with peaks near 1998, 2005 and 2007. South of the equator, the region of highest

variability is located south of 30◦, a region referred-to above as dominated by eddy vari-

ability. Yet, there is room for the possibility that some of the variability is wave-like.

The frequency of the events, visible especially for latitudes between 30◦S and 34◦S, is

around 2-3 years, peaking during 2001-2004. Polewards of these latitudes the frequency

increases, making it more likely that the variability is more eddy-like than wave-like.

The meridional std of this map is mostly contaminated by the high frequency events.

The results presented here are in agreement with the findings of Polito and Liu

(2003), who studied the characteristics of the long Rossby waves in all oceans and found

that the South Atlantic had the least intense Rossby wave signal of all the oceans. The

authors also found two peaks in the energy of the waves at 30.5◦N and at 33.5◦N, which

were thought to be the result of an interaction with the western boundary current,

suggesting that while this region is dominated by eddy energy, the Rossby wave-like

features might have interesting impacts on the Gulf stream. It was for this reason that

this section of the North Atlantic, defined between 30◦N and 35◦N, was chosen to be

explored for possible links to both the NAO and the AMO.
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Figure 4.15: A) the absolute value the variability of the Rossby wave-like signal, abs.
std(RW) and its zonal mean to the right, B) the relative value of the variability of
the Rossby wave-like signal, rel. std(RW) and its zonal mean to the right, and, C)
a latitude-time plot, or, std(RW): time variability, and its meridional std to the right
for the Atlantic Ocean. Values are only plotted for latitudes up to 40◦ and for the
longitudes of this ocean. Note that the colour scale for A) and C) are different from
the scales used for the global and Pacific Ocean, whereas it is the same for the relative
RW variability. Plots follow definitions for figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
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As discussed in section 3.1.3, the NAO exerts a huge influence on the climate

variability of the northern hemisphere, affecting not only the atmosphere but also the

oceans through changes in its temperature and thus density distribution (Hurrell and

Deser, 2009). It is these changes that create the possibility for changes in the Rossby

wave-like propagation characteristics. The NAO index data were available on a daily

grid, and were treated according to the methodology described in section 3.3. The data

were interpolated onto a weekly grid and the anomaly was used. Figure 4.16 evidences

the difference in the frequencies of the two signals. The January to March averaged

NAO data were over-plotted in red to provide a better image of the lower frequency of

this climate mode. At first glance it is very difficult to see whether there is any similarity

between the ocean’s RW variability and the NAO-JFM. A closer look shows that the

data at the begining of the time-series, especially at times between 1995-1997 show some

similarity. However, further along the time-series the level of similarity decreases. For

example in 2005 there is a strong increase in the ocean’s RW variability which is not

reflected in the NAO-JFM.

Figure 4.16: Following 4.10, the anomaly (mean-removed) std (RW): time variability
for the Atlantic Ocean latitudes 30-35◦N plot is flanked to the left by the time-series
of its meridional-average, and to the right by the normalised time-series of the NAO
index for both the weekly (in black) and the JFM-averaged NAO data (in red) in order
to provide a better comparison. All plotted variables have been demeaned.

The cross-correlation with the daily NAO time-series did not reveal any significant

values, with all correlation values falling under the 95% confidence level. This was

mostly due to the low correlation values obtained, and not only to the adjustment

in sample size as the NAO quickly decorrelated after only 8 lags (52 weeks - a value

that is comparatively small to the Niño 3.4 index decorrelation time of 37 lags). Cross

correlations with the JFM-averaged NAO were also attempted, again with no results

reaching the 95% level of confidence. The highest correlation value (-0.5) was found at

a zero lag, at 30◦N. The anomalies of the time-series of the index (in green) and the RW
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Figure 4.17: Plots of the time-series of the anomalies of the RW variability and the
normalised NAO-JFM index for the latitude where the highest correlation value was
found at 30.25◦N for the Atlantic Ocean. The negative correlation occurs at a positive
lag of one year, indicating that the RW variability changes precede the changes in the
NAO-JFM index by one year.

variability (in blue) at this latitude are shown in figure 4.17 and show that the better

correlation occurs for the period between 1995-1997 and again between 2000-2003.

Recently the North Atlantic Ocean has been suggested as an important driver

of the European climate, and the AMO record has been linked to climate anomalies

(Sutton and Dong, 2012). In the hope of obtaining higher correlations with an index

obtained from an ocean measurement, similarities between the variability of the Rossby

wave-like features and the AMO were explored. Figure 4.18 show the anomaly time-

series of the index and the anomaly of the variability of the RW signal in the chosen

latitudes. There seems to be an increase in the variability following the increase in

the monthly AMO index just before 1996, and again during 1998 and in 2004. The

increase in the ocean’s variability seems to occur within one year of the increase in

the AMO. One notable exception seems to occur when the AMO index increases mid

2010 with no corresponding increase in the variability of the RW signal. Given these

promising results the cross-correlation analysis was performed for all latitudes of the

Atlantic Ocean. Nonetheless, and despite higher correlation values, only one point,

found just outside the analysed latitude band, at 28.25◦ N, had significant value (0.63).

In this case both the long decorrelation time (29 lags) and the increased sampling times

of the index series contributed to the low correlation values. Again the anomalies of the

time-series of the index (in green) and the RW variability (in blue) at this latitude are

plotted in figure 4.19, where the anomaly of the RW variability can be seen to closely

match the changes in the AMO index, especially for the times towards the beginning

and end of the time-series.
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Figure 4.18: Following 4.10, the anomaly (mean-removed) std (RW): time variability
for the Atlantic Ocean latitudes 30-35◦N plot is flanked to the left by the time-series of
its meridional-average, and to the right by the normalised time-series of the monthly
AMO index data. All plotted variables have been demeaned.

Figure 4.19: Plots of the time-series of the anomalies of the RW variability and
the AMO index (◦C) for the latitude where the only significant correlation value was
found at 28.25◦N for the Atlantic Ocean. The positive correlation occurs at a zero lag,
indicating that the RW variability changes accompany the changes in the AMO index

The speeds computed according to section 3.4 for the Atlantic Ocean, are shown in

figure 4.20. The figure shows a good agreement with the theoretically-expected speeds,

with the North Atlantic in particular showing a very good agreement with the extended

theory, albeit with slightly higher calculated speeds values in the eastern side. The plot

for the zonal average highlights this agreement, which shows better match-ups with the

longwave extended theory speeds (dashed black).
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Figure 4.20: A comparison of the calculated speeds for the altimeter-derived data
with the theoretically-predicted speeds for the Atlantic Ocean. The top panel shows
the plot for the zonal averaged speeds of the computed (blue), longwave extended theory
(dashed black), average-RW extended theory (dashed red), linear theory (dashed grey),
and mode 2 for the extended theory (dashed light-green). The bottom panel shows the
ratio of the calculated speeds to the average-RW extended theory speeds. All speed
values are in cm/s.

For latitudes greater than 37◦N calculated speed values decrease in relation the

extended theory speeds, which could be a result of interaction with the strong Gulf

Stream current. As was the case for the Pacific Ocean, the RT does not properly sample

the wavelengths in the equatorial band, with speed values decreasing well below the

theoretically-expected for latitudes lower than 10◦. Between 8◦-5◦ in both hemispheres,

speeds match those expected for mode-2 for the extended theory, which opens-up the

possibility that these waves are being sampled here. The calculated speeds for the South

Atlantic are mostly in agreement with the extended theory speeds, except between 15◦S

and 20◦S, where the extended theory values decrease to match the linear values. This
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anomalous decrease in the extended theory values is caused by a large area of missing

data in theoretical speeds in the East Atlantic within these latitudes. The smoothing

process resulted in anomalously low speed values, thus creating a discrepancy in the

speeds, which in reality should match the calculated speeds more closely. To the south

of this region speeds match-up again with the extended theory.

The analysis of the Atlantic has revealed that, despite the low RW variability

values, overall the calculated speeds are closest to the extended theory longwave speeds,

confirming that it is a ocean where longwave-like propagating features do in fact exist

and that the filter works well in this region. The importance of this ocean’s influence

on the European climate is undeniable. Given the relatively short span (20 years) of

available RW data it would be premature to rule out the possibility that a longer time

series would reveal greater correlations with the NAO or AMO indices. As it stands there

is already indication that these climate forcing mechanisms are impacting on the RW

variability. This section has provided a description of the Rossby wave-like propagation

at all latitudes in the Atlantic Ocean and confirmed its longwave characteristics. The

speed analysis tool performed extremely well, providing results that match closely with

mode 1 extended theory speeds, even at the higher latitudes.

4.2.3 Indian Ocean

The global variability figures, shown in section 4.1.1, have already indicated that the

Indian Ocean is highly energetic. A closer look is the next logical step, and follows the

variability analysis of the previous oceans.

Figures 4.21 shows the Indian ocean’s variability, with the map of the absolute RW

variability (figure 4.21 A), the map of the relative RW variability (figure 4.21 B) and

plot of the RW time variability (figure 4.21 C). Both maps A and B show two clear

intense variability bands, peaking at 9◦N and 10◦S, with the northern variability peaks

coming from two major hotspots in the Arabian and Andaman seas, respectively, and

the southern peak originating from a more spread-out hotspot off the coast of Indonesia.

The relative variability shows that for these peaks, the RW variability contributes up to

65% of the variability at 9◦N and up to 68% of the variability at 10◦S. Both plots show

a rapid decrease of v for latitudes greater than 20◦, which only increases again at 40◦S,

an area of intense eddy activity, where the filter allows some of that variability through

(see figure 3.7). Overall the RW variability seems to be mainly concentrated between

these hotspot regions.

Figure 4.21 C again highlights the bands at which the RW variability is highest,

adding the information that the southern variability band is not only more energetic

but also seems to have a lower frequency of high intensity events, with the most intense

event occurring during the year of 1998.
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Figure 4.21: A) the absolute value of the variability of the Rossby wave-like signal,
abs. std(RW), and its zonal mean to the right, B) the relative value of the variability
of the Rossby wave-like signal, rel. std(RW) and its zonal mean to the right, and, C) a
latitude-time plot, or, std(RW): time variability, and its meridional std to the right, for
the Indian Ocean. Values are only plotted for latitudes up to 40◦ and for the longitudes
of this ocean. Note that the colour scale for A) and B) are the same scales used for the
global and Pacific Ocean figures, while C) spans more values. Plots follow definitions
for figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
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The fact that the variability increases during a year that matches the most intense

El Niño suggests that the South Indian Ocean has some degree of correlation to the

ENSO cycle, whereas no apparent correlation can be discerned in the North Indian

Ocean.

These findings are in agreement with Birol and Morrow (2001) who found a clear

Rossby wave-like signal at 10◦S, propagating at the annual frequency that dominated

the ocean’s energy. The authors found that the Rossby waves were generated by an

annual wind forcing, which is why correlations with the MJO will also be sought. Sub-

rahmanyam et al. (2009) also found the 10◦S signature of the annual Rossby wave in

altimetry, SST and ocean-colour-derived images, as well as in modelled salinity distri-

butions, confirming its capability of modifying not only the ocean surface height, but

also its surface temperature signature, salinity, and chlorophyll distributions.

A cross-correlation analysis was performed between the Niño 3.4 weekly time-series

and the time-series of the RW variability of the Indian Ocean and the most interesting

section was located between 15◦S and 5◦S. Figure 4.22 evidences the similarity between

the RW variability and the Niño 3.4 signals. For the stronger event of 1997-1998, an

increase in the variability for the lower latitudes starts during the event and seems to

peak after it has occurred, with increased variability spreading to the higher latitudes.

However, this behaviour is not replicated for all events. The second major peak in the

variability, in 2007 seems to occur in the times surrounding the Niño event, whereas

for the 2002-2003 Niño event there only seems to be a small response in the ocean’s

variability. The 2010 strong Niño seems to be followed by a increase in variability, but

only around 10◦S. Again around 10◦S, there seems to be an out of phase relationship

with the Niño index, especially visible for the 2007 and 1998 Niño events, preceding the

events, but a cross correlation will provide further information.

The cross-correlation yielded significant results for the 15◦S and 5◦S region, which

are shown in figure 4.23, with the significant values plotted in the saturated colour

scale as is described in section 3.7. Figure 4.23 reinforces the idea that at the lower

southern latitudes the ocean’s RW variability mostly increases during and following the

Niño events, with the significant correlations up to 10◦S mostly occurring at zero and

negative lag. The figure also shows a negative correlation, with a peak at 10◦S, that

precedes the events, at all latitudes, with a positive time lag that varies between a few

months to up to 18 months. According to this figure, for the computed times, at all

latitudes between 5-15◦S a Niño event is preceded by a change in the ocean’s energy

that will be out of phase with the Niño index value, occurring around one year before

the event. The fact that the highest negative correlation is found in the region of the

strong annual Rossby wave-like region, suggests an interesting link between the wave

and the onset of the Niño events. It would be very interesting to investigate if such a

relationship is still visible with a longer time-series.
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Figure 4.22: Following 4.10, the anomaly (mean-removed) std (RW): time variability
for the Indian Ocean latitudes 15◦S-5◦S plot is flanked to the left by the time-series
of its meridional-average, and to the right by the time-series of the anomaly of the
Niño 3.4 index (◦C). In the latter, the yellow, orange and red vertical lines mark the
thresholds for the weak, average and strong El Niño events, respectively. All plotted
variables have been demeaned.

Correlations with the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) unfortunately did not re-

veal any significant results. The shortness of the time-series means that the high fre-

quency variability of the indexes, sampled every five days (which were re-sampled onto

the 7 day grid to match the variability signal), yielded low correlation values with the

slower varying ocean variability, with no significant values. It is probable that a more

in-depth approach to these indices and their amplitudes is required in order to reveal

significant correlations with the ocean’s RW variability. Yet, this shall have to be done

in future work.

The Indian Ocean speeds were also calculated and plotted against the theoretically

predicted speeds, shown in figure 4.24, following the same analysis that was performed

for the two previous oceans. The speed calculation for the North Indian Ocean resulted

in speeds that were not only below the extended theory speeds, but also below the

speeds expected by linear theory, with the only exception occurring in the bay of Bengal

and at the higher latitudes of the Arabian sea, where the match-up to the average-RW

extended theory speed is very good.

The issue with sampling the northern part of this ocean was discussed by Sub-

rahmanyam et al. (2009) who also found that the RT-derived speeds for the northern

hemisphere were a closer match to the higher mode 2 speeds. However, those authors

used 60◦ wide LTP and a sliding window of 10◦, versus the 30◦ wide plots and 1◦ sliding

window used here. The two different methods both result in sampling issues, but the
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Figure 4.23: Plots of the cross-correlation of the Niño 3.4 index against the anomaly
of the std of the RW for the Indian Ocean 5◦S - 15◦S. Time lags are in years and are
shown up to lag of 3 years, with positive lags indicating that the climate index responds
at a later date to changes in the ocean’s RW variability, and vice-versa. Values above
the 95% level of confidence are plotted in the saturated colour scale and values that are
not significant are plotted in the unsaturated scale.

method presented here allowed for the higher northern latitudes in the bay of Bengal

and the Arabian sea to be sampled, whereas Subrahmanyam et al. (2009) were not

able to properly sample anywhere in the northern ocean. The authors also presented

an interesting result, derived from their model simulation of SSH, which appeared to

show Rossby waves travelling at lower-than-expected speeds in the northern latitudes,

compared to the southern latitude speeds. Polito and Liu (2003) also found that the

annual waves, up to 15◦N, travelled more slowly than those travelling in the southern

ocean, with speeds about half of the southern ocean speeds. This was a reflection of

the wavelengths, which were also much shorter for the northern latitudes. The shorter

wavelengths would explain the RT’s ability to sample them.

Towards the equator sampling issues prevail and the calculated speeds decrease

to match mode 2 extended theory speeds between 4◦S and 10◦S. At 10◦S the 30◦ RT

sampling window would span about 3280 km, whereas both Polito and Liu (2003) and

Subrahmanyam et al. (2009) found that the annual frequency Rossby wave would have

a wavelength between 5500-8400 km, again explaining why speeds at these latitudes

and below are not being properly sampled. Mode 2 extended theory waves would have

wavelengths of 2430 km at 10◦S (Subrahmanyam et al., 2009), allowing them to be

sampled by the RT window, and explaining the match-up seen in the top plot of figure

4.24. South of 10◦S the match-up is much better, with the eastern to mid ocean regions

generally performing better, especially for latitudes up to 30◦S.
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Figure 4.24: A comparison of the calculated speeds for the altimeter-derived data
with the theoretically-predicted speeds for the Indian Ocean. The top panel shows the
plot for the zonal averaged speeds of the computed (blue), longwave extended theory
(dashed black), average-RW extended theory (dashed red), linear theory (dashed grey),
and mode 2 for the extended theory (dashed light-green). The bottom panel shows the
ratio of the calculated speeds to the average-RW extended theory speeds. All speed
values are in cm/s.

The Indian Ocean, despite its smaller size, is extremely interesting. The large dif-

ference between the sizes of the northern and southern counterparts must play a large

role in the differences in the speed and variability distributions. In addition to this the

bathymetry is also a contributing factor, with the 90 East Ridge, which runs almost

uniformly in a north-south direction, spanning the Indian Ocean latitudes, and con-

tributing to changes in the wavelengths of Rossby wave-like features as they propagate

across it. It would also be interesting to perform additional cross-correlations to explore

the various influences on the Rossby wave-like features, such as the winds that generate

the strong 10◦S Rossby wave-like features.
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Again the RW variability and speed data have provided a detailed mapping of the

distribution of the Rossby wave-like characteristics in this ocean. Also discovered was

that for latitudes between 5◦S and 10◦S the RW variability was susceptible to changes

brought about by the ENSO cycle. The fact that at times the RW variability responded

both concurrently and in advance of the index’s changes suggest strong links between

the two. The fact that the speeds in the southern part of the ocean also showed a good

agreement with those predicted by the extended theory evidences the performance of

the speed calculation tool, in a very complicated ocean.

4.3 Comparing with NEMO-derived outputs

In this section the NEMO-derived outputs are introduced and compared with obser-

vations in order to gauge the model’s ability to reproduce the features seen in the

observations.

As a first approach to the comparison, the outputs of the filter for both the

altimeter- and the NEMO-derived data were collated for the time-frames in common,

i.e., from 14 October 1992 to 19 December 2007, thus generating the movie, which can

also be found in the CD attached, in the file labelled ’NemoVSAlt’. Shown in figure 4.25

is a frame of the movie that compares the RW signal (top panels) with the residuals

(bottom panels) for the altimeter (left) and the NEMO (right) derived data. The RW

signal is very similar in both outputs, with the NEMO slightly lagging the observations.

This is visible at the initial stages of the El Niño events, after which the model seems to

replicate the major events seen in the filtered data. The intensity of the altimeter signal

at times is not matched exactly but it is generally well reproduced. Overall, it is very

impressive how well the filtered outputs replicate reality.

An interesting result of the filtered output is how much NEMO under-estimates

the smaller scale variability that can be seen in the residuals. Every time-frame shows

a significantly less amount of variability, which is especially visible in the mid to lower

latitudes. This is due to the fact that, despite being an eddy-permitting model, NEMO

has a resolution of 1/4◦ that is not sufficient to properly resolve the Rossby radius,

especially at the mid to high latitudes. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this work this

is not significant as the model seems to reproduce the Rossby wave-like signal very well,

with the added bonus that the possibility of eddy variability leaking into the RW signal

is also reduced.

A single-ocean comparison of the results will be made in the following section in

order to establish the model’s potential and identify aspects of the model’s representation

of Rossby waves which need to be treated with caution. The ultimate aim is to determine

the model’s ability to perform as a surrogate for reality, and in case of success, to explore

its longer time-series to detect changes over time in the Rossby wave-like characteristics.
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Figure 4.25: A frame of the movie ”NemoVSAlt” that compares the filter outputs for
the altimeter (left) and NEMO (right) derived data. The top panels show global maps
of the filtered RW signal and the bottom panels are the global maps of the Residuals.
All SSHA values are in metres and the date stamp shows the time of each frame.

4.3.1 NEMO RW variability comparison

The figures presented in this section are intended to compare the absolute RW variability,

relative RW variability and the variation of the RW variability over time, as defined in

section 3.3, following the same procedures as in section 4.2. In each case the figures

compare the variability of the Altimeter-derived data (panel A), and NEMO-derived

data (panel B), computed for the times both datasets have in common, i.e. from the 14

October 1992 to 19/12/2007, thus allowing for a comparison of how well the modelled

variability compares with the altimeter outputs over the same time-period. A third

panel C, shows the variability computed over the full NEMO time-series, which extends

from 1 January 1961 to 31 December 2007, providing added information on how the

longer time-series changes the variability distribution in both space and time.

Figure 4.26 shows the maps of the distribution of the absolute variability of the

RW signal for the Pacific Ocean. Both the map and the zonal means in figure 4.26 A

and B show a remarkable similarity in the distribution of the RW variability, with an

exact match of the peak found at 5◦N, and the variability distributions agreeing with

each other very closely. An exception occurs where the altimeter data has an increase at

latitude 22◦N that is not replicated in the NEMO data. This region, spanning latitudes

from 15◦N to 30◦N, was investigated in section 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.26: Maps for the Pacific Ocean of the absolute value of the variability of
the Rossby wave-like signal for the concurrent time-series of A) the altimeter-derived
data, and, B) the NEMO-derived data. On the right are the zonal-mean plots of the
mapped values. C) is the map of the variability computed for the full NEMO time-
series. Missing data shown as dark blue, and units are in metres.
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Figure 4.27: Maps for the Pacific Ocean of the relative value of the variability of
the Rossby wave-like signal for the concurrent time-series of A) the altimeter-derived
data, and, B) the NEMO-derived data. On the right are the zonal-mean plots of the
mapped values. C) is the map of the variability computed for the full NEMO time-
series. Missing data shown as dark blue.
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Figure 4.28: Latitude-time plots for the Pacific Ocean, showing the std(RW): time
variability for the concurrent time-series of A) the altimeter-derived data, and, B) the
NEMO-derived data. C) is the map of the variability computed for the full NEMO
time-series. On the right are the plots of the std taken over the latitudes of the plots
to the left. Missing data shown as dark blue, and units are in metres. Time in years
increases upwards on the y-axis.
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Significant correlation values were found with the Niño 3.4 index, suggesting that

at these latitudes the ocean’s RW variability responds to the changes brought-about by

the ENSO cycle. It is possible that the model does capture these fluctuations at the

higher latitudes as one of the higher correlations was found for 28◦N, a latitude where

the discrepancy between the datasets also decreases.

The extension to the full NEMO time-series, shown in figure 4.26 C, reveals that

a longer time-series results in an added importance to the variability at 10◦S, which

spreads towards the centre of the Pacific Ocean. Also visible is an increase in the

variability along the 5◦N-12◦N region, which also spreads further towards the ocean’s

centre. These findings suggest that at these latitudes the RW signal is not only important

but also a consistent feature of the Pacific Ocean throughout the longer time-series.

The Kuroshio current region for the modelled data contains less variability than

the altimeter data and this is most likely due to the fact that the NEMO data under-

represents the eddy field; the filtered model-derived data will also most likely have less

eddy variability. The Kuroshio current in the model output also appears further to

the north, a consequence of the model’s resolution (Barnier et al., 2006). The model’s

under-representation of the smaller scaled features is made very clear in the maps of the

relative RW variability, plotted in figure 4.27, where the NEMO-derived maps attribute

a much greater importance to the RW variability relative to the variability from the

original signal. Again, this only occurs due to the under-representation of the eddy and

mesoscale features in the model. Conclusions made from the RW relative variability of

model output alone, would have led to error. This result was found for all oceans, which

for the sake of simplicity, will not be shown.

The RW variability over time is shown in figure 4.28 and again the latitude band

from 15◦ to 30◦N has less variability in the model derived plots. For the lower latitudes,

there is a great deal of similarity in the distribution of variability between the model

and the altimeter data, with the model output attributing greater variability to the 10◦S

band and less variability to the equatorial region. The 1997-1998 Niño event shows a

different distribution of the variability, with an overestimation of the variability at 10◦S

and under estimation to the north and across the equator. The 2002-2003 event is also

represented differently in the model output, less spread-out in time and with greater

latitudinal variability. As a whole the model output represent the major variability

increases, albeit with a small mismatch in time (which increases with increasing latitude)

and in value (especially over-estimating to the south of the equator). The altimeter data

shows more low frequency variability wheras the model output have different spectral

qualities, evidencing the low frequency variability. The extension to the full NEMO

time-series shows a succession of high variability events occurring within 20◦ of the

equator. An interesting aspect of figure 4.28 C is that the major Niño events, such as

63-64, 65-66, 72-73, 82-83 and 97-98 (for reference consult figure 3.2) seem to be more

easily identifiable as variability increases in the southern latitudes.
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Figure 4.29: Maps for the Atlantic Ocean of the absolute value of the variability of
the Rossby wave-like signal for the concurrent time-series of A) the altimeter-derived
data, and, B) the NEMO-derived data. On the right are the zonal-mean plots of the
mapped values. C) is the map of the variability computed for the full NEMO time-
series. Missing data shown as dark blue, and units are in metres.
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Figure 4.30: Latitude-time plots for the Atlantic Ocean, showing the std(RW): time
variability for the concurrent time-series of A) the altimeter-derived data, and, B) the
NEMO-derived data. C) is the map of the variability computed for the full NEMO
time-series. On the right are the plots of the std taken over the latitudes of the plots
to the left. Missing data shown as dark blue, and units are in metres. Time in years
increases upwards on the y-axis.
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This response also occurs for La Niña years, such as for 70-71, 75-76, suggesting

that this is not the sole mechanism that causes the ocean’s RW variability to increase.

As a whole the model seems to do a very good job of replicating the altimeter-

derived findings in the Pacific Ocean, especially so in the regions of higher variability.

Regions with more intermittent and less intense variability do not seem to be as well

captured by the model, for this ocean.

The variability plots for the Atlantic Ocean (see figure 4.29 and 4.30) again show

a clear similarity between the model and the altimeter data, for the overlapping times.

The distribution of the variability in the South Atlantic is especially well represented,

with the model output showing less variability in the already identified eddy region. To

the north, the Gulf Stream region is more localised in space and has more variability

than the altimeter-derived data. The localisation could be due to the decrease in eddy

variability for the model output, although the region’s variability is over represented in

the model. The model also confirms the already suspected presence of eddies in the

altimeter-derived data in the latitude band located between 2◦N-5◦N, showing much

less variability than the altimeter-derived data. It also captures a band of increased

variability traversing the ocean between 2-8◦N, which is also visible in the altimeter

data, albeit dominated by variability from the eddy data.

To the north of 10◦N both datasets show a second peak in variability, mostly

originating from the Caribbean sea, but also showing some spreading across the ocean.

The low-frequency variability, 10◦N to 17◦N band is more visible in the plots of the

variability over time. Figure 4.30 B shows that the model is able to replicate this

variability pattern. For latitudes closer to the equator the model shows events with lower

frequency than the observations, again showing different spectral properties, with the

altimeter data showing high frequency events at these latitudes that are not replicated

in the model. Also represented in the model is the increased variability of 30◦N to

35◦N, analysed for correlations with the NAO and AMO indices. Again the patterns

do not match the altimeter data exactly in time and intensity, but the model does

represent the distribution of the RW variability. The mismatch is especially visible for

the northern-most latitudes of the Gulf stream, which the model appears to represent

more to the south. Another interesting difference is the high-variability event around

10◦N occurring between 2005-2006, which the altimeter data does not represent (figure

4.15 C). The meridional-mean plots show that the model outputs have less variability

along the latitudes and a lower frequency than the altimeter data, a likely result of

the lack of the eddy variability in the model outputs, especially visible in the equatorial

region and in the high southern latitudes. It also under-represents the variability between

20◦N-30◦N, which results mainly from contributions at the western side of the Atlantic.
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Figure 4.31: Maps for the Indian Ocean of the absolute value of the variability of
the Rossby wave-like signal for the concurrent time-series of A) the altimeter-derived
data, and, B) the NEMO-derived data. On the right are the zonal-mean plots of the
mapped values. C) is the map of the variability computed for the full NEMO time-
series. Missing data shown as dark blue, and units are in metres.
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Figure 4.32: Latitude-time plots for the Indian Ocean, showing the std(RW): time
variability for the concurrent time-series of A) the altimeter-derived data, and, B) the
NEMO-derived data. C) is the map of the variability computed for the full NEMO
time-series. On the right are the plots of the std taken over the latitudes of the plots
to the left. Missing data shown as dark blue, and units are in metres. Time in years
increases upwards on the y-axis.
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The extension to the full time-series, shown in figure 4.15 C, shows an interesting

variability of the RW signal over time, especially visible in the meridional std plot, which

would be very interesting to cross correlate with both the NAO and AMO indices. The

more intense events occur at either end of the time-series and correspond to energy

increases in the latitudes surrounding 10◦N.

The variability plots produced for the Atlantic Ocean have again shown the good

reassuringly representation of the RW signal in the RW variability of the modelled data.

These data have the added bonus of containing less eddy variability, which reflects in a

better representation of the Rossby wave-like signal in areas where eddy variability has

been aliased in the altimeter-derived data. Despite a cautionary region in the higher

northern latitudes (above 35◦N), the model provides a very good representation of the

RW variability in the Atlantic Ocean.

Moving to the Indian Ocean, figures 4.31 and 4.32 again show that the model

properly captures the RW variability distribution, accurately representing the regions

where the greater variability is found. The zonal-mean plots are testament to how

well the model performs, even if the exact pattern in the variability distribution is not

precisely replicated. An interesting aspect of this ocean is that the model outputs show

greater RW variability around 40◦S, a region of high baroclinic instability caused by the

Agulhas current and the Agulhas retroflection, which suggests the model is representing

more longwave propagating energy at these latitudes than is shown in the altimeter

data.

Towards the lower latitudes, the NEMO-derived outputs capture the increased-RW

variability region surrounding 10◦S, a region analysed in section 4.2.3, where a strong

annual RW signal was found. In the model’s representation the region is more spread-

out in the longitudes and more confined in the latitudes, whereas the altimeter data

show that the RW variability spreads to both higher and lower latitudes but not so far

zonally along the ocean.

The extension to the model’s full time-series (figue 4.31 C) further constrains the

variability distribution in the 10◦S region in both latitude and longitude, suggesting

that the signal is not as ubiquitous in the longer dataset. This is confirmed in figue

4.32 C that shows the RW variability at those latitudes varying in intensity over time,

increasing in the more recent dates. This increase also occurred in the 1971-1976 period,

suggesting that the waves’ generating mechanism also varies in intensity with time. The

longer dataset also shows that this is the region that varies the most over time. Figure

4.33 shows this variation over time by taking the anomalies of the std (top) and the

mean (bottom) over the latitude dimension of figure 4.32 C (left). The bottom panel of

figure 4.33 shows that it is on average that the RW variability has increased in the more

recent times (from 1997 onwards) and between 1971 and 1976.
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Figure 4.33: The time variability for the full NEMO time-series of the Indian Ocean
for the latitude band located between 5◦S and 15◦S. Top: the anomalies of the std
taken over the latitudes, labelled std(RW): time variability. Bottom: the mean is taken
over the latitudes and its anomaly is plotted. Units are in metres.

The Indian Ocean RW variability once more compared well with the altimeter RW

variability data, with the major differences occurring only for the higher latitudes. The

longer time-series of the modelled data has also already suggested more avenues for

future investigation for links with ocean dynamics, however these are beyond the scope

of this analysis, which is to determine the possibility of using the NEMO-derived RW

data as an extension of the altimeter-derived RW data.

As a whole, the RW variability of the NEMO-derived data filtered outputs com-

pared very well with the RW variability distributions for the altimeter-derived data, with

the model showing very similar distributions, especially for the regions where higher

RW variability was found, generally for latitudes below 20◦. For the analysis of the

Rossby wave-like signal the model output has the added advantage of containing less

eddy variability, thus making it an excellent dataset for the analysis of Rossby wave-like

characteristics.

4.3.2 NEMO speed comparison

In this section the NEMO speeds will be compared to both the theoretically-expected

speeds and the computed altimeter speeds for latitudes up to 40◦. The speeds were

computed following the same methodology used for the altimeter-derived data, explained

in section 3.4.

Figure 4.34 A shows the global speeds calculated with the speed calculation tools

using the full NEMO time-series. The resulting validated NEMO-derived speeds are

plotted in the top panel and in general terms follow the expected distribution, with

speeds increasing towards the equator. A comparison with the altimeter-derived speeds,

shown in figure 4.34 B, reveals a great deal of similarity for latitudes equatorwards of
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20◦. For latitudes greater than 20◦ the distribution of the model-derived speeds becomes

patchier, with speeds that are lower than those derived from the altimeter data.

Figure 4.34 C shows the ratio of the computed model-derived speeds to the the-

oretical average-RW extended theory speeds. The low speeds around the equator are

expected, and have been established as occurring due to sampling issues during the

speed computation. Nonetheless, outside of these latitudes there is a generalised under

estimation of the Rossby wave-like speeds, a result that also occurred for the altimeter-

derived data. There are four regions where speeds are over-estimated; two in the East

Atlantic, roughly located between 10◦ and 20◦, both north and south of the equator.

A third region where speeds are slightly over estimated is located off the coast of Mex-

ico, at the eastern side of the North Pacific and a fourth in the eastern side of the

South Pacific. Interestingly, these regions of over-estimated speeds (in relation to the

theoretically-predicted average-RW) almost match the locations where the same over-

estimation can be seen in the altimeter-derived speeds (plot c) of figure 4.5), suggesting

that the model is replicating the actual ocean in these regions. Locations where match-

ups with the theoretical speeds are best are found in the middle of the South Indian,

North Pacific and South Atlantic. Speeds are greatly under-estimated in the North In-

dian, towards the very Northeast Atlantic and Southeast Pacific. With the exception of

the Southeast Pacific, these are also regions where the altimeter data under-estimated

the Rossby-wave-like speeds, albeit to a lesser extent.

A problematic area exists off the coast of Australia, located between 18◦S and 40◦S,

between 140◦W and 140◦E, where speeds are especially under-estimated. This region

can be seen in figure 4.34 A and the result of this under-estimation is reflected in figure

4.34 C.

The zonal median of the speeds were calculated for each ocean and are shown with

the altimeter-derived and theoretical speeds in figure 4.35. The model-derived speeds

for the Pacific, in figure 4.35 A, show a good agreement with the altimeter-derived

speeds in the northern latitudes, generally matching more closely with the linear theory

speeds. For the South Pacific the agreement with the observations continues for the

lower latitudes up to 15◦, but breaks-down for higher latitudes, with the problematic

area identified above, causing a decrease in the speeds to values under those expected

by the linear theory. For the Atlantic Ocean, shown in figure 4.35 B, the median taken

across the longitudes shows a good agreement with the altimeter calculations up to

latitudes of 20◦, with the exception occurring at 17◦N due to a small area of very low

speeds located at the very western side of the ocean. For latitudes greater than 20◦ the

model speeds are again slower than the observations and closer to speeds expected by

the linear theory.
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Figure 4.34: Global (validated) speed maps for A) the NEMO-derived data, B) the
Altimeter-derived data, and C) ratio of the NEMO-derived speeds to the average-RW
extended theory speeds (bottom). All speeds are in cm/s and missing data are in white.
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Figure 4.35: A comparison of the calculated speeds for the NEMO-derived data with
the observations and theoretically-predicted speeds for A) the Pacific, B) the Atlantic,
and C) the Indian Oceans. The plots show the zonal averaged speeds for NEMO
(dark green), altimeter (blue), longwave extended theory (dashed black), average-RW
extended theory (dashed red), linear theory (dashed grey), and mode 2 for the extended
theory (dashed cyan). All speeds are in cm/s.
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Figure 4.35 C for the Indian Ocean again shows agreement with the altimeter-

derived speeds only at the lower latitudes, in this case occurring up to 15◦, and subse-

quent lowering of the NEMO-derived speeds, in relation to the observations and theory,

as latitude increases. There is however a greater agreement in the middle of the South

Indian than the zonal-median plots might suggest, especially between 30◦S and 40◦S.

The speeds of the RW signal derived from model output are in general lower than

those expected by theory, but for latitudes lower than 20◦ they are very similar to those

derived from observations, with the exception of the problem area in the south western

side of the Pacific Ocean. The broad agreement between the two top panels of figure

4.34 attest to this similarity for the latitudes in question. It is also within these latitudes

that Chelton et al. (2011) found that the Rossby wave-like propagation was clearer. The

lower speeds found in the model-derived data could in part be due to the model’s under

representation of the Rossby wave-like field outside of the tropical 20◦ band. This is

however a hypothesis that needs further investigation.

4.4 Main findings

This chapter presented an in-depth analysis of the RW outputs for all oceans.

The variability of the altimeter-derived data was analysed for all oceans and, for

some chosen locations, the strength of the connection between the observed RW variabil-

ity and local climate indices was explored. The time-series of the RW variability of both

the Pacific and Indian Oceans were found to be significantly correlated to the Niño 3.4

index, suggesting responses of the RW signal to changes in the ocean structure caused

by the occurrence of El Niño events. These responses were clearer for the stronger El

Niños, however not all events were associated with increases in the RW variability. The

possibility of the different pattern of the El Niño Modoki was suggested as an expla-

nation for the different responses in the RW variability. The Modoki events force the

ocean in different locations, possibly in regions that do not influence the generation or

propagation characteristics of the Rossby wave-like features. The RW variability in the

Atlantic Ocean was found to be greater in the northern latitudes and no significant cor-

relations were found between the time-series of the RW variability and either the NAO

or AMO indices.

The speed of the altimeter-derived RW signal was compared to the theoretically-

expected speeds, overall showing a very good agreement for all oceans, especially away

from the continents. In both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans the eastern boundary

altimeter speeds were slightly over-estimated. For all oceans the speed calculation tool

was found to not be able to properly sample the longer waves in the equatorial region

resulting in speeds that were closer to the theoretically-expected mode 2 speeds.
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This chapter also reviewed the reliability of the NEMO-derived RW signal. The

model was found to do a very good job at replicating the RW signal, albeit with a slight

lag. The lag in the model outputs relative to the altimeter is due to the fact that the

model is forced only by the atmosphere, whereas in reality events such as ENSO are

coupled ocean-atmosphere.

The variability distributions of the NEMO outputs closely match the observations.

A difference was also found in the RW variability spectral properties of the NEMO

outputs for the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, which showed lower frequencies than the

altimeter data. This difference was especially great in the equatorial region of the

Atlantic Ocean. The RW speed derived from model outputs was in general lower than

both altimeter-derived and theoretically expected speeds. The match with the altimeter

speeds was found to be quite good, with both speeds showing an overestimation at the

eastern sides of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

As a whole the NEMO-derived RW data has been shown to more than adequately

model the RW signal in the oceans, performing especially well for latitudes up to 20◦,

thus providing extra data for the investigation of Rossby wave-like characteristics.



Chapter 5

Analysis of Rossby wave-like

propagation over time

The aim of this chapter is to analyse the speed of the filtered Rossby wave-like features

over time spans of decades, looking for changes that are statistically significant. Any

changes found will be compared to the findings of Fyfe and Saenko (2007).

Following the methodology described in section 3.6, both the altimeter-derived and

NEMO-derived RW filtered outputs were processed for each ocean, first focusing on the

Pacific that is subjected to an in-depth analysis, and then examining the remaining

oceans. The analysis will focus only on the statistically significant values with special

focus on the lower latitudes, i.e., below 20◦, as these were the latitudes at which the

model best compared to the altimeter data. In addition to this, according to Fyfe and

Saenko (2007) these latitudes should be the first to be affected by any changes in the

propagation speeds of the Rossby wave-like features.

5.1 The Pacific Ocean

5.1.1 Using observations for trend analysis

The first step in exploring the time variability of the Rossby wave-like speed was to

search for any trends in the altimeter-derived dataset over its full time span. In order

to do so, the speeds over time of the Rossby wave-like signal in the altimeter-derived

dataset were calculated. As described in section 3.6, this was achieved using a moving

window with a length of five years, applied at yearly intervals, over the altimeter-derived

time-series spanning the 19 years from 14/10/1992 to 06/10/2010. The result was a total

of 14 speed values that corresponded to the average speeds over that period of five years,

centred for each time-step on the 14 April of each year, from 1995 to 2008 (incl.).

107
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Figure 5.1 shows the first, second and third quartiles of the zonally averaged cal-

culated speeds for each time window, plotted respectively in magenta, dashed black and

red. These are compared against the zonal-average of the theoretically predicted long-

wave and average-RW modes 1, and mode 2 of the extended theory and mode 1 of the

linear theory. Additionally, the zonal-average of the speeds calculated over the entire

altimeter time-series are also plotted in the green-dashed line. The time-series of speeds

show consistency with the speed results presented up to this point, whilst also confirm-

ing that the use of shorter 5-year span does not result in a bias in the speed calculation.

At most latitudes there is some amount of variability between the different times, which

is increased in the equatorial region. Regions such as 20◦N and the band between 10◦S-

22◦S also show a greater spreading-out of the quartiles, indicating regions where speed

changes are likely to have occurred over time. Of equal interest are the regions, between

11◦N and 18◦N where the quartiles are closer and follow the speeds computed using the

full altimeter time-series (green dashed line) more closely, indicating a greater amount

of stability throughout the time-series in this region. There is no evidence of a steady

trend in this figure. However, this plot only shows the zonal average of the speeds and

a map of trends will provide greater insight.

Figure 5.1: The quartiles of zonal median of the altimeter-derived speeds calculated
for each time window. The zonal median of the theoretically-predicted speeds for the
Pacific Ocean for latitudes between 40◦S and 40◦N are also shown. The theoretical
speeds are modes 1 longwave (bold black line), mode 1 average-RW (black dash-dotted
line) and mode 2 (blue dotted line) of the extended theory, and the speeds predicted
by the linear theory for mode 1 (grey dashed line). The green dashed line shows the
RW speed calculated using the full time-series.
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The absolute and relative trend distribution, computed from the time-series of

altimeter-derived speeds for the Pacific Ocean are shown in figure 5.2. Significant results,

i.e., those locations where the trend calculation delivers an estimate that has a confidence

level greater than or equal to 95%, were plotted using a saturated colour scale, whilst

non-significant values appear plotted using an unsaturated colour scale. The bottom

panel of figure 5.2 is the result of the ratio of the calculated absolute trends with the

speed for the reference year 2000. The year 2000 was chosed as a year without a El Niño

as was stated in section 3.6.

Both panels of figure 5.2 show a clear north/south asymmetry and no clear pattern

in the trend distribution. However the trends are not completely noisy and the spatial

variability appears to be coherent over length scales greater than 1000 km. Both show

similar pattern distributions however the analysis is focused on the relative trends as

they provide a better comparison between different oceans and data sources.

In the bottom panel of figure 5.2 several possible locations of interest where trends

are statistically significant are circled. As a point of interest, all are located within

the latitudes where the time-series of speeds showed a greater variability. Locations of

significant, strong positive trends are circled in red, with the highest values reaching

over 100% per decade speed increase, that is, more than a doubling of the Rossby wave

speed in a decade, which corresponds to speed changes of 0.2 cm/s or more in a decade.

This occurs in region A, off the coasts of Ecuador and Peru, a location that is especially

interesting as it is a known generation site for Rossby waves and thus has the potential

to impact greatly on the Rossby wave-like features’ characteristics. The positive trend

values extend along the equator toward the centre of the Pacific, in region B, also circled

in red, where trend values range from 20 to over 100% speed increase per decade, or

between 0.05 and 0.2 cm/s speed increase in a decade. Region C, also circled in red,

is located in the mid South Pacific, and shows positive trends that vary between 20

and 75%, which correspond to a speed increase per decade between 0.05 and 0.12 cm/s.

This last region suggests the existence of a local feature that might be enhancing the

Rossby wave speeds over time, and it is especially interesting due to the geographical

distribution of the positive trends, which slant from the higher latitudes towards the

lower latitudes, in a shape that resembles a Rossby wave front, that is, it resembles

the chevron-like pattern of the Rossby wave-like signature in satellite data (discussed in

section 4.1 and seen in the movies). This similarity further suggests that these features

are being properly captured in the filtered data. Also of note is that this region was also

one of increased relative RW variability, seen in figure 4.27.

Circled in blue, labelled region D, is an area of strong negative trend located at

the western side of the Pacific, with negative trend values from around 15% to up to

65%, corresponding to a speed decrease between 0.025 and 0.12 cm/s in a decade. The

fact that this region is located at the western side makes it interesting, as this is where

Rossby waves are expected to show a zonal increase in their speeds relative to the speeds
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Figure 5.2: The geographical distribution of the trends for the 14 speeds computed
from the altimeter-derived data over the Pacific Ocean. The saturated colour scale (on
the right) is used for values that are statistically significant (values that reach the 95%
confidence level) and non-significant values are plotted in the unsaturated colour scale.
TOP: Absolute trends in cm/s per decade. BOTTOM: Relative trends in percentage
of change in speed per decade. Results are plotted relative to the speeds of the year
2000, defined as the reference year. Circled are regions of interest: in red, A, B and C,
are regions of positive trend and in blue, D, a region of negative trend.
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found in the eastern side (Chelton and Schlax, 1996). The negative trend values might

be caused by a variety of factors, one of which is a weakening over time of the ocean

stratification in this region, causing a decrease of the speeds over time.

Figure 5.3: The speeds, calculated for each time-step and the corresponding trend
computations for regions A (top), B (middle) and C (bottom) of positive trend, iden-
tified in figure 5.2 of the Pacific ocean. Each colour corresponds to a location specified
in the legend by its latitude, longitude pair. The value for the calculated relative trend
is plotted alongside the colour corresponding to its location.
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On the face of it, the occurrence of some regions in figure 5.2 showing speed trends

of more than 40% per decade seems implausible if they are to be interpreted as evidence

of long term trends. Therefore it is important to investigate these trend results in order

to ensure that they are indeed representing a real increase or decrease of speeds. In order

to do this, for each of the circled regions, three statistically significant locations were

chosen and the speeds over time were plotted alongside the calculated trends. Figure 5.3

shows three locations within each of the regions A, B and C of positive trend, highlighted

in figure 5.2.

The speeds for region A are within the region that speeds were found to match

with mode 2 extended theory speeds (figure 4.14), which should be around 20 cm/s.

The three plotted locations show a significant decrease of the speed values for the first

four windows of the time series that correspond to years 1996 to 1999 (incl.). On the

one hand, the speeds decrease to values that are not theoretically predicted for mode 2

Rossby waves at these low latitudes. On the other hand, the low values calculated for

the earlier times skew the trends to high positive values, thus creating a false positive

trend. In fact, only one of the plotted locations, at 8◦S, 95◦W, shows a positive trend,

after year 2000.

Other locations within region A were also tested and the majority showed below-

expected speed values for the initial years, which again resulted in a skewing of the

trends to higher values. In most however, there was a hint of positive trend. Another

consideration is this region’s closeness to land, with the majority of its area located

within 30◦ of land. As was explained in section 3.4, land pixels are replaced with zeros,

thus speeds are calculated from inputs with less information than those away from land,

causing results to be noisier. This is an added reason for caution in the interpretation

of results close to land. Given these caveats, it is not possible to conclude whether in

region A there exists a positive trend in the values of the Rossby wave-like speeds over

time as the shortness of the time-series does not allow for a discrimination between what

might be only an isolated decrease in the speeds from an actual trend in speed values.

Figure 5.3 B shows results that are somewhat noisy. It is important to note that

this region is located around the equator at latitudes that are less than 5◦. This means

that the RT peaks could come from a variety of sources, which would explain the range

of speed values. Plots for other locations within this region showed similar results,

with noisy data and low speed values at the earlier time-intervals, causing the higher

positive trends. Despite this, the trend is significant and, whatever the source, there

does appear to be an overall positive trend, albeit at a lower value when disregarding

the contributions from speeds at the earlier times.

Region C is located in an area that is both far from the equator and from land.

For this reason the results are less noisy, although all plots consistently show a lowering

of speeds between 1997 and 1999. The trends here seem to be more reliable as speeds
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are less noisy, and for years outside the interval mentioned, speed values are closer to

those predicted by theory although showing an increase with time.

In order to investigate whether the speed decrease between 1997-1999 is visible in

the LTP over which the RT operated are produced in figure 5.4. Overplotted in grey are

lines that roughly follow the slants of the Rossby wave-like features for the longitudes

analysed in figure 5.3.

It can easily be seen in figure 5.3 in the panels labelled A: at 8◦S and 6◦S that,

between 95-80◦W and between 1997-1999, the lines slant more towards the top (indi-

cating lower speeds) than lines at later times (which are less slanted, indicating faster

speeds). It can also be seen that, within the 1997-1999 time-period, the speed increases

westwards. It seems that the decrease in speeds visible in figure 5.3 A occurs only at the

eastern longitudes of the Pacific Ocean and stabilises as the waves propagate westwards

across the ocean. The remaining regions show a hint of speed decrease in the features

between 1997-1999, however it is not easily discernible. Figure 5.3 B (2◦N) shows evi-

dence of features propagating at different speeds, which can be seen as different slopes

in the LTP in figure 5.4 B. The speed validation step did, to some extent, reduce the

different speed contributions, however, it is possible that these are signatures of features

other than those that propagate like Rossby waves.

Figure 5.4: Longitude-time plots (LTP) of the locations plotted for regions A (8 ◦S
and 6◦S), B (2◦N) and C (14◦S) in the Pacific Ocean. The grey lines roughly show
the slope of the alignments - corresponding to a propagation speed, at several latitude,
longitudes and times.
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Figure 5.5: Speeds calculated for each time-step and the corresponding trend com-
putations for 6 points at two different latitudes, within region D of negative trend,
identified in figure 5.2 of the Pacific Ocean. Each colour corresponds to a location spec-
ified in the legend by its latitude, longitude pair. The value for the calculated relative
trend is plotted alongside the colour corresponding to its location.

Considering region D, a region of negative trends, figure 5.5 also shows some in-

teresting results. Despite the region’s smaller area, which restricts the analysis, and

closeness to land and the equator, most locations within this region show a consistent

decrease in speed over time, despite the lower than expected speed values. Other loca-

tions within this region show similar results. Again, the short time-series does not allow

for any definitive conclusions because the existence of points with a very different values

are capable of skewing the trends.

Overall the above-described plots point to some interesting changes in the speeds

of the Rossby wave-like features in the identified regions of the Pacific. However, the

length of time-series, encompassing only 14 years of data, is not enough to compute

trends with confidence, which also does not allow for any comparison with the findings

of Fyfe and Saenko (2007).
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Given the shortness of the time-series, figure 5.2 is most likely dominated by decadal

or even interannual variability rather than depicting genuine long-term trends. In order

to identify trends with some confidence a longer time-series is necessary. It is for this

reason that the possibility of using the NEMO-derived data will be explored in the next

section.

5.1.2 Exploring the possibility of using NEMO data for trend analysis

Section 4.3 explored the similarity between the NEMO-outputted Rossby wave-like signal

and the altimeter-derived signal in the overlapping periods, and found that the model

does a good job at reproducing the Rossby wave-like signal found in reality as observed

by satellite altimetry. The NEMO-derived RW signal was found to be a very good

reproduction of the altimetry results, even if it did not replicate the events in time and

space exactly.

In order to compare the trend outputs from both sources, the geographical distri-

bution of the speeds of the reference year derived from both datasets were compared.

These are shown in figure 5.6 and show a good agreement between the altimeter and

NEMO-derived data, with NEMO-derived speeds being generally sightly lower than

those computed from observations especially in the North Pacific. Again the general

geographical distribution and magnitude of the speeds is captured by the model out-

put, rather than the exact location and values. An interesting difference can be found

in the southern hemisphere between 10◦S and 20◦S, in the middle of the Pacific: in

the altimeter-derived data, an area of increased speeds that resemble the chevron-like

Rossby wave signature can be seen, which are not replicated as faithfully in the NEMO

data, a reminder that despite providing a good representation of reality, there are always

deviations that must be taken into account when using model output.

In order to further explore the issue of using model output, the speeds-over time

were calculated for the time-span when both NEMO and altimeter-derived data were

available. The speed calculation followed the same methodology used thus far and

resulted in a total of 11 speed values for the concurrent data, spanning 15 years from

the 14th of October 1992 to the 19th of December 2007. The trends were then calculated

from this time-series.

The resulting trend plots for both the altimeter- and NEMO-derived data for the

concurrent time-series are shown in figure 5.7. The trend maps show very different trend

distributions, with little match-up between the datasets. One possible exception is the

circled area of positive trend located in the middle of the South Pacific at around 15◦S,

previously referred to as region C in figure 5.2. It is interesting to see that, despite the

shorter time-series, it is replicated again here. The NEMO-derived trend shows a hint

of this positive trend region, albeit with greater patchiness in the distribution. Another
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of the speed of the Rossby wave signal (in cm/s) for the
Pacific Ocean, computed for the reference year 2000 for altimeter-derived SSHA data
(left) and NEMO-derived SSHA data (right), for the Pacific Ocean.

possible area of match-up is the area of positive trend that can be seen around the

equator in the middle of the Pacific, despite the fact that in both instances the match-

up is not exactly replicated in either distribution or magnitude. A possible explanation

for the very different trend distributions computed for the concurrent times, is the fact

that the used period of time is quite short for such a calculation (11 speed values). In

all probability, the trends calculated over such a short period of time will be dominated

by decadal variability. Any phase difference between the two datasets will necessarily

result in different distributions of the speed trends, with match-ups only occurring for

the more consistent signals.

Despite the phase difference between model and altimeter data, which resulted in

the different trend distributions for the concurrent times, section 4.3 has explored and

compared the RW NEMO outputs to the RW altimeter-derived data, concluding that the

model derived data captures the essential Rossby wave-like characteristics. Furthermore,

for latitudes less that 20◦, the model outputs have proven to be a good representation

of the signal that is of interest, with the exception of the problem area in the Southwest

Pacific. The use of these data with the longer time-series for a more robust calculations

of trends remains a very interesting possibility, which shall be explored in the following

section.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the relative trend computed for the 15 years of concurrent
data of altimeter and NEMO-derived data, with altimeter-derived SSHA data (left) and
NEMO-derived SSHA data (right), for the Pacific Ocean. Results are plotted relative
to the speeds of the year 2000, defined as the reference year. Units are in percentage
of speed change per decade. The saturated colour scale is used for values that are
statistically significant (reaching the 95% confidence level) and non-significant values
are plotted in the unsaturated colour scale. The circled region highlights area of possible
overlap.

5.1.3 Extension to NEMO full time-series

With a time-series extending from the start of 1961 to the end of 2007, NEMO outputs

offer more than four decades of data, a more appropriate length of time for the use of

decadal trend calculations.

The same speed-calculation methodology with the five-year windows, resulted in

a total of 42 speed values, all centred at the mid-point of the five-year time intervals,

resulting in a time-series from July 1963 to July 2004. Figure 5.8 shows the quartiles of

the zonally averaged speeds at each of the time-steps, plotted against the theoretically

predicted modes 1 (longwave and average-RW) and 2 for the extended theory and for

mode 1 for the linear theory. The plot also show the speeds calculated using the full-time

series, again to ensure that the speeds calculated using the shorter time windows followed

those speed values. The results are very similar to those of the altimeter-derived speeds,

presented in figure 5.1. In order to assess the spreading-out of values over time, a result

that is interesting in itself, the speeds computed for each time-step were scaled against

the average speed of the time-series. These results are presented in figure 5.9 and again

the quartiles of speeds are shown. The spread of the 42 computed speeds is evident in
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Figure 5.8: The quartiles of zonal median of the NEMO-derived speeds calculated
for each time window. Also plotted are the zonal median of the theoretically-predicted
speeds for the Pacific Ocean for latitudes between 40◦S and 40◦N. The theoretical speeds
plotted are modes 1 longwave (bold black line), mode 1 average-RW (black dash-dotted
line), and mode 2 (blue dotted line) of the extended theory, and the speeds predicted
by the linear theory for mode 1 (grey dashed line). The green dashed line shows the
RW speed calculated using the full time-series.

this figure, with the greater variability occurring in the south at latitudes between the

equator and 20◦S, between 22◦N - 24 ◦N, as well as in the higher northern latitudes.

The region with the greater consistency is located between 11◦N and 19◦N and at the

southern latitudes greater than 30◦S. The longer time-series has already revealed a much

greater speed variability over time and some interesting locations.

The trends were calculated from these speeds and are shown in figure 5.10. The

first point worthy of mention is that the colour scale used for this figure is different from

the scales used up to this point. Relative trend values are only plotted up to 20% change

per decade, whereas previous plots showed changes up to 100% per decade and absolute

trends vary only between ±0.05 cm/s per decade, indicating that the use of a longer

time series has resulted in smaller trend values, with changes in speed occurring up to

a maximum of a fifth increase or decrease in a decade. For the sake of clarity, regions

of interest were also circled, with red regions denoting areas of positive trend and blue,

areas of negative trend. The second region of negative trend, located in the south-west
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Figure 5.9: Quartiles of the zonal median of the speeds calculated over each time-
step, scaled by the average speed of the 42 time-steps for the Pacific Ocean, shows the
variability of the speeds with time.

was not circled as it is within the problem area identified at the end of the previous

chapter.

Again no cohesive picture can immediately be seen in the trend distribution, but

the plot shows some cohesiveness, revealing some interesting locations and trend distri-

butions. As before, the analysis will refer only to significant trend values and the focus

shall be on the lower latitudes. Starting at the eastern side of the Pacific, in region A,

positive trend values can be found up to latitudes of 16◦N, where trends are still sig-

nificantly positive, albeit at lower values that vary between 5% and 15% speed increase

per decade, that is, between 0.01 and 0.2 cm/s per decade. The trends are not uniform

in their geographical distribution and are interspersed with regions of non-significant

values. In region B, extending along the south of the equator, a more uniform region

of positive trends can be found, with values within the range of 10 to 16% increase per

decade, a speed increase between 0.02 and 0.05 cm/s in a decade. The highest values

are found closer to land and reach trends of over 20% increase per decade, i.e., above

0.05 cm/s per decade. A third location is circled as region C. Having also been found

in the altimeter-derived data (figure 5.2), albeit in a more spread-out manner, as well

as in the shorter concurrent times of the altimeter and NEMO data (figure 5.7), this

mid-ocean location of high positive trends appears yet again in the longer time-series of

the NEMO data. The fact that this region consistently appears in the trend maps sug-

gests its robustness. As a whole, these three regions found at low latitudes of the East
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Figure 5.10: The geographical distribution of the trends computed from the 47 years
of NEMO-derived data over the Pacific Ocean. The saturated colour scale (on the
right) is used for values that are statistically significant (values that reach the 95%
confidence level) and non-significant values are plotted in the unsaturated colour scale.
TOP: Absolute trends in cm/s per decade. BOTTOM: Relative trends in percentage
of change in speed per decade. Results are plotted relative to the speeds of the year
2000, defined as the reference year. Circled are regions of interest: in red, A, B and C,
are regions of positive trend and in blue, D, a region of negative trend.
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Pacific, which at a first glance did not appear to possess any geographical coherence,

now begin to suggest a region where speed increases over the Rossby wave-like signal

have occurred over the 47 years of data analysed.

As for the region of negative trends, labelled region D in figure 5.10, it is also a

consistent finding, having appeared in the altimeter-derived trends, with its location at

the western side of the Pacific making it especially interesting. Here encompassing a

larger area, trend values range between 10 and 20% decrease of speeds in a decade, or

between 0.015 and 0.5 cm/s decrease in a decade.

The fact that the patterns found in the altimeter and NEMO-derived trends show

similar distributions is an interesting result. Regions B, C and D in particular are

consistent findings and it is conceivable that they reflect the influence of ENSO events,

which could be biased towards an increase in the latter part of the NEMO time-series

due to the stronger El Niño event in 1997-1998. The fact that the circled areas are also

in the regions where the ENSO patterns are found, i.e., the increased temperatures in

the eastern equatorial region that spread along towards the centre, further suggests that

this might be the case.

The time-series of the speed values will help determine the reliability of the calcu-

lated trends. Figure 5.11 shows the time-series and trend values of three points within

each of the regions highlighted in figure 5.10. As was discussed in section 3.6, these

linear trends are calculated using robustfit, a function that uses iteratively re-weighted

least squares with a bi-square weighting function in order to be less sensitive to outliers

in the data. The fit calculated using the standard least squares method is also shown

in all figures of the time-series of speeds from this point on as the dashed line. Within

region A several points were analysed, with the noisier results occurring both closer to

land and to the equator, for the same reasons mentioned in section 5.1. Speed values

for locations farther from land and the equator still displayed some noisiness. Figure

5.11 A shows an example for points located within region A that were farthest from

both the equator and land. Despite some variability in the speed values, the existence

of a longer time-series lent extra robustness to the resulting trends. Within region B

the closeness to the equator was again source for noise in the speed values, with the

noise increasing with increased proximity to the equator. Figure 5.11 B illustrate these

findings for points at 7◦S . The speed values found for these latitudes are much lower

than those expected for mode 1 speeds of Rossby waves, thus reinforcing the hypothesis

that the RT peaks are sampling some other phenomena. Given that TIW are present

in the NEMO model, it is very likely that those phenomena are here represented. It

is nevertheless interesting to observe the, albeit noisy, positive trend of the feature’s

speed. In this region the linear fits (dashed lines and full lines in figure 5.11 B) are

slightly different, possibly caused by the greater variability of the speed values for this

region. Moving further from the equator into region C, located in the mid South Pacific,

figure 5.11 C plots the same locations chosen for the altimeter-derived data, making for
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Figure 5.11: The speeds, calculated for each time-step and the corresponding trend
computations for Pacific Ocean regions A (top), B (middle) and C (bottom) of positive
trend, each identified in figure 5.10. Each colour corresponds to a location specified in
the legend by its latitude, longitude pair. The full lines are the linear fits computed
using robustfit and the dashed lines are the linear fits computed using the standard
least squares method. The value for the calculated relative trend is plotted alongside
the colour corresponding to its location.
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an interesting comparison, especially as both show speed decreasing in the 1997-1999

years. In addition to this, the plotted locations are also outside the problem area for the

NEMO-derived speed-calculations. Despite its greater distance to the equator, there is

still some variability in the speeds, with some years showing values decreasing under the

10-15 cm/s expected for these latitudes. This might be due to sampling of other features,

nevertheless, the longer time-series suggests that the speed changes do not appear to be

completely random.

Figure 5.12: The speeds, calculated for each time-step and the corresponding trend
computations for 6 points at two different latitudes, within region D of negative trend,
identified in figure 5.10 of the Pacific Ocean. Each colour corresponds to a location
specified in the legend by its latitude, longitude pair. The full lines are the linear fits
computed using robustfit and the dashed lines are the linear fits computed using the
standard least squares method. The value for the calculated relative trend is plotted
alongside the colour corresponding to its location.

Figure 5.12 shows the speeds over time for six points within region D of negative

trends. All statistically-significant locations were dominated by this variability in the

speed values. However, and despite the closeness to the equator, the longer time-series

still allows for the detection of a low frequency negative trend, visible in the two different

latitudes. It is possible that this variability seen in the time-series of the speed values is
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caused by modulations due to the ENSO cycle. In fact, the 6◦N points in region D are

within the region that was cross-correlated with the Niño 3.4 index (figure 4.13), which

showed that at this latitude the ocean’s RW variability responded in phase and at zero

lag with the climate index. The better performance of robustfit can clearly be seen in

the red lines of the bottom panel of figure 5.12, which is less sensitive to the first speed

value.

All the NEMO-derived trends (figures 5.11 and 5.12) demonstrate the benefits

of using a longer time-series. With a longer time-series the existence of short-term

variability affects the ability to detect low frequency variability to a lesser extent, which

is the main object of this work.

It is interesting to see that the speed values in all of the plots of the speed time-

series show years where the speeds remained consistent with the following years, only to

then change completely to lower or higher speeds. This might be a result of the speed

calculation technique that was performed over a 1◦ grid - a finer grid should reveal

variability at a greater resolution. The quantisation effect discussed in section 3.6 can

also be discerned especially for the lower latitudes. The second hypothesis (that does

not invalidate the first) is that these variations are actual modulations from a climate

forcer such as the ENSO cycle, causing different states of the ocean which are reflected

in the speeds. The second hypothesis was investigated by performing a cross-correlation

with the ONI index (table 3.1f for more on this index). Following the cross-correlation

methodology explained in section 3.5, both time-series were set on the same yearly grid

and in anomaly form. The cross-correlations were performed for all points within regions

B and D, however, no statistically significant values could be found.

Figure 5.13 shows the locations within each region where the correlation values were

highest. Region B at 7◦S, 130◦W had a low positive correlation (0.156) at a negative lag

of one year, meaning that speeds show an increase (decrease) one year after an increase

(decrease) in the climate index. For region D, at 6◦N, 170◦E, with a negative correlation

of -0.370 at a positive lag of one year, speeds show an increase (decrease) one year

before an decrease (increase) in the climate index. In both regions the above-described

correlations are visible only for parts of the time-series, as is expected from the low

correlation values. It was interesting to find that for region B, for lags between -1 and

+1 years, the correlations values were all positive, whereas, for the same time-lags, for

region D all correlation values were negative, albeit not significant in both cases. This

means that for region B the speeds changed in phase with the ONI index between ± one

year, and in region D, speeds changed out of phase with the ONI index between ± one

year.

This section has already established the NEMO-derived RW as not only an appro-

priate tool to use for trend computation, but also has shown that for certain locations
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Figure 5.13: Pacific speed anomalies versus the ONI climate index (◦C) for the lo-
cations where correlations were found to be highest. Top plot shows region B, where
the maximum correlation was found at a negative lag of one year, and the bottom plot
shows region D, where the maximum correlation was found at a positive lag of one year,
with positive lags indicating that the climate index responds at a later date to changes
in the speeds. Both regions are identified in the ocean’s trend plots, figure 5.10.

the time-series of the computed speeds shows some response to the modulations by cli-

mate forcing factors, illustrating the RW speeds’ sensitivity to changes in the ocean’s

properties.

5.2 Extension of trend analysis to the remaining oceans

In this section the calculated trends from the NEMO-derived data for the remaining

oceans are discussed. The previous section proved that the time-series for the altimeter-

derived data is still not long enough for trend analysis, which is why the trend analysis

for the remaining oceans will refer to the NEMO-derived outputs only.

5.2.1 The Atlantic Ocean

Following the methodology applied for the Pacific Ocean, the speeds computed for the

5-year windows for the Atlantic Ocean are analysed, first by plotting a comparison with
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the theoretical speeds and the speeds derived from the full NEMO time-series. Figure

5.14 shows the quartiles of the zonal median of the time-series of speeds plotted against

the speeds calculated using the full-time series (the latter in green dashed line). For

almost all latitudes the quartiles of the time-series of RW speeds follow line for the

RW speed calculated with the full time-series, again proving that the use of the shorter

time-window does not result in a speed bias.

Figure 5.14: The quartiles of zonal median of the NEMO-derived speeds calculated
for each time window. Also plotted are the zonal median of the theoretically-predicted
speeds for the Atlantic Ocean for latitudes between 40◦S and 40◦N. The theoretical
speeds plotted are modes 1 longwave (bold black line), mode 1 average-RW (black
dash-dotted line), and mode 2 (blue dotted line) of the extended theory, and the speeds
predicted by the linear theory for mode 1 (grey dashed line). The green dashed line
shows the RW speed calculated using the full time-series.

In order to provide a better idea of how the time-series of speeds changed over

time, the speeds computed for each time-step were scaled against the average speed of

the time-series, and the quartiles of the scaled speeds are shown in figure 5.15. There

is a significant spread of values, especially for latitudes between than 18◦N and 40◦N

and again between 15◦S and 30◦S, with some of the speeds from time-windows matching

more closely the theoretical values, even for the higher latitudes in the North Atlantic.

The variability figures for latitudes between 18◦N and 40◦N (figure 4.29 and 4.30) located

in the high variability Gulf Stream region, show changes in the variability intensity with

time which in turn is reflected on the speeds computed using the shorter time windows.

Following the methodology described in section 3.6, the trends were computed

for the NEMO-derived speeds and are shown in figure 5.16. Excluding regions A and
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Figure 5.15: Quartiles of the zonal median of the speeds calculated over time, scaled
by the average speed of the 42 time-steps for the Atlantic Ocean, shows the variability
of the speeds with time.

D, which depict stronger trend values, especially at the ocean edges, all statistically

significant trends have low values and a patchy distribution (note the different colour

scale for both trend maps). However, even within region A the trends, while all negative,

vary a great deal in value. The fact that both these regions are located polewards of

20◦, outside the latitudes Fyfe and Saenko (2007) predicted as subject to changes, is

surprising and a comparison of the trend results with the computed speeds will be made.

A second region of negative trend, with values varying between 2% and 10% decrease per

decade, that is, up to 0.01 cm/s speed decrease in a decade, is labelled as region B. The

fact that this region lies in the middle of the ocean makes it interesting, as noise factors,

such as land and the equator are less likely to exist. It also lies within the latitudes that

figure 5.15 showed some spreading-out of speeds. The second region of positive trend,

region C, located just to the south of the equator, appears less patchy, with relative

trend values that reach up to 7% increase per decade. The absolute trend values show

a speed increase per decade up to 0.008 cm/s. Region D is located the furthest from

the equator and shows trends of up to 15% increase per decade, however the absolute

values are lower, only reaching a maximum speed-up per decade of 0.006 cm/s.

In order to investigate the trends in each region more fully, these were plotted for

three chosen longitudes alongside the computed time-series of speeds. Again the trends

using both linear fit methods described in section 3.6 are plotted in all figures of the

time-series of speeds. Figure 5.17 A and B shows regions of negative trends. Each
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Figure 5.16: The geographical distribution of the trends computed from the 47 years
of NEMO-derived data over the Atlantic Ocean. The saturated colour scale (on the
right) is used for values that are statistically significant (values that reach the 95%
confidence level) and non-significant values are plotted in the unsaturated colour scale.
TOP: Absolute trends in cm/s per decade. BOTTOM: Relative trends in percentage
of change in speed per decade. Results are plotted relative to the speeds of the year
2000, defined as the reference year. Circled are regions of interest: in blue, A and B
are regions of negative trend, and in red, D and C are regions of positive trend.
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are representative of the region’s speed variability and care was taken so that only the

statistically significant locations are plotted. Figure 5.17 A shows negative trend values

that reach 18.05% decrease per decade. The case found at 20◦W in the East Atlantic

also shows a high negative trend value, but in this location land pixels cause the speeds

to be calculated with less ocean values and therefore greater caution should be taken in

interpreting these results. Despite this, speeds at this point (represented in blue) have

less variability than those at the longitudes located towards the centre of the ocean.

These last show higher speed values at the beginning of the time-series, but all show an

overall decrease in the values over time. At 20◦N the NEMO-derived speeds were found

to nearly match the altimeter derived speeds (figure 4.35) that were aligned with the

longwave mode 1 extended theory speeds, which the latitudinal average showed were

around 9 cm/s for this latitude. NEMO-derived RW speeds were closer to the average-

RW extended theory speeds, around 7-8 cm/s (also a latitudinal average). Figure 5.17

A shows speeds decreasing from these higher speeds to values that match more closely

those of mode 2 (around 3 cm/s) or the linear theory speeds of around 6 cm/s. At these

latitudes the speed tools produced patchier results for the NEMO data (figure 4.34), so

the trend might be in part a result of sampling different modes. However, even if the

mode 2 speeds are not considered, there seems to be a negative trend. For example, the

green points in figure 5.17 A only once fall to mode 2 speeds and show that negative

trend, albeit at a lower value.

Figure 5.17 B shows trends from points in region B, also confirming that the overall

negative trend is visible in the time-series of the speeds, with all three locations showing

a decrease in the speed values from 1987 onwards. The initial times show speed values

that are more spread-out for each of the points, reaching values that are more consistent

with mode 1 extended theory speeds (around 20 cm/s) and, as time elapses, speed values

become more consistent, a tendency which was visible in the time-series of most points

within the region. At the beginning of the time-series the speeds are representative of

mode 1 speeds, decreasing at later times towards those found by both the altimeter

and model-derived data (around 12 cm/s). The negative trends seem to extend outside

the circled region, across to 5◦E, but only between latitudes of 12◦S-15◦S. Trends are

significantly negative in this area, with values up to -8%. The speeds for latitudes

between 14-15◦S show more consistency over time than the speeds for 12◦S (not shown),

with all showing a decrease in speed over time and all representing speeds for mode 1

extended theory.

It is possible that this region extends even further, this time to the northwest,

crossing the equator, despite the band of positive trends between 5◦S and 6◦S. The

speeds values in that region were also compared to the low negative, albeit significant

trends, varying between 1% and 5%. It was found that, for the 2◦ band of latitudes

surrounding the equator, speeds values were very consistent, with speeds between 10-15

cm/s, with little spreading-out, and that the negative trend was a result of a decrease in
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Figure 5.17: The speeds, calculated for each time-step and the corresponding trend
computations for points at the represented latitudes, within regions A and B of negative
trend, shown in plots A and B, respectively, each identified in figure 5.16 for the Atlantic
Ocean. Each colour corresponds to a location specified in the legend by its latitude,
longitude pair. The full lines are the linear fits computed using robustfit and the dashed
lines are the linear fits computed using the standard least squares method. The value
for the calculated relative trend is plotted alongside the colour for the trend.

the speeds visible from 1995 onwards. Although patchy in its distribution, it is possible

that the above-identified regions together make-up a larger region of negative trends and

it would be interesting to investigate the causes behind these trends.

To the northeast of region B (figure 5.16) there is a region of positive trend, labelled

region C, located between 1◦S and 6◦S, spreading off the coast of Africa out to 20◦W.

Despite its small area, the trends are relatively uniform in value, varying between 3%

and 5%, increasing away from the equator. The region is clearly visible in the top panel

of figure 5.16 with absolute trend values reaching 0.015 cm/s. The speed values over

time (figure 5.18 C) consistently show this change in speeds, which increases during the

years of 1971, 1981 and 1991 (approximately), but only a few points show an increase in

the speed values for 2001. This suggests some sort of decadal influence on the speeds,
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which ultimately causes a speed increase with time. The speed values for the plotted

latitude of 4◦S (figure 5.18) are under those expected for mode 2 of the extended theory,

and at these low latitudes the theory for Rossby waves breaks down.

Figure 5.18: The speeds, calculated for each time-step and the corresponding trend
computations for points at the represented latitudes, within regions C and D of negative
trend, shown in plots C and D, respectively, each identified in figure 5.16 for the Atlantic
Ocean. Each colour corresponds to a location specified in the legend by its latitude,
longitude pair. The full lines are the linear fits computed using robustfit and the dashed
lines are the linear fits computed using the standard least squares method. The value
for the calculated relative trend is plotted alongside the colour for the trend.

Both regions B and C are interesting because of their location in a region of very

low Rossby wave-like energy. The two regions also create a dipole of trends, with positive

values at the eastern side of the Atlantic and negative values towards the west. This

suggests that Rossby wave-like features have shown an increase in their speeds in their

generation site accompanied by a decrease in the speeds as they arrive at the western

side of the Atlantic, with a number of implications for the wider oceanography, not the

least of which is the depth of the thermocline in this region over the analysed time series.
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Region D, located between 25◦S and 28◦S, spanning up to 16◦ longitude, spans a

small area containing higher positive trend values that reach 15% increase per decade,

or up to 0.07 cm/s increase in a decade. The speed values, shown in figure 5.18 D, show

a modulation over time with a period of 14-15 years, with peaks at 1963, 1977 and 1991,

with speeds consistent with those of mode 1 linear theory, at their peak reaching mode

1 extended theory speeds. The lower values are mostly above mode 2 speeds (around 1

cm/s). The period decreases to 11-10 years for 28◦S (not shown) and the modulation is

visible at all latitudes within the region, with all latitudes showing an overall increase

in the speeds over time.

The Atlantic Ocean trends, computed for 42 time-steps, show an increase in the

speeds of the Rossby waves over the time-span analysed. However the speeds also show

signs of being modulated by a climate event with a periodicity of 10-15 years. This

modulation suggests a feature that changes with time and is capable of influencing the

ocean stratification or currents, therefore influencing the Rossby wave-like speeds. A

longer time-series would be needed to ensure that the trends computed here are not just

a result of sampling a portion of a natural modulation that happens to be increasing

within the times analysed. However it is of note that the RW speeds are sensitive to

these decadal changes, and therefore should be sensitive to changes occurring on longer

time-scales.

The periods of the modulation within regions C and D suggested that the modula-

tion seen in the time-series of speeds is due to the South Atlantic SST dipole that has a

period of 13 years and is characterised by a decadal variation of the SST gradient across

the equator (Venegas et al., 1997). Also called the South Atlantic Subtropical Dipole

(SADS), it was found to modulate the depth of the thermocline in the South Atlantic,

and Morioka et al. (2011) found that the depth of the mixed layer was an important

factor in the development of the SADS. Given the location of regions C and D, close to

the locations of the dipoles, and the periodicity of the speed variability, the likelihood

of the speeds being modulated by the SADS was explored.

Correlations between the 42 speeds and the Tropical Southern Atlantic (TSA)

index, defined in section 3.1.3, were sought for all the longitudes within each of regions

C and D, and the latitude already chosen as the best representative of the regions: 4◦S

and 26◦S for regions C and D, respectively. The correlations for both regions yielded

low results with region D producing higher values than those of region C, although none

were above the 95% level of confidence. The highest correlation values for region C were

positive and occurred for a positive lag of 1 year, at 15◦W, so that the speeds increased

(decreased) one year before the index increased (decreased). The highest correlation

value for region D was also positive, occurring at zero lag at 48◦W, so in this region the

RW speeds respond immediately to the effects of the index. The anomaly of the time-

series of the speeds plotted against the anomaly of the index values for both locations
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Figure 5.19: Speed anomalies versus the TSA climate index (◦C) for the locations
in the Atlantic where correlations were found to be highest. Top plot shows region
C, where maximum correlation was found at a positive lag of one year, and bottom
plot show region D, where maximum correlation was found at zero lag. Positive lags
indicate that the climate index responds at a later date to changes in the speeds. Both
regions are identified in the ocean’s trend plots, figure 5.16

and the plots, seen in figure 5.19, show these correlations with the better match-up

occurring for the bottom plot where the correlations value was slightly higher.

The trend analysis of the Atlantic Ocean has again proven the NEMO-derived RW

data’s use in calculating trends, as well as also producing interesting results that derived

from the time-series of the calculated speeds. The tool for calculating speeds-over-time

has produced results that once again suggest the RW speeds’ sensitivity to changes in

the ocean’s structure, here shown by the modulation of the speeds to what is thought

to be the changes in the ocean’s structure brought about by the changes in the SADS.

5.2.2 The Indian Ocean

Following the same approach taken for the previous oceans, the quartiles of the zonal-

median of the speeds calculated over the shorter, five-year windows are plotted against
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the speeds calculated over the full time-series as well as the speeds predicted by the

theories, shown in figure 5.20. The speeds computed for each time-step were scaled

against the average speed of the time-series and the quartiles, shown in figure 5.21

highlight the regions where the greatest amount of speed variability over time occurred.

Figures 5.20 shows that the calculation of the speeds using the shorter time-window

does not deviate from the speeds calculated using the full time-series except for latitudes

above 25◦N . The northern part of the Indian Ocean, especially for latitudes greater than

12◦N shows a great amount of variability, most likely due to the sampling issues for this

ocean. Around the 10◦S mark there is spreading out of the quartiles, which occurs again

between 15◦S and 25◦S.

Figure 5.20: The quartiles of zonal median of the NEMO-derived speeds calculated
for each time window. Also plotted are the zonal median of the theoretically-predicted
speeds for the Indian Ocean for latitudes between 40◦S and 30◦N. The theoretical speeds
plotted are modes 1 longwave (bold black line), mode 1 average-RW (black dash-dotted
line), and mode 2 (blue dotted line) of the extended theory, and the speeds predicted
by the linear theory for mode 1 (grey dashed line). The green dashed line shows the
RW speed calculated using the full time-series.

The trends for the Indian Ocean, shown in figure 5.22, are once again patchy in

distribution and lower in value than what was found for the previous two oceans (note

the different colour scale). Again no clear picture of trend distribution can be discerned

and the results presented here merely hint at a possible pattern.

The circled areas serve to highlight the pattern, with region A covering an area

of positive trends that can be found from 8◦N to 3◦S, spreading from the coast of

Africa towards the middle of the ocean. Note that the region’s values, although always
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Figure 5.21: Quartiles of the zonal median of the speeds calculated over each time-
step, scaled by the average speed of the 42 time-steps for the Indian Ocean, shows the
variability of the speeds with time.

positive, are not always significant. These positive trends appear to be followed by a

region of negative trends, with the highest values appearing within the circled region B,

between 5◦S and 8◦S. It is possible that this region might extend to the band of negative

trends at 12◦S that cross the ocean with lower trend values, although there is a band

of positive, albeit non-significant, trends between the two negative regions. The pattern

then changes to positive trend values, located within the latitude band of 16◦S- 20◦S,

that extends across the ocean. Again, values vary a lot within this band and are not

always significant.

For latitudes outside those above-described, no patterns were discernible, either due

to patchiness (in the south), or to known sampling issues which lowered the confidence

in the interpretation. The 10◦S latitude band shows no interesting results and this

might be due to the fact that the RT only samples the 2nd mode waves, so there is no

information of speed change over time of the annual RW signal seen in the variability

figures presented in section 4.2.3.
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Figure 5.22: The geographical distribution of the trends computed from the 47 years
of NEMO-derived data over the Indian Ocean. The saturated colour scale (on the
right) is used for values that are statistically significant (values that reach the 95%
confidence level) and non-significant values are plotted in the unsaturated colour scale.
TOP: Absolute trends in cm/s per decade. BOTTOM: Relative trends in percentage
of change in speed per decade, reaching only ±10% change per decade. Results are
plotted relative to the speeds of the year 2000, defined as the reference year. Circled
are regions of interest: in red, A and C, regions of positive trend and in blue, B, a
region of negative trend.
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The speeds computed for each time-step will be compared with the trend values,

in order to search for greater insight and possible interesting results. Once again, only

significant results are analysed within each of the regions. The results are presented

in figure 5.23 for all three analysed locations and again, linear fits resulting from both

methods discussed in section 3.6 are plotted. Figure 5.23 A shows the speed variability

over time for three points along 4◦S. Several points were analysed within this region, and

this particular plot was chosen not only as representative of the region, but also because

of its distance from land. At this latitude speeds cannot be matched to mode 2 speeds

as the theory breaks down. All plots showed this distribution of speeds over time, which

seems to represent a switch in the ocean’s conditions, resulting in changes in the speeds

of the wave-like propagation. The periodicity of the switch changed with both latitude

and longitude, varying between 6 to 20 years, with the plotted 4◦S showing a period

between 8 and 13 years. As a whole the region seems to be subject to a modulation that

affects the ocean’s conditions, with a period that is difficult to determine accurately as it

varies with latitude and longitude. The trends show a small increase in the speeds over

time, that occurs on top of this modulation. The quantisation effect that is enhanced

by the proximity to the equator, discussed in section 3.4, is very visible in this plot and

is a most likely a contributor to the modulation effect.

Figure 5.23 B confirms the calculated negative trend, with the speeds slowly de-

creasing over time. In this region the speeds are a near match to the mode 2 speeds

(around 20 cm/s) and show a speeds varying with a period of 12 years. This periodicity,

while very clear for this latitude was not as clear in the remaining latitudes and given

the small area of the region it is difficult to establish the period accurately. However,

given the closeness to region A, the similarity of the signals, and the fact that both

regions are within the western region of the Indian Ocean Dipole (Saji et al., 1999), it

is likely that the speeds in these regions are being modulated by the changes in the sea

surface temperatures that bring about changes in the ocean’s stratification, thus caus-

ing changes in the speeds of the propagating wave-like features detected in the region.

Figure 5.23 C again shows speeds that oscillate with periods that vary between 4-12

years. The oscillation becomes less pronounced towards the end of the time-series, when

speeds are also higher, with values between the speeds expected for the linear theory (8

cm/s) and mode 1 of the extended theory (11-12 cm/s). Overall, at this latitude the

speeds match more closely with those expected by mode 1 for the linear theory and the

spreading of the positive trend values across the ocean suggests an overall increase in

the speeds of the Rossby wave-like features over the analysed times.

Cross-correlations with the Indian Ocean dipole index, the Dipole Mode Index

(DMI) were performed with the locations plotted in each of the regions. The resulting

correlations were not significant for any of the locations, and the correlation values for

most cases, were very close to zero. Shown in figure 5.24 is the plot for the location where

the highest correlation value was computed (1.896), which occurred at a positive time
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Figure 5.23: Speeds, calculated for each time-step and the corresponding trend com-
putations for points at the represented latitudes, within regions A, B and C correspond-
ing to plots A, B and C, respectively, each identified in figure 5.22 for the Indian Ocean.
Each colour corresponds to a location specified in the legend by its latitude, longitude
pair. The full lines are the linear fits computed using robustfit and the dashed lines are
the linear fits computed using the standard least squares method. The value for the
calculated relative trend is plotted alongside the colour for the trend.
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lag of one year. The speed increases (decreases) that occur one year before the increase

(decrease) in the DMI are not always easily discernible in the figure, a consequence of

the low correlation.

Figure 5.24: Speed anomalies versus the DMI climate index (◦C) for the locations in
the Indian Ocean where correlations were found to be highest. The plot is for region
B, where maximum correlation was found at a positive lag of one year. The positive
lag indicates that the climate index responds at a later date to changes in the speeds.
The regions is identified in the ocean’s trend plots, figure 5.22

Despite the low trend values and general patchiness in their distribution, both the

RW trends and the analysis of the speeds over time has led to some interesting results.

That this ocean is highly influenced by a variety of modes, such as the ENSO, the IOD,

and the atmospheric variability brought about by the monsoons, is well known. The

fact that the Rossby wave-like signal shows indication of being modulated by one or a

combination of these modes, opens-up several possible avenues for further investigation,

as once again the RW speeds are shown to be sensitive to decadal changes.

5.3 An estimation of ocean change

The RW speeds computed over the 42 years of the NEMO time-series have been shown

to change over the time-period analysed, with the equatorial region of the Pacific Ocean

showing the greatest amount of change. The analysis has been restricted to the SSHA

data, however it would be interesting to investigate the amount of change in the ocean

that would be necessary to cause the speed changes presented in the previous sections.

In order to do so it is necessary to make some assumptions. It has been shown

in equation 2.13 that the zonal component of the Rossby wave phase speed depends on

the Rossby Radius of Deformation (RRD). Given that the focus of this work is on the

non-dispersive longwaves, it was also shown in section 2.2 that the phase speed of these

waves cn can be approximated to:
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cn = −βa2
n (5.1)

The speed of the longwave Rossby waves is therefore proportional to the square

of the RRD, an, a quantity that varies with latitude from more than 100km near the

equator to a few kilometres closer to the poles (Chelton et al., 1998). In other words,

changes in the speed of the longwave Rossby waves would be proportional to the square

of changes in the the RRD, which is defined as:

an =
1

|f |nπ

0∫
−H

N(z)dz (5.2)

in which H is the depth of the water column and N(z) is the buoyancy frequency, defined

as:

N(z) =

√
−g
ρ

∂ρ

∂z
(5.3)

Considering that the predominant mode of propagation of Rossby waves in the

oceans is the 1st baroclinic mode (Maharaj et al., 2007), the simplest possible vertical

structure that allows the propagation of this mode is a two layer ocean. In this case

the ocean bottom layer has constant density and the top layer had a different density

which is also constant. For the real ocean this approximation for the bottom layer is

quite good as any variations in density occur much more slowly than changes in the top

layer. Changes in the top layer of the simple two-layer ocean could be caused either by

changes in the density and/or changes in the depth of the upper layer.

In the case of the Pacific Ocean, the NEMO-derived trends showed a speed-up of

the RW that in regions reached 10% increase per decade. Given equation 5.1, for a

given latitude, this would correspond to a change in the RRD of approximately 5% in

a decade. A 5% change in the RRD is quite large and must mostly be due to changes

in the depth of the upper layer, rather than to changes in density which would not be

realistic.

For the time-scales of interest for this work, the principal forcing mechanism for

change in the stratification of the ocean’s upper layer is the increase in radiative forcing

caused by the increase of atmospheric CO2 which causes a warming of the ocean’s upper

layers. The influence of the increase in atmospheric CO2 brought-about by climate

change on ocean stratification and therefore its impacts on the first baroclinic RRD were

investigated by Saenko (2006). Using the atmospheric CO2 concentrations projected

by the IPCC A1B scenario of 720 ppm by the end of the 21st century, eight coupled

atmosphere-ocean models were run from the begining of the 20th century to the end of

the 21st century. The changes in the RRD are compared to the pre-industrial era, when

CO2 concentrations were set at 280 ppm. On average, the RRD was found to increase
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by 5% in the subtropics up to 20% in the mid-latitudes. The percentage of change found

in this work is slightly different but has only been calculated using 42 years of data. It is

not unreasonable to suppose that that percentage might change with the use of a longer

time-series.

5.4 Can we see speeds increasing over time?

With the benefits afforded by the longer time-series of the model-derived data, the zonal-

averaged trends were plotted for all oceans as a way of comparing these findings with

those of Fyfe and Saenko (2007). Following those authors’ work, the speed changes are

computed with respect to a reference year. The authors used 1900 as their reference

year, the earliest year of their time-series, as they wanted to highlight the increase of

speeds in relation to those of the pre-industrial era. In order to provide similarity, the

reference year for these computations was also defined as the earliest year available,

which was 1961. The changes in speed are plotted in cm/s, so as to match the figure

produced by authors, shown in 1.1. The resulting plots for the Pacific Ocean are shown

in figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25: Change in the zonal-averaged speeds of the Rossby wave-like features,
relative to the speed of the reference year, for the Pacific Ocean. Latitude is shown on
the x-axis and time, increasing downward, is shown on the y axis. Speed changes are
shown in cm/s, relative to the speeds of the year 1961.

The first impression is that the data is again patchier that the findings of Fyfe

and Saenko (2007), with no monotoic increase or decrease in the speeds. Only the

latitudes closest to the equator show any change over time. The North Pacific does

not replicate the findings of Fyfe and Saenko (2007) mainly because the latitudes to

the north of the equator are dominated by the area of negative trend located at the

eastern side of the Pacific, as can be easily seen in figure 5.10. When computing the
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zonal average these negative values skew the zonal trends to the negative, which despite

not showing a monotonic increase, show a decrease in the speeds towards the latter

part of the time-series for latitudes between 2◦N and 6◦N. The South Pacific, while still

revealing a non-monotonic change over time, reflects more closely the findings of Fyfe

and Saenko (2007) for latitudes between 3◦S and 8◦S. It is at these lower latitudes that

a hint of increase of speed with time can be seen, reaching a maximum values of 13.8

cm/s increase between 1991 and 1994, relative to the speeds of the reference year at

4◦S. However, after 1995 the speed increase drops only to increase again in 1999. For

latitudes greater than 8◦ no trends are visible, except perhaps at 15◦S where speeds

increase up to the 2cm/s by the year 1980. After this the speeds values remain almost

constant, only decreasing between 1996-2000

As a whole the Pacific Ocean does not reflect the findings of Fyfe and Saenko (2007).

This could be due to a variety of reasons, the least of which is the comparative shortness

of the length of the time-series used here. The over-simplification of the theoretical

approach used by the authors could also be a contributing factor.

Figure 5.26: Change in the zonal-averaged speeds of the Rossby wave-like features,
relative to the speed of the reference year, for the Atlantic Ocean. Latitude is shown
on the x-axis and time, increasing downward, is shown on the y axis. Speed changes
are shown in cm/s, relative to the speeds of the year 1961.

Despite the low values for the computed trends and the general patchiness of their

distribution, the zonal average of the trends for the Atlantic Ocean were computed, and

are shown in figure 5.26. Just as was the case of the Pacific Ocean, the change in speed

relative to the speed of the year 1961 is extremely patchy. The only region that shows

some speed increase over time is in the South Atlantic at 5◦S. In all other latitudes, the

low trend values and their variability over time do not match the findings of Fyfe and

Saenko (2007).

The zonal-averaged trends were also computed for the Indian Ocean, for latitudes

up to 20◦, shown in figure 5.27. Again the result is extremely patch in both latitude and
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Figure 5.27: Change in the zonal-averaged speeds of the Rossby wave-like features,
relative to the speed of the reference year, for the Indian Ocean. Latitude is shown on
the x-axis and time, increasing downward, is shown on the y axis. Speed changes are
shown in cm/s, relative to the speeds of the year 1961.

time, and no clear zonal trend is visible. Once again, the zonal average of the trends is

proven to over-simplify a complex pattern.

Fyfe and Saenko (2007) concluded that, by the year 2000, changes in the Rossby

wave speeds would be felt for latitudes up to 12◦, with speeds increasing between 1 and

5 cm/s, increasing in value with closeness to the equator (see figure 1.1). A comparison

of the zonal-averaged plots shown here shows that only for the low latitudes of the South

Pacific is it possible to see a increase with time in the value of speeds (relative to the

speeds of 1961). Even in this case the most likely scenario is that the increase over time

is related to ENSO events. Overall, the trends computed in this work do not support

those authors’ findings.

A possible reason for the discrepancy with Fyfe and Saenko (2007)’s results, is the

fact that at the very low latitudes the first mode Rossby waves are not being sampled.

The authors’ modelled the evolution over time of this mode and the speed data presented

here for the equatorial band is likely to be a the result of contributions from various

sources, from second mode Rossby waves, to TIW and large scale eddies. The fact

remains that if the ocean stratification is indeed changing over time, those changes

should also be reflected in the speeds of the features that propagate in the equatorial

region. However, it is not a necessary condition that those changes are reflected in

the speeds in the same manner as for the first mode Rossby waves. Outside of the

equatorial region, the confidence that first mode Rossby wave-like features are being

sampled increases, nevertheless the time-series used might not be long-enough to have

captured those changes.
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The computed trends also suggest a more complex nature to the trend distribution.

Changes in the speeds of the Rossby wave-like features over time are not uniformly dis-

tributed, showing areas that are affected negatively interspersed with areas of increasing

trend. Despite the shorter time-series, the trend maps presented in the previous sec-

tions afforded a much more intriguing and informative view on the possible changes

of the Rossby wave-like speeds over time. The fact that negative trends are found at

the lower latitudes suggests that the ocean’s do not respond uniformly to the changes

brought-about by climate change. In turn this suggests that the local climate cycles

will also influence how those changes are distributed in the oceans. Nevertheless, the

model-derived trends shown in figures 5.10, 5.16 and 5.22 show that trends can indeed

be detected in the RW data and prove the sensitivity of RW speeds to decadal changes

that might be occurring in the oceans.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

The main aim of this work was to address the issue of whether Rossby wave-like features

are sensitive to changes occurring in the oceans over time. For this purpose the altimeter-

derived Rossby wave-like signal was mapped and its characteristics in each ocean, de-

scribed. The same outputs of the NEMO-derived data upon comparison proved to be

very similar to the altimeter-derived results, showing greater similarity for latitudes up

to 20◦. As these were the latitudes within which Fyfe and Saenko (2007) showed RW

speeds increasing, this dataset proved to be an ideal way of extending the analysis over

time, to times that preceded the altimeter-derived data. Overall the two RW datasets

allowed for a systematic characterisation of the preferred areas of propagation of the RW

features as well as allowing for links between RW variability and changes in the ocean’s

properties to be explored and found. The analysis opened the door to even more avenues

for investigation as it revealed interactions of the RW signal with local climate cycles.

Several locations within each ocean are found to respond to climate modulations and in

turn seem to modulate the climate. Finally, the computed trends provided an intriguing

view on the changes felt by the RW speeds over the period analysed (1961-2007), sug-

gesting that not only are these changes occurring, but that they had a greater complexity

to them than Fyfe and Saenko (2007) implied. The analysis change of the RW speeds

over time is an important one given the fundamental role that these waves have in the

time-set of major climate oscillations such as the ENSO. The fact that non-negligible

increases in the RW speed have been found here have implications for the predictability

of these events. It is the low-frequency of the Rossby waves that allow for a prediction

of the climate cycle. For this reason, if the RW speed increases the predictability of the

events will become harder.

Considering the tasks set at the beginning of this work, the following points address

the main achievements.

1) The programming tools produced allowed for a systematic analysis of the SSHA

data, derived from both altimeter and model outputs. The filtering tool provided
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both RW datasets, whilst the variability analysis provided insight into the distribu-

tion of the RW variability characteristics in both space and time. The correlation

tool provided the results that proved the sensitivity of the Rossby wave-like fea-

tures to changing ocean SSHA and its complementary error function provided a

significance level to the computed values. The speed tools work very well outside

the equatorial and strong current regions and characterise the RW speed distri-

bution in space, revealing locations where the waves properties were more or less

similar to those of the modes 1 and 2. The trend tool’s benefits were twofold: both

producing significant trends that resulted in interesting and complex distributions

for all oceans, and producing a time-series of speeds that also proved to be subject

to the influence of changing ocean SSHA. As a whole, the suite of programmes

developed for this work address task (i), set as the Technical/methodological goal

1;

2) The production of the Altimeter-derived RW dataset and the production of the

NEMO-derived RW data meet task (ii) - Technical/methodological goal 2. Both

movies illustrate how much information is gained with the production of the above-

mentioned data;

3) The RW dataset of model-derived data more than adequately reproduces the

Rossby wave-like signal found in the altimeter data’s variability (figures 4.26, 4.27,

4.28, 4.29, 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32) and speed distributions (figures 4.34 and 4.35) in

both cases matching-up especially well for latitudes under 20◦;

4) The speed analysis tool provides a mapping of the RW speeds over all the oceans,

with the best match-ups with extended theory mode 1 speeds occurring in the

Atlantic Ocean (figure 4.20), for latitudes between 15◦ and 40◦, proving that this

ocean, despite its low RW variability is home to longwave Rossby wave-like fea-

tures;

5) Rossby wave-like propagation is confirmed as more prevalent in latitudes up to

20◦ in all oceans and the analysis of changes in the RW variability over the time

dimension not only confirms the latitudes of preferential propagation, but provides

an idea of the frequency of the RW events over time in each latitude band. The

possibility of locating regions of interest using the time-series of RW variability and

of correlating these with local climate indices was explored and several locations

were found;

6) The Pacific Ocean’s RW variability was found to respond in phase and immediately

and after to changes brought about by the ENSO cycle for latitudes between 5◦N

and 10◦N and between 15◦N and 30◦N (figures 4.11 and 4.13). In these latitudes

the RW variability is strongly linked to changes in the ocean’s structure brought-

about by the ENSO cycle;
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7) In the Atlantic Ocean the RW variability also showed signs of modulation by the

NAO and AMO, and despite low correlation values with the both indices, the RW

variability does show indications of responding to these changes (figure 4.19);

8) One of the more interesting results was found for the Indian Ocean at 10◦S, where

the signature of an annual period Rossby wave is found. In this location, the RW

variability showed a marked negative correlation when preceding strong El Niño

events by one year for latitudes between 5◦S and 15◦S. For the lower latitudes

between 5◦S-8◦S the ocean’s RW variability responded in phase and in tandem to

changes caused by the ENSO cycle (figure 4.23);

9) In all oceans the time-series of RW speeds, derived from the NEMO outputs,

showed sensitivity to changes in the oceans. In the Pacific correlations, albeit non-

significant, were found with the ENSO cycle (figure 5.13); in the Atlantic, RW

speeds showed modulations from a long period climate cycle, thought to be the

South Atlantic Subtropical Dipole (figure 5.19) and the Indian Ocean RW speeds

also showed signs of modulation by the Indian Ocean Dipole (figure 5.24). The

RW speed’s sensitivity to changes in the ocean’s structure once again indicates

the strength of the connection these waves have with the changes in the ocean’s

structure brought about by local climate cycles;

10) In each of the three oceans analysed both the RW variability and the RW speed

were found to be sensitive to the subtle changes occurring in the ocean dynamics,

with time-scales that varied between the annual to the decadal. All items described

between 4) and 10) address task (iii) - scientific goal 1.

11) The time-series of speeds computed from the NEMO-derived RW allowed the issue

of possible trends in the data to be addressed. It was the model’s longer time-series

that allowed for an investigation into this matter, producing a number of exciting

results. The computed trends are not random showing coherent spatial variability

over length scales of 1000 km or more. This implies that the process of speed

detection is not amplifying small differences in the original 3-D dataset of SSHA,

implying that the methodology produces output that is not dominated largely by

noise;

12) The trend analysis for the all oceans shows an interesting distribution of trends at

the lower latitudes, suggesting that the ocean’s RW speeds are changing over the

time-series analysed. While the data do not show the smooth increase in speed over

time predicted by Fyfe and Saenko (2007), they reveal an extremely interesting

complexity. One of the most interesting trends is found in the equatorial region

for both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, and to some extent the Indian Ocean.

These oceans show positive trends located at the eastern side and negative trends

at the western side (figures 5.16 and 5.10). This suggests that, over time, Rossby

wave-like features have increased in speed at their generation site and decreased
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their speed as they arrived at the western side. This intriguing change over time

could denote changes in the ocean’s local stratification with implications for the

wider oceanography;

13) The zonal trend maps shown in figures 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 emphasize the over-

simplification and loss of information of using zonaly averages in relation to the

information contained in the mapped trend distributions. The zonal trends of

the South Pacific and Atlantic and the Indian Ocean showed little similarity with

figure produced by Fyfe and Saenko (2007) shown in figure 1.1, and this work

found that the trend distribution was a much more complex one than those figures

might suggest;

14) The computed trend analysis and comparison with the findings of Fyfe and Saenko

(2007), described between 11) and 13) address task (iv) - scientific goal 2.

The task of processing and analysing the Rossby wave-like signature on a global

scale, although extremely interesting was challenging and time-consuming given the

sheer size of the datasets. A consequence of this is that a number of ideas must be left

as suggestions for future work. The following points address aspects that deserve to be

taken further:

• No cross-correlations were made with the NEMO-derived variability as the main

point of that section was to establish the model as a good surrogate for the

altimeter-derived data. It would be interesting to explore this avenue in the future

especially in the region surrounding 10◦S in the Indian Ocean where the variability

time-series has already suggested some interesting changes over time (figure 4.32

and 4.33).

• The apparent modulation of the RW speeds by the local climate features was

yet another interesting result, which again opens new avenues for investigation.

This variability, while again proving the wave-like feature’s sensitivity to decadal

changes, could be explored further; an analysis of the feedback between the waves

and the cycle and how these are changing over time might provide interesting

results.

• It would be very interesting to fully investigate the dipole of trends found at either

end of the equatorial regions in the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean, using either local

data or model output of the ocean’s stratification. Indeed, if changes over time in

the ocean’s stratification were to be found, it would further support the viability

of using Rossby wave-like features as indicators of changes in the oceans.

• The speed analysis tool while providing promising results in latitudes between 20◦-

40◦, had problem areas, the largest of which is the equatorial region. Sampling

issues come into play here, with the width of the window in the longitude dimension
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over which the RT operates being a major factor. Nonetheless, this work did show

that mode 2 waves appeared to have a signature between latitudes of 8◦-10◦ in

all oceans and an adaptation of the speed validation step, to include the mode 2

speed values for these latitudes should reveal interesting results, which carried-on

into a time-series analysis could lead to interesting results for this higher mode

Rossby wave.

• Cross-correlations were used to analyse the similarities between the RW variability

and climate indices. While providing some interesting results, it also evidenced the

limitations of using this tool. The fact that the analysis is performed over a length

of time results in correlation values that are averaged over that time-span, thus

removing the localisation in time. A consequence of this loss in localisation is that

correlation values will necessarily be lower, especially in cases where the events that

are being correlated occur at lower frequencies. One possible way of surmounting

this obstacle would be to use the cross-wavelet and coherence package, released by

Grinsted et al. (2004), which provide that extra localisation and would be a very

interesting next step.

• A logical extension of this work would be to improve the noise of the speed results

by increasing the resolution over which the speeds are computed. Give that speeds

are ”quantised” by the angle step used in the Radon Transform a finer grid reso-

lution than the 1◦ grid used here, should reveal smoother data. Another method

of reducing the quantisation in the lower latitudes would be to change the linearly

increasing angle of the RT to a logarithmically increasing angle. This would result

in finer step-increases in the speeds of the lower latitudes and possibly explain

some of the speed distributions found that showed what appeared to be a box-like

jump between two stages (top panel of figure 5.12).

• The trend data produced did not show the smooth RW speed increasing over time

and this could partly be due to the length of the time-series. The data used

started in 1961, a period where anthropogenic forcing would already be present,

and extends 42 years to the year 2007, whereas the data used by Fyfe and Saenko

(2007) started in 1900 and spanned 2 centuries. The early starting date alone

would allow for results to appear cleaner, showing-up marked differences in the

ocean’s structure. Ideally the time-period should extend to at least 100 years of

data, in order to encompass the earlier periods with less anthropogenic forcing.

The longer time-series would also allow for the larger period climate cycles to be

captured fully. An example of this was shown in section 5.2.1 where the South

Atlantic Southern Dipole is thought to modulate the RW speeds. In this instance,

the length of the time-series did not allow for a determination on the validity of

the computed trend.

• An interesting extension of this work would be to use the longer time-series of

observations offered by the Sea Surface Temperature data using, for example, the
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daily 0.25◦ data that starts from 1985, or even the extended reconstructed dataset,

which despite its monthly resolution, extends from 1854 to the present1. Hill et al.

(2000) have shown that the signatures of Rossby waves can be detected in these

data and to apply this methodology to the images would be a simple matter.

• A natural next step would be to reprocess the altimeter analysis using the new

2014 data provided by Ssalto/Duacs, which incorporate a new reference period

(now extended to a 20 year mean) and a new sea level anomaly bias, in addition

to the longer time-series, together with the eddy dataset version that is produced

with these altimetry data. Despite only extending the analysis another three years,

to encompass 21 years of data, the re-processing might reveal some new nuances.

This work provides a different perspective than that taken by the scientists using

ocean models as it uses data acquired over the ocean’s surface to study for changes in

its interior, and then uses that data to validate the model. This approach might be of

interest to the ORCA025 community in that it validates the representation of the model’s

Rossby wave field. Scientists using NEMO to explore the ocean’s for changes might find

the computed trends interesting for their own applications. The dataset containing the

residuals also might be of interest to scientists exploring the high-frequency variability

in the oceans and having access to a data that has the low frequency removed could be

useful.

Overall this work has provided a methodology and useful RW datasets that should

be explored further to address challenging questions about ocean dynamics. It has been

shown that the Rossby wave-like variability and speeds are sensitive to decadal variations

of ocean state so it is only reasonable to expect that they can also be sensitive to secular

trends in the ocean state. Ultimately the main aim of this work was proven: these

wave-like features are sensitive to changes in the ocean’s structure and the possibility of

using them as indicators of changes in the ocean’s structure is not to be ignored.

1for more information consult NOAA National Climatic Data Center: www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-
access/model-data/model-datasets/sea-surface-temperatures-sst-and-winds
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